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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 

IN-SITU PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR SOLAR DOMESTIC HOT WATER 
HEATING SYSTEMS COMPONENTS 

Three different solar domestic hot water systems are being tested at the Colorado 

State University Solar Energy Applications Laboratory; an unpressurized drain-back sys- 

tem with a load side heat exchanger, an integral collector storage system, and an ultra low 

flow natural convection heat exchanger system. The systems are fully instrumented to 

yield data appropriate for in-depth analyses of performance. The level of detail allows the 

observation of the performance of the total system and the performance of the individual 

components. 

This dissertation evaluates the systems based on in-situ experimental data and 

compares the performances with simulated performances. The verification of the simula- 

tions aids in the rating procedure. The whole system performance measurements are also 

used to analyze the performance of individual components of a solar hot water system and 

to develop improved component models. The data are analyzed extensively and the param- 

eters needed to characterize the systems fully are developed. Also resulting from this in- 

depth analysis are suggested design improvements either to the systems or the system 

components. 

Toni Richele Smith 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 
Spring, 1997 
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CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

In the U.S. today there is movement towards being more environmentally aware 

and friendly, hence there is an increased interest in the use of solar energy, an inherently 

clean energy. Walter Short of the Solar Energy Research Institute states that 20 years 

worth of electricity displaced by solar, in the U.S., represents well over 50 tons of carbon 

dioxide emissions [Rosenbaum, 19911. As the population continues to increase, fuel prices 

continue to rise, and the reserves of fossil fuels continue to be depleted, this interest will 

be intensified. 

One use for solar is to heat water for domestic use. The U.S. receives 46,000 quads 

(quadrillion Btu’s) of energy Erom the sun each year and 1/1O00 of that could supply the 

energy required to produce all the hot water needed for residential and commercial use 

(about 30 quads) [Bennett, 19951. The difficulty is that the energy intensity is low (so large 

areas are needed), the energy is intermittent (some form of storage is needed), and the 

need for back-up is not eliminated (increases cost). In today’s solar market, emphasis is 

placed on the design of solar systems which exhibit to the consumer a higher ratio of per- 

formance to price. In order to improve the performance, systems must be thoroughly 

understood. This includes both the entire system operation and on a component basis. As 

research into Solar Domestic Hot Water (SDHW) systems progresses the cost effective- 
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ness will increase until installing a SDHW system becomes a viable option or a standard 

feature; some utilities are currently investigating the use of SDHW systems for their cus- 

tomers. 

One example of what is possible exists in Sacramento. The Sacramento Municipal 

Utility District (SMUD) has implemented a program to augment their customers’ electric 

hot water heaters with solar to reduce the summer peak demand. A beneficial coincidence 

is that a solar hot water system’s peak performance occurs with the utilities summer peak 

demand. The 10 year goal is to replace with solar 34%, or 12,500, electric hot water sys- 

tem systems in the single family residential sector. The average installed system saves 

65% of the electricity required for hot water and essentially eliminates electricity demand 

during summer peak periods. Based on a billing analysis, about 2,33 1 k W y r  are saved 

for a four-person household [Osborn et al., 19951. 

The incentive for a customer to install a solar hot water system is a performance 

related rebate based on projected savings. The rating is obtained through prescribed short- 

term and component testing under the Solar Ratings and Certification Corporations 

(SRCC) guidelines [1994]. From the data gathered during testing, long-term performance 

predictions are made with the use of computer modeling. 

For these programs to be successful, now and in the future, SDHW systems need to 

continue to be technically improved and the SRCC must provide a fair and accurate rating 

of the systems. This dissertation provides an in-depth analysis of three typical SDHW sys- 

tems leading to a more thorough understanding based on first principles; thus, leading to 

technological improvements. The results from testing are compared to the predicted 

results using the SRCC ratings for the same systems, yielding suggestions for changes to 
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the ratings procedure. The next section discusses the background in developing a ratings 

program for SHDW systems. 

1.2 Background 

The testing and mon,.oring of Solar Domestic Hot Water (SDHW) systems has 

been conducted for many years to aid in the design and optimization process and for 

acceptance testing and certification corroboration. The desirable features of any testing 

procedure are [Bosanac, 19871: 

1) That it is applicable to SDHW systems regardless of design. 

2) That the system parameters are independent of testing conditions and that pre- 

diction is possible for various meteorological and operating conditions as well as certain 

modifications to the system installation. 

3) If the tests are used to find a problem, that the results allow a tracing back to the 

problem source. 

4) That the test procedure and parameter identification is as simple as possible so 

as not to impose a significant cost burden. 

5 )  That there is sufficient accuracy to permit a meaningful ranking of candidate 

systems. 

The full economic benefit of a solar water heating system cannot be realized unle 

it is properly designed and sized for its intended application. Needed at this time are 

S 

design methods which provide reliable estimates of the long-term average annual thermal 

performance for the various types of systems commercially available Buckles and Klein, 

19801. 
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For several years, the monitoring of systems over long periods of time was the only 

method available to asses system performance. The time frame was substantial and a com- 

parison of different data sets was difficult. Recently, short term tests used with computer 

modeling for long-term predictions have been adopted [Beale, 19873. But, a fundamental 

problem is reconciliation of the short-term tests with performance data. 

There are many models available to predict the performance of systems. There are 

models based on the operation of the system as a whole and models based on the operation 

of each of the components in the system. 

One method of whole system testing is followed by the European Solar Collector 

and Systems testing group. There are no component parameters; a black-box approach is 

used with input and output parameters determined from all day tests. This testing and 

modeling allows extrapolation of data beyond the testing conditions Dourges et al., Part 1, 

19911. No intrusive measurements are necessary, which makes it possible to monitor sys- 

tems already installed without any interruption to their operation [Arkar et al., 19911. 

Three system parameters are determined which can be attributed to the gains, losses and 

threshold effects of the system. Results of analysis of simulated data imply that signiscant 

scatter arises from the input-output model itself [Bourges et al., Part II, 19911. This model 

is not well suited for design and optimization of solar hot water systems [Schreitmuller, 

19871. 

A similar model is a dynamic testing method of solar system testing developed at 

L-M University in Munich. This model also takes the black-box approach, but there is a 

time dependence in the model, as opposed to stationary models. The time dependency 



accounts for any load and radiation profiles and any time sequence can contribute to sys- 

tem parameter identification [Spirkl, 19871. 

The second approach, the modeling of the components, is used by a model devel- 

oped at the University of Wisconsin called TRNSYS (TRaNsient System Simulation) 

[Klein et al., 19941. There are several others available, such as SHOW (Solar Hot Water) 

which will simulate one and two tank thermosyphon and pumped flat-plate SHDW sys- 

tems [Baughn and Young, 19841, but TRNSYS is the most widely used. TRNSYS is the 

modeling program used by the SRCC for system rating. Each component is modeled sepa- 

rately in TRNSYS, then a system model is “pieced” together from component models. A 

study by Fanney and Liu [1980] compared the results of two years worth of testing on six 

SDHW systems with annual TRNSYS predictions. There was agreement to within 11%. 

Although this estimate of annual performance is reasonable, predictions of short term per- 

formance may not be as good because of the complicated interactions between compo- 

nents. In particular, even though the predicted useful energy gained at the collector is 

reasonably accurate, the predicted collector outlet temperature is incorrect. 

Further background is provided in each of the chapters as pertaining specifically to 

the particular research being presented. 

1.3 Objective 

The performance rating of a SDHW system is important in assessing cost savings 

and in optimizing the system. Therefore the testing procedures and the modeling are 

equally important. The current test procedures require very specific component testing 
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which may not capture the component interactions such as the effect of storage stratifica- 

tion on the collector efficiency. 

This dissertation presents the results of detailed in-situ tests of three SDHW sys- 

tems. Various tests, such as normal operation tests, are performed on the systems which 

provide information on the interaction of the components. Also tests are performed which 

yield component infonnation, but the test data from these tests are not independent of the 

rest of the system, such as heat loss tests on the storage tanks. 

The results from these comprehensive tests are used to analyze all of the systems 

and their components. This analysis aids in the verification of, and improvements to, the 

ratings procedure for domestic hot water systems by lending confidence to the current 

models, by improving models, or by suggesting alternative procedures to follow to gain 

additional performance parameters. The understanding gained by the in-depth analyses of 

the systems suggests design improvements to the systems. 

1.4 Organization of Dissertation 

The current state of research in solar domestic hot water systems is discussed in 

chapter one. Descriptions of the systems tested, and their unique features, are provided in 

chapter two. The test protocol is also presented in chapter two. 

Energy balances, which help determine the necessary instnunentation, are pre- 

sented in chapter three. Also, the instrumentation of the systems is described in chapter 

three. 

Strategically selected components are then analyzed individually. The analysis of 

the indoor hot water storage tanks used for each of the systems is covered in chapter four. 
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Two of the systems tested use specially designed heat exchangers to transfer the collected 

solar energy to the load water, the heat exchanger for one of these systems is analyzed in 

chapter four. An in-depth analysis of the most important feature of the systems, the flat- 

plate collectors, is presented in chapter six. 

The conclusions and recommendations for further work are presented in chapter 

seven. 



CHAPTER 2. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS AND TESTS 

2.1 Introduction 

Three solar domestic hot water heating systems that are presently on the market 

have been installed and instrumented in detail. The systems each have at least one unique 

feature and are being tested simultaneously to assess similarities and differences in perfor- 

mance. A description of the systems tested is given in this chapter. Also presented are the 

testing procedures followed throughout the testing period. 

2.2 Description of Systems 

The three systems include one of each type of typical system currently on the mar- 

ket. These m: (1) a relatively low-cost unpressurized drain-back system with a load side 

heat exchanger, (2) an integral collector storage (ICs) system which uses a pump to circu- 

late water between the solar storage (collectors) and the auxiliary storage tank, and (3) an 

ultra-low collector flow rate system, utilizing glycol in the collector loop, with a natural 

convection heat exchanger used to transfer the collected heat to the water in the solar stor- 

age tank (natural convection heat exchanger system). Table 2.1 provides the system char- 

acteristics. 
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Table 2.1 System Details 

System Characteristic Drain-Back ICs Nat. Conv. HX 

Net CollectorArea, m2 (@) 5-52 (59.4) 2.6 (28Y 5.67 (61.0) 
~~ ~ 

Solar Tank Volume, m3 (gal.) 1 0.35 (g1v4) I - ~ -1 0.21 (56.4) 

Collector Flow Rate, m3/s 5.7 x 5.9 x 1.8 x 
(ft3/s) ( 2 . 0 ~  10") (2.1 (6.4 io4) 

Pump Motor Size, W (hp) 49.7 (1/15) 7.5 (1/100) 248.6 (1/3) I 
Controller DT - OdOff, OC I 7/2 

a. Aperture area includes gaps between tubes [Smith, 19953 

2.2.1 Overview of Systems 

The collectors are mounted facing due south at a 45' slope on the collector test bed 

located about 6.1 m (20 ft.) south of the basement of Solar House 1 at Colorado State Uni- 

versity. From there, piping is run into the basement of Solar House I, where all storage 

tanks (except the ICs collectors), pumps, and the external heat exchanger are located. Also 

in the basement of Solar House I is the HP system 10 data acquisition system and the 

80386 computer used for data logging. 

The plumbing between the basement and the test bed is located outside, except for 

2.4 m (8 fl.), which is located inside a small annex used to house a dessicant wheel. All 

systems are connected in parallel to both the water main supply line and the hot water 

draw line. Except for the 0.0127 m (1/2 in.) sweated copper piping near the pumps, all pip- 
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ing is 0.0187 m (3/4 in.) sweated copper. All lines are well insulated. To minimize pressure 

drop, all valves are 0.0187 m (3/4 in.) or 0.0127 m (1/2 in.) through-flow ball valves. 

2.2.2 Ambient Weather Station 

The weather station, shown in Fig. 2.1, consists of two pyranometers, used to mea- 

sure horizontal and tilt radiation, a wind speed anemometer with a direction indicator, and 

an outdoor ambient temperature sensor. 

Drain-Back ICs Natural Convection HX 

LEGEND 
Pressure Relief Valve T Temperature Measurements 

m. Horizontal Pyranometer 
- 

fT;\. Tilted Pyranometer Wind Speed/Direction 

@ Shifd@A~pirated 
m lent emperature 

Figure 2.1 Collectors and Outdoor Weather Station 



2.2.3 Drain-Back System 

The drain-back system consists of three panels connected in parallel, with an over- 

all outside dimension of 4.88 m x 1.18 m (196 in. x 46.5 in.). The net aperture area of the 

collectors is 5.9 m2 (65 ft?). The collector uses an ethylene propylene dyene monomer 

(EPDM) absorber, which is a pliable plastic not subject to damage by freezing. There is 

about 292.6 m (960 ft.) of black EPDM tubing, 0.0089 m (0.35 in.) outside diameter and 

0.0057 m (0.225 in.) inside diameter, encased in the collectors as an absorber. The absorp- 

tance of the EPDM is 0.9. The single cover is 0.0064 m (0.25 in.) Lexan honeycomb. The 

cover is designed to bow due to thermal expansion (similar to a bimetallic smp) creating a 

vent to ambient, thereby protecting against high stagnation temperatures. The frame is 

manufactured from sheet aluminum. 

A schematic of the drain-back system is shown in Fig. 2.2. The return flow from 

the drain-back collector enters a custom 0.35 m3 (91 gallon) unpressurized solar storage 

tank. The pump circulates the solar storage tank water to the collectors and back to the 

tank. Heat is removed from the solar storage tank using a load-side heat exchanger. The 

heat exchanger, which spans nearly the entire height of the tank, is 36.58 m2 (120 ft?) of 

0.019 m (0.75 in.) copper tubing coiled inside the solar storage tank. During a draw pota- 

ble water from main supply flows through the heat exchanger coil located in the solar stor- 

age tank and then into the bottom of a standard 0.14 m3 (36 gallon) auxiliary storage tank. 

Energy is transferred between the tanks only when there is a hot water draw. 

The pump is operated by a differential conmller. The upper dead band is set at 

7OC, and the lower dead band is set at 2°C. The thermistors used for measuring the control 

temperatures are located on the outlet of the collector and on the outside of the bottom of 
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the solar storage tank. The pump is an impeller type rated at 49.7 W (1/15 hp) that circu- 

lates water at a rate of 5.7 x 10-5 m3/s (0.9 gpm). 

2.2.4 Integral Collector Storage System 

The ICs system consists of two collector modules, each with four evacuated tubes. 

Each evacuated tube contains 0.019 m3 (5 gallons) of integral storage. The inner tube 

which holds the water is coated with a selective surface of black chrome with an absorp- 

tance of 0.93. The net aperture area (projected absorber area) is 1.82 m2 (20 f?). The pro- 

jected area of the modules is 3.32 m2 (36 $). The two modules were initially connected in 

series, and later in parallel, for the tests. The heat loss coefficient of these collectors is suf- 

ficiently low such that they are able to maintain temperatures above freezing for several 

days of inclement weather and no additional freeze protection is required However, the 

pipes to and from the collector are subject to freezing, and consequently, rupture. They are 

drained during periods of freezing weather. 

The ICs system plumbing is shown in Fig. 2.3. An induction pump, rated at 7.46 

W (WOO hp) circulates the water between the collector storage and auxiliary tank at a rate 

of 5.9 x 10-5 m3/s (0.94 gpm). The pump was initially installed to prevent overheating of 

the water in the collectors. During a draw, the pump is inactivated due to the water mains 

supply pressure, and water mains supply flows out to the collectors. Since a draw is about 

0.079 m3 (21 gallons), essentially the water from one collector module is displaced with 

main supply water. The displaced collector water flows into the bottom of a standard aux- 

iliary tank. During a draw, energy is removed from the top of the auxiliary tank. 
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The pump is operated with a differential controller with the upper dead band set at 

4SoC and the lower dead band set at 2°C. The themistors that measure the temperature 

difference are located on the outlet of the collector and on the bottom of the auxiliary stor- 

age tank, 

2.2.5 Natural Convection Heat Exchanger System 

The natural convection heat exchanger system consists of two standard 1.2 m x 2.4 

m (4 ft. x 8 ft.) micro-flow collectors connected in series. The solar absorber consists of 

two aluminum fins metallurgically bonded to a copper tube and constructed in a serpentine 

fashion. The absorber plate is an anodic cobalt selective surface with an absorptance of 

0.93. The cover is manufactured of low-iron, tempered glass. The supply tubing to the col- 

lector is 0.0079 m (5/16 in.) diameter and the return tubing is 0.0064 m (1/4 in.) diameter. 

There is 7.62 m (25 ft.) of each. 

A system schematic is presented in Fig. 2.4. This system utilizes a glycol fluid 

pumped between the collectors and the heat exchanger at a rate of 1.8 x 10-5 m3/s (0.3 

gpm). The glycol helps to protect against freezing. The pump is an impeller type rated at 

248.7 W (1/3 hp), and is operated by a differential controller. The thermistors that measure 

the controlling temperature difference are located on the outlet of the collectors and inside 

the heat exchanger shell. The upper dead band is set at 7OC and the lower dead band is set 

at 2OC. 

Upon returning from the collectors, the glycol enters the coil of a high perfor- 

mance heat exchanger, located adjacent to the solar storage tank. The heat exchanger is a 

shell and coil type with four copper coils enclosed in a copper shell. There is 30.48 m (100 
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ft.) of 0.0064 m (1/4 in.) diameter tubing, with a heat exchanger area of 0.61 m2 (6.5 ft?). 

This tubing constitutes four concentric coils for an overall height of 0.41 m (16 in.). The 

glycol flows simultaneously through each coil. This, together with the small diameter tub- 

ing to and from the collector, accounts for the pump being much larger than for the other 

two systems. The overall heat transfer coefficient is 380 W/m2K (67 Btu/hr f$ O F ) .  

Water, inside the shell, circulates from the heat exchanger to the solar storage tank 

via natural convection, driven by the temperature difference between the hot glycol and 

the colder solar storage tank water. During a draw, mains supply flows into the bottom of 

the solar storage tank while the hot water at the top of the solar storage tank is transferred 

to the bottom of a 0.14 m3 (40 gallon) auxiliary tank. Energy is removed ffom the top of 

the auxiliary tank. 

2.3 TestProcedures . 

Three separate tests are performed on each of the systems. Attempts were made to 

test the systems simultaneously. This was an attractive plan, but it did not work out well 

because the natural convection heat exchanger system solar storage tank was missing a 

part that affects the stratification of the tank. Therefore, the testing on the natural convec- 

tion heat exchanger system is accomplished separately from the other two systems. 

The three tests performed are: (1) normal operation tests, which are used to deter- 

mine the overall system performance, (2) continuous operation tests, which aid in deter- 

mining collector parameters, and (3) heat loss tests on the tanks, which are used to 

determine the heat loss coefficients of the tanks. The data are taken every 15 seconds for 

the duration of each test. The data acquisition system monitors 88 channels. To reduce the 
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data to a manageable set, five minute averages are used, except for the draw data. Since a 

draw occurs over only seven minutes, the 15 second data are used to compute the energy 

withdrawn from the tank during this time. The 15 second data are reduced using the pro- 

gram included on a disk as Appendix C. 

2.3.1 Normal Operation 

The normal operation tests are performed so as to compare results to the SRCC rat- 

ings, given in OG-300, a directory of solar water heating systems meeting minimum oper- 

ating and performance requirements [ 19931, for these systems. The SRCC ratings are 

based on TRNSYS mein et al., 19941 runs with standard decks. The decks are based on 

ASHRAE standard 95-1987 test procedures [1988]. The present systems are tested in 

accordance with ASHRAE procedures. The systems are allowed to operate normally for a 

period of five days with draws being performed three times a day, at 8:OO a.m., Noon, and 

5 p.m. The draw flow rate is 2 x 10 m /s (3 gpm) for seven minutes, or approximately 

0.08 m3 (21 gallons) per system per draw. Before beginning a test, a manual draw is per- 

fomed on all the systems, either before sunrise or after sunset, until a constant tempera- 

ture is monitored throughout the test set-up. If the outside ambient temperature is below 

hezing, tests are not conducted since the ICs system does not have freeze protection for 

the piping running outside, which are drained down during these periods. 
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2.3.2 Continuous Operation 

For the continuous operation tests, the systems are forced to operate unnaturally. 

The pumps are manually turned on, and left on throughout the course of the three day test. 

These tests are used in the analysis to determine the collector parameters such as the col- 

lector loss coefficient (FRuL>, and the absorber transmittance/absorptance product 

(FR(za)). These tests are performed for three configurations of the systems: 1) no draws 

are performed and no auxiliary heat is used, 2) draws are performed, and no auxiliary heat 

is used, 3) draws are performed, and auxiliary heat is used. Again, the system temperatures 

are brought to equilibrium before beginning the test. 

2.33 Heat Loss Tests 

These tests are performed on the tanks alone, to determine the heat loss coeffi- 

cients. Here, the tanks are filled with constant temperature hot water (at least 10°C hotter 

than the ambient room temperature) and allowed to sit, while being monitored, for at least 

12 hours. The temperature decay over time is monitored. The valves on the piping to/from 

the tanks are positioned opened or closed, depending on the test. More detail is given in 

Chapter 4. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented the details of the systems and the philosophy of testing. 

The next chapter presents the instrumentation and the experimental details. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND TESTING 
METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The final instrumentation for the experiments, the calibration procedures used, and 

an enumeration of the experimental revisions made during the course of the testing are 

presented and discussed in this chapter. 

It is desired to make sufficient measurements to enable detailed energy balances to 

be performed on all significant components of the systems, and by extension, on the entire 

systems in aggregate. To accomplish this, it is necessary to make detailed measurements 

on the systems themselves. Significant instrumentation is required to be able to identify 

the transient nature of the systems’ operation. 

A comprehensive instrumentation plan of the highest quality is designed to effect 

system measurements of temperatures, electrical power input, flow rate, and differential 

pressure across the pumps. In addition, an outdoor ambient weather station has been 

designed and installed specifically for these tests. Measurements from the ambient 

weather station constitute inputs while system measurements constitute system states and 

outputs. The goal of the design is to be able to obtain physical energy balances on all 

major components to within 10% of delivered energy. The density of the instrumentation 

is such as to enable detailed component-by-component analysis, as well as whole system 

analysis. Finally, there is sufficient redundancy via independent measurements to permit 
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the determination of accuracy experimentally. Such measurement detail meets the dual 

objectives of analysis: (1) correlation of inputs with outputs, and (2) detailed system and 

component analyses. 

The instrumentation evolved over time to meet specific needs identified during the 

course of the work. After initial data acquisition runs were made and subsequent analyses 

performed, the instrumentation was revised many times over the course this work. A com- 

plete instrumentation list is given in Appendix A. 

3.2 Energy Balances 

In order to perform the detailed component-by-component analyses, and to meet 

the overall system energy balances goal of IO%, the following types of energy balances 

need to be accommodated by the instrumentation system. 

3.2.1 Convective Energy 

The energy gain/loss across all major system components, including collectors, 

heat exchangers, storage tanks, and long piping runs (from the indoor storage tanks to the 

collectors) needs to be determined during times when there is fluid flow. The appropriate 

equation is given as: 
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The volume flow rates and the temperate differences are measured directly, the 

thermodynamic variables are determined from the thermodynamic state, and the area of 

the pipe is determined from the piping size. 

Note that measurements of this type are taken across both sides of the heat 

exchangers, enabling the losses to be determined. The heat exchanger effectiveness, an 

important design parameter for active solar systems, is also determined. 

3.2.2 Parasitic Power 

The parasitic power consumed by the fluid being pumped is calculated as: 

Both V and AP are measured. The electrical power is also measured, therefme 

the overall efficiency (combined efficiency of the pump and the motor) is obtained by cal- 

culation, as follows: 

3.23 Internal Energy 

In order to determine the heat loss coefficients for the tanks, the internal energy o€ 

the water in the tank is calculated as the time rate of change of the temperature of the mass 

of water in the tank. This internal energy is then used to determine the heat loss coefficient 

of the tank, as presented in Chapter 4. The equation used is: 
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(3.4) 

The thermocouple arrays in the tanks have been designed to yield vertical tempera- 

ture profiles throughout the tank. These temperatures are monitored over the duration of a 

heat loss test. The mass of the water in the tank was measured on a precision balance scale 

that had been calibrated two weeks earlier. 

3.2.4 Overall System Energy 

An overall energy balance is performed on each of the systems. To include as 

many measured terms as possible, energy balances are performed around both the solar 

storage tanks and around the auxiliary tanks. The collector is treated separately in Chapter 

6. Since each system is unique, so is the resulting energy balance equation. The AT'S used 

in the following equations are to account for the energy due to tank heat losses; each AT is 

the volume weighted temperature of the respective tank, minus the mom ambient temper- 

ature. The energy balances for the drain-back system are: 

The energy balance equation for the ICs system is: 
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---- 
Finally, the energy balance equation for the natural convection heat exchanger sys- 

tem is: 

3.3 Instrumentation 

Outdoor and system measurements are made as indicated in the Figures 2.1 - 2.4. 

The types of measurements include: temperatures, fluid flow rates, electrical power, and 

pressure differential across the pumps. Measurements are taken every 15 seconds and 

averaged to yield 5-minute data. For analysis specific to draw data (e.g. energy drawn 

from the tank) the 15-second data are used. The following descriptions will be clearer by 

referring to the figures. 

3.3.1 Calibrations 

Except for the differential pressure sensors and the Coriolis flow meter, which are 

new and calibrated by the manufacturer, all instruments were calibrated through the Data 

Acquisition System @AS) used to measure and store all of the experimental data. It is 

critical that the calibration be made through the same DAS with which the measurements 

are taken, so as to calibrate the instnunent/DAS system rather than just the sensors alone. 

This ensures both accuracy and correctness (for example, that the instruments are con- 

nected properly to the DAS). 
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Two Eppley PSP pyranometers are used to measure the incident solar radiation; 

one measures the horizontal radiation, the other faces south and measures the 45" tilt radi- 

ation. The pyranometers were calibrated versus a known pyranometer at the Colorado 

State University Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory in the summer of 1993. Each pyranom- 

eter was mounted in the orientation used for data collection (horizontal or tilted). The cal- 

ibration test proceeded over the come of eight days. The least squares fit for the 

horizontal pyranometer yielded a calibration constant of 1.063813 x V/W/m2 with a 

standard deviation of 4.352 x lo-' V/W/m2 and an 2 of 1.0. The least squared fit for the tilt 

pyranometer yielded a calibration constant of 9.963726 x lo6 V/W/m2 with a standard 

deviation of 4.3259 x V/W/m2 and an 3 of 1.0. 

The type T thermocouples were calibrated versus a precision mercury thermome- 

ter, readable to 0.05 OC. Six thermocouples were calibrated - four from one roll of wire, 

and two from a second roll of wire (from both the beginning and ends of the rolls). Abso- 

lute temperature errors of less than 0.05 "C were observed. The calibration curve is shown 

in Fig. 3.3, with a standard deviation in absolute temperature of less than 0.02 OC. Based 

upon these observations, it is concluded that no additional thermocouples need be cali- 

brated [Davidson, 19931. An accuracy of +/- 0.1OC will be used for the error analysis to 

account for the unknown placement of the thermocouple in the flow stream profile. 

All of the turbine flow meters were calibrated using a manometer and an ASME 

calibrated venturi. In regards to orientation and entrance length necessary for fully devel- 

oped flow to be measured, the flow meters were installed in the system and in the calibra- 

tion stand according to the guidelines given by the manufacturer [EG & G, 19901 and in 
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Figure 3.1 Thermocouple Calibration Curve 

the literature [Shafer, 19611. Such devices directly yield the volume flow rate. An equation 

of state is required to determine the mass flow rate. 

Six Hall effect AC Watt transducers are used for power determination. Three large 

transducers, rated at 20 kW output with external coil current transformers, are used on the 

auxiliary heating elements, and three transducers rated at 120 W output are used on the 

pumps. One of the large Hall effect transducers was sent back to the factory in the summer 

of 1993 for factory calibration, and the others were calibrated against this device. The 

smaller transducers were calibrated per the instructions given by the manufacturer of the 

large transducers [Ohio Semitronics, 19931. 

Table 3.2 presents the types of instnunentation used and their associated errors. A 

complete error analysis is provided as Appendix B. 
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Table 3.1 Instrumentation 

Horizontal, Tilt 

Watt Xducers Hall Effect On Pumps, Controllers +/- 0.5% 

3.3.2 Ambient Weather Station 

Measurements taken are: solar irradiation (total horizontal and total tilt on the col- 

lector plane), ambient dry-bulb temperature, and wind speed and direction. The ambient 

temperature sensor is shielded from direct and reflected solar radiation and long wave sky 

radiation by a double-walled aspirated housing that is painted white [European Solar Col- 

lector and Systems Testing Group, 1989; ASHRAE, 19881. Tests have shown this type of 

temperature sensor to be accurate to within 0.2 OC, even in conditions of high solar radia- 

tion. The ambient dry-bulb temperature and wind measurements are taken at a height cor- 

responding to mid height of the collector [ASHRAE, 19881, adjacent to the collectors. 

Thus, it may be possible to correlate the overall collector loss coefficient with the convec- 

tive loss coefficient (h) due to wind speed and direction, i.e. h as a function of the Rey- 

nolds number, Prandtl number, and collector geometry. 
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3.33 Temperature Measurements 

All temperature measurements are made of high-grade type T (Copper/Constantin) 

thermocouple wire. It is essential that extremely accurate temperature measurements be 

made, as the temperature differences are directly proportional to the energy balances on 

components. All thermocouples are shielded using electrical conduit, and electrically iso- 

lated from the shields to prevent ground loops. All temperatures are measured absolutely. 

Temperature measurements in flow streams (except for the small tubing on the Therm0 

Dynamics collector loop) are made using identical fittings, with the result that any system- 

atic errors due to geometry will cancel WcGee, 19881. Finally, where there are junctions 

involving dissimilar metals, a thermal heat sink is provided and the junctions are insulated 

so as to minimize spurious EMF’S due to non-isothemality [ASTM, 19811. 

For fluid temperature measurements, thin-walled brass tubing and Swagelock 

compression fittings inserted in 0.0254 m (1 in.) wyes to isolate physically the thermo- 

couple from the fluid. They are installed no more than 200 mm (8 in.) from the inlet/outlet 

of the point of interest, and the probe is directed upstream Puropean Solar Collector and 

Systems Testing Group, 19891. Since the Biot Number for the brass tube is less than 

0.003, the radial resistance can be considered to be negligible. These brass fittings have 

been designed so that axial conduction along the tube is negligible, and tests have been 

conducted to demonstrate that this is indeed so. To obtain the significance of the axial con- 

duction, the following equation is solved theoretically: 
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x = lengthalongbrasstube 
Tfluid = linearinx 

@ X  = I, dT/dx=O 

(3.8) 

The resulting temperature distribution of the brass tube is an exponential decay, 

given as: 

The ratio ‘my is at least 300. Therefore, axial conduction is negligible. 

In the past, tank temperature measurements have been made by cutting a large hole 

in the top of the tank and inserting a thermocouple tree. This is not a satisfactory proce- 

dure since cutting through the lining of the tanks causes the tank to commence rusting rap- 

idly. Here, thermocouple arrays have been designed to measure tank temperatures at eight 

heights, where the spacing between thermocouples in the tank is uniform at one-eighth of 

the height of the tank. Each thermocouple in the array is installed in a thin-walled brass 

tube, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Plexiglass spacers are provided to align the tubes horizontally. 

Before soldering on the end caps, thermal paste is applied to the thermocouple junction, 

which has been wrapped in heat shrink tubing so as to isolate it electrically from the 

shield. The brass plug holding the thermocouple array is threaded into the 0.019 m (314 
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in.) NPT fitting on the top of the storage tank, normally used for the pressure/temperature 

relief vdve. The pressure/temperature relief valve is "teed" off of the hot water draw line. 

I I I  I l l  

3gure 3.2 Tank Thermocouple Tree 

3.3.4 Fluid Flow Rate 

For most of the fluid flow rate measurements turbine flow meters are used. Turbine 

flow meters are installed in the draw line, supply line, and in each of the systems to mea- 

sure the flow out to the collectm. 

The hot water draws are performed automatically using solenoid valves connected 

to a timer. The draws on the systems are performed sequentially. The draw flow rate is 

- 4 3  nominally 2 x 10 m /s (3 gpm), and continues in each system for 7 minutes fix a total of 

0.08 m3 (21 gallons). These draw flows are accurately measured using turbine flow meters. 
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However, for the very low flow rate on the natural convection side (solar storage 

tank) of the natural convection heat exchanger, a highly accurate mass ffow rate meter 

manufactured by Micro Motion Corporation is used This meter acts on the principle of 

sensing the Coriolis acceleration of the fluid through a vibrating U-tube, thus it is the least 

invasive with the lowest pressure drop (shown in Fig. 3.3) of all mechanical flow metering 

devices, making it ideally suited to our application. At the low flow rate seen in the natural 

convection loop of the heat exchanger (c 1 x 10 m /s), the pressure drop is less than 20 -5 3 

Pascals. 
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Figure 3.3 Micro Motion Pressure Drop Curve 
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3.35 Differential Pressure Measurements 

Differential pressures are measured across the pumps to yield, together with the 

volumetric flow rate, the parasitic pumping power into the fluid. These strain gage devices, 

which are very sensitive to overpressurization, were bought new for this project. The 

transducers are installed using 0.0032 m (1/8 in.) pressure taps soldered to the pipes on 

either side of the pump. The transducers are connected to the taps via plastic tubing. 

Valves are installed in the plastic tubing on either side of the tap to conml the pressurizing 

of the transducers. The pressure transducers’ measurements can be checked against the 

electrical pumping power and the fluid volume flow rate for consistency, by assessing 

whether the overall efficiencies of the pumps are reasonable. 

3.3.6 Electrical Power Measurements 

Hall-effect transducers are used to measure the power input to the electrical auxil- 

iary heaters in the auxiliary storage tanks, and the collector fluid circulating pumps. Watt- 

hour meters are also used to measure the electrical input to the auxiliary heaters. These are 

used as a gross double check, and also to determine at a glance whether the heaters are on. 

The auxiliary heater usage is measured with large 20 kW rated output transducers with 

external coil current transformers. The pump power usage is measured with 120 W rated 

output transducers. 
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3.4 Overall Energy Balance Results 

The results for the system energy balances, as described in section 3.2.4, are pre- 

sented in Table 3.2. The calculated/measured values of the individual terms in the energy 

balance equations, (eqn’s 3.5 to 3.7) are also shown. Also included in the table is the use- 

ful energy gained from the collector which is hcozlCp(Tout, col - Ti,  col) for flat-plate 

collector systems (the drain-back and natural convection heat exchanger systems) and is 

hpmpCp(Tout ,  col-  Ti, col) + mdrwCp(Tout,  col-  Ti, col) for the ICs system- n e  inci- 

dent radiation is calculated as the measured radiation incident on the tilted surface times 

the net collector area given in Table 2.1. The results for the drain-back and ICs systems 

are given for the six day testing period from 4 p.m. August 24 to 8:30 p.m., August 30, 

1995. The results for the natural convection heat exchanger system are for the eight day 

testing period from 7 p.m. February 18 to 7 a.m. February 27,1996. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 

present the weather data for these two periods. 

The last three rows of Table 3.2 show the system energy balance percentages. The 

energy balance percentages are based on the energy gained in the tank/tanks. “Main” 

refers to an energy balance with the control volume around just the main solar storage 

tank, “Aw” is an energy balance with the control volume around the auxiliary storage 

tank, and “Overall” is an energy balance with the control volume around both storage 

tanks. All of the energy balances are within the 10% goal. A large portion of the error may 

be attributed to the behavior of the storage tanks, which is discussed in Chapter 4. The 

storage tank heat losses account for 10% to 15% of the overall energy gained in the tanks. 
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Table 3.2 Energy Balance Results 

Energy Balance: Aux 2.8% 7.0% 7.7% 

Energy Balance: Overall 5.4% 7.0% 1.2% 
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3.5 Test Revisions 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, many changes were deemed nec- 

essary to the experimental set-up; either for ease of testing, equipment failure, or as a 

result of preliminary analyses. Some changes include: 

(1) Several thermocouples were added to allow for a more complete energy bal- 

ance analysis. 

(2) The Micro Motion flow meter (located in the thermosyphon loop on the natural 

convection heat exchanger system) was replaced with a Micro Motion flow meter that has 

1/10 the fluid pressure drop. 

(3) A tempering valve was added to the draw flow to allow for “energy” draws. 

(4) Solenoid valves were added to the draw lines for each system to automate the 

draws. The output from the solenoid valves were eventually changed to DC outputs once it 

was discovered that the-AC readings were unable to be measured using the data acquisi- 

tion system. 

(5) The turbine flow meter on the ICs system was moved from downstream of the 

pump to the line going directly to the collector. This makes the determination of the 

energy gained across the collector easier to calculate since this meter will now also mea- 

sure the draw flow going out to the collector. 

(6) Heat traps were added to the inletloutlet pipes on the storage tanks. This is dis- 

cussed in chapter three. 

(7) The collector cover on the drain-back system was replaced. The underside of 

the original cover had become covered with brown residue from outgassing of the EPDM 

material. 
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(8) Two thermistors used for the temperature measurements on the pump controller 

had to be replaced. One was on the natural convection heat exchanger system; the other 

was on the ICs system. 

(9) The frequency to voltage converter chip used with the wind speed anemometer 

was replaced three times. It is highly sensitive to voltage spikes, and would sometimes fail 

during lightning storms. Each time the chip was replaced, the anemometer would be reca- 

librated. 

(10) The wind direction vane was ripped apart during a storm and had to be 

replaced. 

(1 1) The turbine flow meters are old, and many times the electronics failed. The 

problem was always found and corrected (chips, resistors, capacitors, etc. had to be 

replaced). The flow meters were always recalibrated when repairs were performed. The 

turbines on two separate flow meters had to be repaired, they would not spin freely. One 

was taken apart and cleaned thoroughly, the other had disengaged from its mounting shaft. 

(12) The pumps on both the drain-back system and the ICs system were replaced. 

The ICs system pump failed, and the drain-back system pump was replaced with a higher 

capacity pump to provide a higher flow rate out to the collectors. 

(1 3) Attempts were made to test the systems simultaneously. This was an attractive 

approach that did not work out well. After an in-depth analysis of the natural convection 

heat exchanger system data, it was discovered that the “dip-tube” was missing on the main 

solar storage tank. The dip-tube directs the mains supply water flowing into the primary 

solar storage tank to the bottom of the tank. Without the dip-tube, when a draw is per- 

formed the supply water will enter the top of the solar storage tank, mix with the existing 
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top of the solar storage tank, and then enter the auxiliary storage tank. Thus, most of the 

solar heated water in the solar storage tank remains, and is not delivered to the load. 

Unfortunately, this was not discovered until very late in the experiments; therefore, the 

natural convection heat exchanger system tests were performed by themselves after a new 

dip-tube was inserted. Fortunately, though, it does not affect the analysis of the compo- 

nents of the system. 

(14) When additional channels were added to the data acquisition system, the data 

acquisition period had to be increased from 8 seconds to 15 seconds. 

3.6 Summary 

The instrumentation was designed, calibrated, and installed with the purpose of 

being able to make comprehensive measurements of the solar domestic hot water systems 

overall and on a component basis. The degree to which energy balances can be made, less 

than 7%, attests to the successful implementation of the instrumentation plan. 

The drain-back system has an overall average pump efficiency of 18%, with a max- 

imum of 20%. The overall average pump efficiency for the ICs system is 4%, with a max- 

imum of 13%, and the overall average pump efficiency of the natural convection system is 

5% with a maximUm of 6%. If the useful energy at the collector is used as a basis, the elec- 

trical pump energy consumes less than 5% of the overall for all three systems. The portion 

of this energy gained by the fluid is at most 1%. Solar water heating systems have been 

notorious for inefficient impellers and electrical motors, but overall the energy consumed 

is a small fraction of the total, so the pumps will not be further analyzed in this work. 



CHAPTER 4. STORAGE TANK HEAT LOSS TESTS 

4.1 Introduction 

The heat loss test performed on the storage tanks and the analyses of the heat loss 

tests are described in this chapter. 

The primary and auxiliary storage tanks of a solar system play an important role in 

the overall performance of the system. The heat loss from the tanks is typically 10% to 

15% of the useN energy gained at the collector. The tests are performed with the valves 

either open or closed. Due to the large differences observed, “heat traps” were added at a 

later date. 

4.2 Heat Loss Test Method 

Heat loss tests for all of the primary and auxiliary water storage tanks are per- 

formed to determine the heat loss coefficients. The systems are configured in two different 

modes for the tests: 1) the flow control valves on the systems are positioned for normal 

operation (most valves are open, a few are closed) and 2) the valves on the systems are all 

closed. 

4.2.1 Experimental Formulation 

The UA values of the tanks are obtained following the procedure given in 

ASHRAE [95]. The tanks are filled with water at a minimum temperature of 65 “C and are 

then monitored for at least 12 hours while the tanks are undisturbed. The UA coefficient is 
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determined by a linear regression on the line obtained by plotting the logarithm of the tem- 

perature difference (tank average temperature minus ambient temperature) versus time, 

which is obtained by integrating eqn (4. l), yielding eqn (4.2). 

The tank average temperature is calculated as a volume weighted average based on 

the nodes (temperature measurements) in the tank. An area weighted average is computed 

for comparison, the area being the outside area of the tank. The nodes are evenly spaced 

throughout the height of the tank, as shown for an auxiliary tank in Fig. 4.1. The water in 

the tank becomes stratified over the come of the test, as shown for the drain-back system 

auxiliary tank in Fig. 4.2. Other temperature profiles for all the tanks and tests are similar. 

The sharpest temperature drop is at the bottom of the tank. This is not accounted for when 

calculating an average UA value. 

The 3 (a measure of the total variability in lnAT that is accounted for when using 

the line fit to predict InAT) of the regressions is 0.9 or greater. The regression lines for the 

main solar and auxiliary storage tanks for the drain-back system for one such experiment 

is shown in Fig. 4.3. The waviness of the line is due to the cycling on and off of the room 

heater located in the basement of Solar House I where the tanks are located. 
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Figure 4.1 Thermocouple Tree in Auxiliary Tank 
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Figure 4.2 Auxiliary Tank Temperature Profile 
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Figure 4.3 Tank Heat Loss Coefficient Determination 

4.2.1.1 Area Weighting vs. Volume Weighting 

The average tank temperature used to calculate the overall UA value for the tank is 

determined using two methods. The first one weights each node, N, temperature (eight 

nodes per tank, corresponding to the eight measurements) based on the outside surface 

area of the tank. This formulation is sensible because the heat loss from the tank is over 

this area. The second method weights each node temperature by the volume of water con- 
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tained in that node; which is sensible because it is the temperature of this volume of water 

used in the temperature difference. The average is obtained as given in eqn (4.3) for each 

time step. The variable AVj refers to either area or volume. 

The results from both methods are almost identical. The average temperature using 

the volume weighted average is 0.4% to 0.8% higher than the area weighted average tem- 

perature. This leads to a volume weighted log temperature difference of 0.2% to 0.4% 

greater than the area weighted log temperature difference. The calculated overall UA val- 

ues vary less than 1% between the methods. An area weighted average is used in this dis- 

sertation. 

4.2.2 Analytical Formulation 

The UA value for the water storage tanks is calculated using the R-value of the 

insulation given by the manufacturer. The 6ilm coefficient is based on an average 10 "C 

temperature difference between the ambient air and the tank surface temperature. The fol- 

lowing equations from Welty, Wicks, and Wilson [ 19761 apply. There are two film coeffi- 

cients, one to the room ambient, the other to the water inside the tank. These two terms are 

determined using eqn.'s (4.2) and (4.3) for the sides of the tank, and eqn.'s (4.4) and (4.5) 

for the top of the tank.The convection to the water contributes a negligible amount. 

Nuwater, sides = 0.548(GrPr)1'4 = (hL)/k 
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1 /3 2 hair, sides = 5.678 [ 0.19 (AT) 3,  W/m C (4.5) 

1 14 
Nu,ater,top = 0.27(GrPr) = hL/k ,  L=O.9D 

hair, top = 5.678[0.22(AT)1/3], W/m 2 C 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Once the h's are known, along with the insulation R-value and the conduction from 

the bottom of the tank through the floor, the overall resistance is calculated as: 

1 - Asides +Atop Abottom 

Rtot Rsides Rtop Rbottom 
- - -  - +- = UA 

1 +- + ' ins 
1 Ri = - 

hair hwater 

(4.8) 

The calculated UA's are 1 WPC for all the auxiliary tanks, 2.4 WPC for the drain- 

back system solar storage tank, and 1.2 WPC for the natural convection heat exchanger 

system solar storage tank. These results are summarized in Table 4.2. 

4.23 Valves OpenNalves Closed 

Tests on the tanks are performed twice, once with the flow control valves in the 

position for normal operation (most valves in the open position), and a second time with 

all valves closed. The results from the two tests are compared to determine the degree to 

which convective currents in the pipes affect the heat loss from the tanks. Both sets of tests 

were conducted in 1994 (without heat traps) and in 1995 (with heat traps). In addition to 
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these tests, the natural convection heat exchanger system is tested with the thermosyphon 

loop closed, and with the collector loop closed. 

4.2.4 Heat Traps 

Large differences are observed between the UA’s when the valves are in the normal 

operating position and when the valves are closed. In an attempt to reduce the heat loss 

from the tanks when the valves are in the normal operating position, “heat traps” were 

added to some pipes going into/out of the hot water tanks, as shown in Figures 4.4,4.5, 

and 4.6 (the valves that are in the closed position for normal operation are noted on the fig- 

ures), the heat traps are effected by a U-turn in the piping with a minimum 0.152 m (6 in.) 

depth wood, 1994; Instructions for Installation and Operation, Solar Water Heaters, 

19831. Heat traps inhibit natural convection of the hot fluid in the vertical riser pipes by 

forcing the fluid to turn and then directing it downward, against the natural tendency of the 

hot fluid to rise. Differences between the results from tests with and without the heat traps 

are attributed to free convective heat loss through the attached pipes. Evidence of convec- 

tive currents affecting the heat loss is presented by Wood et al., 1995, technical progress 

report #3. The heat loss from a tank filled with hot water increased by lO%’when a 0.457 

m (18 in.) pipe, empty of water, was connected to the top of the tank. The heat loss 

increased by 30% when the pipe connected to the top of the tank was full of water. A sum- 

mary of test conditions is given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 UA Test Conditions 

Heat Traps: Valve Position 

w/o Heat Traps Valves Open 

Valves Closed 

w/ Heat Traps Valves Open 

Valves Closed 

start Date & Time Duration Tank Initial Temp. 

6D72 p.m. 25 hrs. 65 "C 

6/7,5 p.m. 45 hrs. 65 "C 

8/14,4 p.m. 96 hrs. 70 "C 

8/2,1 p.m. 95 hrs. 65 "C 

4.3 Results 

The heat loss coefficients are given in Table 4.2 for each of the systems tested; also 

included are the analytically determined heat loss coefficients for each of the tanks. The 

first set of tests performed were without heat traps installed. The valves were in the open 

position for the first test without the heat traps, the valves were in the closed position for 

the second test without heat traps. Heat traps were then added and the valve position tests 

repeated. 

The analytically determined UA value should compare well to the UA determined 

from the valves closed test, this comparison is shown in Table 4.3. In almost all cases, the 

analytically determined value is less than the experimental value. This difference varies 

from 70% to 150%. The one exception is for the primary tank for the drain-back system. 

The analytical value of 2.4 WPC is 24% higher than the 'without heat traps' test value of 

1.82 W/"C, and only 7% less than the 'with heat traps' test value of 2.56 WPC. 
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Table 4.2 UAResults 

2.43 1.82 Drain-Back Primary 2.93 2.56 

Auxiliary 

ICs 

Nat. Conv. HX: Primary 

Auxiliary 11 1 

1 

1 

1.2 

1 WjOHeatTraps 11 WIHeatTraps 

2.40 

4.3 

3.67 

2.21 

I I  
I Ii I 

1.79 2.04 1.69 

2.0 2.6 1.8 

2.97 5.36 2.82 

1.66 2.06 1.72 

’ Valves Valves Valves Valves 
Open 1 Closed j/ Open 

1 Closed 

Table 4.3 UA Results - Valves Closed Only 

The analytical value being lower than the measured value can be attributed to one 

of three factors: (1) the actual losses from the tanks are increased by the pipe extensions, 

“fins,” at the top of the tank (supply and draw lines), (2) since the tanks are stratified (the 

hottest water being at the top of the tank), the losses from the top, and the ”fins,” are 
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greater than would be calculated, (3) and the fact that the average temperam difference 

and the Nusselt and convective coefficient correlations used for the analytical calculations 

are not fully representative. 

After the heat traps were added, a decrease in the UA of between 5% to 15% 

occurred for most of the tanks. This is shown in Table 4.3 for the tests with the valves 

closed (the percentage difference of interest is given in the last column), and Table 4.4 for 

the tests with the valves open. As expected, the UA decreases more for the tests when the 

valves are open. These differences are considered significant and are attributed to the heat 

traps. In comparison, the UA values are decreased 25%, on average, by closing the valves 

(discussed in a later paragraph). 

Table 4.4 UA Results - Valves Open Only 

If the results for the valves open and valves closed tests, without heat traps, are 

compared, the UA values for all of the tanks decrease; the same is true if the results for the 

valves open to valves closed tests, with heat traps, are compared. This is shown in Table 
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4.5. This difference ranges from 15% to 50%, with an average of 25%, and is expected 

since fluid convection is eliminated by closing the valves. This percentage is greater in all 

cases but the natural convection heat exchanger primary solar storage tank, since the 

valves that are closed are located after the heat traps, they have less effect on the convec- 

tive currents when heat traps are in place than when they are not. 

Table 4.5 UA Results - Valves OpedClosed Comparison 

Note the increases in UA from the ‘without heat traps’ to the ‘with heat traps’ tests 

for the primary tanks of both the drain-back and natural convection heat exchanger sys- 

tems, and the 40% decrease for the ICs tank with the valves open. For the drain-back sys- 

tem, this is probably due to degradation of the insulation wrapped around the tank due to 

saturation with water (the drain-back tank system is to be upgraded to a new natural con- 

vection system which is being tested, so corrective action has not been taken to replace the 

insulation). 



For the natural convection heat exchanger system main tank, the Micro Motion 

flow meter used in the 'without heat traps' test was responsible for 1/3 of the pressure drop 

in the system. It was replaced with a Micro Motion flow meter with 1/10 of that pressure 

drop. An additional heat loss test conducted with the new flow meter removed from the 

system yielded a UA value of 5.4 WPC, which is within the experimental resolution of the 

'with heat traps' natural convection heat exchanger system test with the valves open. This 

leads to the assumption that the present Micro Motion flow meter does not restrict the nat- 

ural convection flow to any considerable degree. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the UA 

of the natural convection heat exchanger primary tank increased by 46% due to increased 

recirculation (backflow) through the natural convection heat exchanger loop. 

Two other tests on the natural convection heat exchanger system are performed to 

isolate the effect of recirculation. Two possibilities exist for the extent of the recirculation 

- through the thermosyphon loop and through the collector loop. In the first test, all valves 

are in the normal operation mode, except for the valves on the glycol side of the heat 

exchanger. These valves are closed. The calculated UA is 5.39 W/*C, which, as expected, 

is for all practical purposes the same. For the second test, all valves are in the normal oper- 

ation mode except for the valves on the thennosyphon loop, which are closed. The UA 

determined from this test is 3.88 W/"C, a significant difference of 30%. This leads to the 

very important conclusion that there is significant backflow through the heat exchanger 

when the system is idle. 

The 40% decrease in UA for the ICs system, with the valves open, is somewhat of 

a mystery. The plumbing for the ICs system, as seen in Fig. 4.3, is very complex. Initially, 

it was believed that valves normally in the closed position were left open for the test. 
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Therefore, after the heat traps were installed, another series of heat loss tests was per- 

formed on the ICs system. In one test, all valves remained open, which resulted in a UA 

value of 2.4 WPC. In the second test, the valves were placed in their normal operation 

position (the "valves open" mode). The resulting UA is 2.6 W/"C, an 8% difference. This 

result is opposite of what is expected, since the second test actually has fewer valves open 

than the first. The decrease in part can be explained by the new insulation that was 

installed on the pipes in December of 1994. As stated, the ICs plumbing is very complex, 

and these results point to the fact that the effects on the UA of water heater tanks of pipes 

extending from them is not known. 

4.4 Conclusions 

An accurate determination of the heat loss coefficient for the water tanks in a solar 

system is important since it accounts for as much as 15% of the net energy gained at the 

collector. Given this, it is important to perform the test with the necessary plumbing 

installed since it can increase the UA significantly. The addition of heat traps can reduce 

the tank losses by 15% of the original. There is considerable backflow on the natural con- 

vection heat exchanger system which increases the nighttime losses through the heat 

exchanger; a very low pressure check valve should be considered for installation in the 

thennosyphon loop of the natural convection heat exchanger. 
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CHAPTER 5. HEAT EXCHANGER ANALYSES 

5.1 Introduction 

Two of the systems being tested use liquid-to-liquid heat exchangers to transfer the 

heat from the solar generated hot water to mains supply water. The overall performance of 

the systems depends directly on the performance of these heat exchangers. Analysis of the 

unpressurized drain-back system, which uses a load side heat exchanger is provided in this 

chapter. The fluid on both sides of the heat exchanger is water. 

The side-arm shell and coil heat exchanger used with the natural convection heat 

exchanger system has been studied extensively in the literature [Allen, et al., 1994; Avina, 

et al., 1995; Bergelt, et al., 1993; Davidson, 1994-1996; and Fraser, 19921 and so the anal- 

ysis is not repeated here. 

5.2 Drain-Back System Load Side Heat Exchanger 

The performance of the drain-back system load side heat exchanger will be ana- 

lyzed using two difFerent measures of performance to determine which is the most useful. 

The first measure is the heat exchanger effectiveness. The second measure is the overall 

heat transfer resistance of the submerged coil. 

Load-side heat exchangers are used in solar domestic hot water heating systems for 

several reasons. One such reason is to allow the use of an unpressurized storage tank; thus, 
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a drain-back system (to avoid freezing of the lines to and from the collector) can be used. 

Also, if the system is unpressurized, the collectors can be designed for lower pressures. 

Furthermore, the use of a load-side heat exchanger eliminates the need for a pump on the 

load delivery side. The system tested is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1. To transfer the 

heat from the solar storage tank to the load, water mains supply, shown as point A, travels 

downward to point B, and then circulates upward through the coil that is submerged in the 

solar storage tank. The water exits the solar storage tank and then enters the auxiliary tank, 

via a dip tube, at point C. This arrangement may promote stratification in the solar storage 

tank, depending on the location of the coil, which can increase collector performance par- 

rington and Bingham, 19871. This type of heat exchanger operates only when a draw is 

occurring and is a “one-pass” system. In support of the Solar Ratings and Certification 

Corporation’s (SRCC) ongoing work, validation of the model of the load-side heat 

exchanger is important. 

5.2.1 Heat Exchanger Description 

The test data presented here were acquired during the time period of July 24 - 28, 

1994. The test procedure is normal operation. The results from other testing periods are 

similar. This system is described in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3. 

The load-side heat exchanger coil is 36.58 m (120 ft.) of 0.0191 m (3/4 in.) copper 

tubing coiled through nearly the entire height of the solar storage tank. The coil is situated 

near the outer edge of the inside of the tank. The draw flow rate is 1.96 x lo4 d / s  (3.1 

gpm), a turbine flow meter with an accuracy of +/-OS% is used to measure the flow. 
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5.2.2 Experimental Results 

Two days of the five days of test data will be presented. The two days are July 26 

and July 27,1995. These days are representative of the entire data set. July 26 was a fairly 

cloudy day and July 27 was a clear day with the highest solar insolation of the five days. 

As an indirect example of the heat exchanger performance, the solar storage tank tempera- 

tures are shown versus time in Fig. 5.2. The top node of the tank is denoted by N=l, while 

the bottom node of the tank is denoted by N=8. The times when draws are performed are 

denoted on the figures with a “D.” 

An average stratification of 10-15 O C  is observed in the tank, with greater stratifi- 

cation in the afternoon, due to the solar contribution. The very top node of the tank is 

cooler than several of the nodes below it. This is due mostly to an air gap which exists at 

the top of the tank when the collector is being pumped, and in part to the heat loss out the 

top of the tank. The stratification becomes more pronounced during a draw because the 

temperature in the bottom of the tank decreases by as much as 15 OC while the temperature 

in the top of the tank decreases by only 3-5 OC. This suggests that the mains supply water 

gains most of its energy fiom the bottom of the tank. During the day, between draws, the 

tank water temperature increases due to the solar contribution. This is especially notice- 

able in the bottom of the tank (probably due to the stratification manifold). During the 

night, the bottom of the tank actually warms due to the conductive heat transfer from the 

rest of the tank. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the time histories of the temperature rise across the heat exchanger. 

The water mains supply temperature remains fairly constant at 16 “C. As seen from Fig. 

5.3, initially the energy gain from the heat exchanger is very high. This is due to the fact 
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that the fluid in the heat exchanger has had the time in between draws (at least four hours) 

to come into equilibrium with the temperature of the fluid in the tank. During a draw, the 

residence time of water in the coil is 53 seconds at a draw flow rate of 1.96 x lo4 d / s  (3.1 

gpm). Thus, after about 1 minute, the heat exchange should begin to be well represented 

by traditional heat transfer/exchanger correlations. The additional amount of energy in the 

“humps” in Fig. 5.3, totaled over the day, is only three percent of the total daily energy 

drawn off. 
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Figure 5.2 Main Solar Storage Tank Temperatures 

5.23 Analysis 

The data are analyzed to determine two parameters, the effectiveness and the over- 

all heat transfer coefficient. The errors reported in the text are computed in quadrature as 
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recommended by Ho&an [1978]. The fluid properties are assumed to be constant and 

known. 

5.23.1 Effectiveness 

In this section, the perfomance of the heat exchanger is considered based on heat 

exchanger design theory. The average heat exchanger effectiveness is calculated from the 

experimental data and a representative correlation that best predicts the experimental 

effectiveness is sought. 

The heat exchanger effectiveness is calculated at each data point using eqn (5.1). 



Figure 5.4 presents the calculated effectiveness for over two days of draw data. The 

average effectiveness is obtained by summing all of the individually calculated effective- 

nesses and dividing by the total number of data points. The average effectiveness for all 

data is 0.78 +/- 0.5%. This excludes the first minute of data when the heat exchanger is 

being purged of the waxmed coil water. The disparity in the curves is due to the depen- 

dence of the outside convective heat transfer coefficient on the outside temperature differ- 

ence. Notice on Fig. 5.2 that the tank temperature does not rise significantly between the 8 

am. draw and the noon draw on July 26,1995, and that these temperature data points are 

the lowest on the plot. This was a cloudy day and the pump did not operate much; hence 

the temperame difference is lower, resulting in a reduced Raleigh number, and thus a 

lower effectiveness. Also, it was found that the effectiveness is not significantly affected 

by whether or not the pump is on or off during the actual draw. This is not surprising since 

the tank is so large. 

The effectiveness is predicted using various effectiveness correlations for different 

types of heat exchangers in order best to match the experimental effectiveness. The data 

indicate that the operation of this heat exchanger most resembles a parallel, counterflow 

shell and tube, shell fluid mixed; or a cross flow, one fluid mixed type heat exchanger. The 

minimum capacity rate is based on the draw flow (8 17 WPC) and the maximum capacity 

rate is based on the tank capacitance (3428 WPC). Since Ca, is much greater than C-, 

the flow arrangement configuration becomes less important in the effectiveness calcula- 

tion. Equation (5.2) Bays and London, 19641 is for a cross flow heat exchanger with one 
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Figure 5.4 Heat Exchanger Effectiveness 

fluid mixed. The average overall heat transfer coefficient, UA, used is 1500 W/"C, calcu- 

lated from experimental data (discussed later). The resulting calculated effectiveness is 

0.76. 

E =  ~ [ 1  Cmin e 

5.2.3.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient Models 

(5.2) 

In this section, the heat exchanger performance is considered based on the overall 

heat transfer coefficient. Four different models are used to predict the outside heat transfer 

coefficient of the heat exchanger (the heat transfer coefficient between the outer wall of the 
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heat exchanger coil and the water in the hot water tank). None of these models strictly 

apply to this heat exchanger because of the different assumptions and configurations of the 

models. These are then used to calculate an overall heat transfer coefficient. The predicted 

coefficients are then compared to the experimentally determined average values. 

The overall heat transfer resistance of the heat exchanger is comprised of three 

terns. The 6rst is the inside convective coefficient due to forced flow through the coil 

(draw flow), the second is the conductance through the copper tubing, and the last is the 

outside convective heat transfer coefficient due to the natural convection flow around the 

coil. 

The inside convective coefficient, h+ is determined using the Dittus and Boelter 

equation, eqn (5.3), ~eIty,1976], for the fluid being heated. The Reynolds number is 

19,104 (the flow is turbulent), yielding a Nusselt number of 109. 

h,D 0 8  0.4 Nui = - = 0.023Reb Pr k (5.3) 

The corresponding convective coefficient is 3,576 W / d  "C (630 Btu/hr ft? OF) +/- 

7%. This correlation is well documented in the literature, but it is for a horizontal straight 

coil. The curvature will increase the convective coefficient by a factor of 1.16 +/- 1096, 

Chauvet et al., [1994]. Thus, hi is taken as known because it is well documented, and it is 

much larger than h, and therefore not as important in determining the o v d l  heat transfer. 

The resistance through the copper tubing is negligible. Therefore, only the outside convec- 

tive coefficient remains to be calculated. Once the outside convective coefficient is deter- 

mined, based on the outside surface area (zDt,beLc0d) of the coil, the overall heat 
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transfer resistance is calculated from eqn (5.4). The values of A, and Ai are given below 

for each correlation used to calculate the convective coefficient. 

Utot = + &)I1 (5.4) 

The outside convective coefficient is predicted using four methods. Method (a) 

uses a correlation for a vertical cylinder, given as eqn (5.5) from Kakac [ 19871, which is 

valid for all RaD. A Nusselt number is calculated for both the inside and the outside of the 

vertical cylinder. For the outside, the large coil diameter (0.66 m, 26 in.) is used as the 

characteristic length, D, and is also used to determine A,. For the inside, the smaller inside 

coil diameter (0.622 m, 24.5 in.) is used for D and in determining Ai. This correlation actu- 

ally is for an isothermal solid wall in an infinite fluid, with no influence from the surround- 

ing wall; none of these restrictions strictly apply to this case. 

Nu = 4[ 7GrPr‘ l4 + 

4(272 + 315Pr)L 
5 5(20 + 21Pr) 35(64 + 63Pr)D (5.5) 

Method (b) assumes that the coil is a vertical flat plate (front and back). This could 

be inferred since D/L > 35/GrDXl4 [Kakac, 19871, with less than 5% error. The correlation, 

given as eqn (5.6), is based on the height of the tank, L (1.4 m, 55 in.). The same Nusselt 

number is used for both “sides” of the flat plate with A, and Ai as for eqn (5.5). These first 

two methods do not account for the interaction of the fluid leaving one coil loop and inter- 

fering with the next coil loop, nor for the effect of flow over a cylinder. 
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0.387 Ra ‘ I 6  Nu = 0.825+ { 9/ 16 8/27 [ I  + (0.492/Pr) ] 

Method (e) is for flow over a horizontai cylinder; this method also does not 

account for the interactions between coil loops. The Rayleigh number is based on the 

diameter of the tubing (0.019 m, 0.75 in.) and A, and Ai are both equal to &oil. The 

McAdams correlation [welty et al., 19761, which holds for l@&a,,cl@, is used, eqn 

(5.7). The exponent of 114 is for laminar flow. 

(5.7) 
1 /4 NU = 0.53 ( GrDPr) 

Although all of these equations may be plotted versus temperature difference to 

yield a relationship, it is desired to determine which correlation lies in the neighborhood of 

the data. Therefore, in all three of the above methods, an average representative tempera- 

ture difference is used. This temperature difference is calculated to be 14.7 OC (the mini- 

mum was 10.8 “C and the maximum was 22.5 O C .  The temperatures during the purging 

time are not included). This is an average of the difference between the average tank tem- 

perature and the coil temperature (Toum/2+Tu/2), calculated at each instant in time 

over the come of a draw. This average temperature difference is termed “coil dT.” 

Method (d) uses the correlation from Farrington and Bingham [1987], eqn (5.8). 

Note that they recommend using a Log Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD), given as 

eqn (5.9), as the driving potential. The calculated average LMTD is 9.8 O C  (the minimum 

was 6.5 “C and the maximum was 14.1 OC; the L D ’ s  during the purging time are not 

included). Further, they recommend Ca.9 and m=1/4 (for laminar flow). 
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NU = CRa; 

(TTnkBot - Tin, HX) - (TTnkMax - Tout, HX 1 
/ m  m 

LMTD = 
\ 

h[ ' TnkBot - ' in, HX 

TTnkMax - Tout, HX 

The results using the above correlations are presented in Table 5.1, along with the 

results obtained experimentally, which are presented in the next section. 

5.23.3 Experimental Data Reduction 

The test results are reduced using three different methods. Equation (5. lo), method 

(e), uses the measured values of the temperature difference across the coil to do an energy 

balance on the coil, for M data points. Since three draws are performed on each of the 5 

days, for a total of seven minutes per draw, and the data are taken every 8 seconds, the 

average is obtained for about M=262 data points. Method (f) uses the same equation, 

except the temperature difference, (coil dT), is replaced with the LMTD. In all cases, the 

area, A, is the total submerged surface area of the coil and is equal to 1.86 r d  (20 fs). The 

average U value calculated is 1,5OO W +/- 2.5%, using the coil dT. Once the overall heat 

transfer coefficient is known, the average external convective heat transfer coefficient can 

be determined to within +/- 5%. 



Qdrw, i 

= (z A(coil dTIi 
%leas 

i = l  

P A(coiZ dT)i 
i =  I 

(5.10) 

Equation (5.1 I), method (g), satisfies the heat balance equation on each node, j, of 

the entire heat exchanger. The heat exchanger coil is treated as a 36.58 m (120 ft.) long 

tube. The distance traveled along the tube in the direction of flow is designated as x, and P 

is the perimeter of the tube. At each node j of the tank the temperature of the ff uid inside 

the tube is Txj. The temperature of the surrounding tank water at each node j is TTankj. 

Here, the tank and tube are divided into eight equal segments (j=l to N) to correspond to 

the eight tank temperature measurements. A constant overall heat transfer conductance, 

U,, is then assumed for all nodes. For each time step, i: 

(5.1 1) 

For example, applying eqn (5.1 1) forj=l, AThl is equal to the measured heat 

exchanger inlet temperature minus the bottom tank node temperam, yields the inlet AT 

to node 2, as shown in eqn (5.12). This is repeated successively until the outlet tempera- 

ture of the coil at j=N is obtained. The process is repeated using Merent Uta values until 

the final calculated coil outlet temperature, Tourn, predicted matches the experimentally 

measured heat exchanger outlet temperature. This process is repeated for each data point, 
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utot, ip 
mep lnATout, = lnATi, - - x 7  ATin, 1 = Tmeain, HX- TTnkBot 

(5.12) 

x ,  'tot, iP 
N = In '*out, N - 1 - 7 In - 

N - Tmeasout, HX - TTnkTop 

The results of all the calculations are provided in Table 5.1. The % diff. column 

represents the percentage difference in the total heat transfer as computed to that calcu- 

lated experimentally. The experimental average heat transfer value, eqn. (5.13) is 22,099 

W +/- 1%. Note that the horizontal cylinder correlation, method (c), agrees the best with 

the measured data to within 23%. Since the correlation for a single horizontal cylinder 

underpredicts the heat transfer, stacking the coils seems to enhance the heat transfer. As 

the coils within the tank are stacked on top of one another with almost no intervening gap, 

the enhanced heat transfer may be attributed to vortex shedding off of each coil, with this 

local turbulence increasing the heat transfer. 

(5.13) 



Table 5.1 Heat Transfer Properties 

(c) horiz. CyI. (4) 3.6 x 106 756 1,159 17,082 23 

(d) Fm&Bing (5) 3.4 x 716 1,113 10,909 51 

(e) Q,,$A(coil dT) 1,504 22,173 -0.3 (7) 3.4 x 106 1,042 

(f)QvJA(LMTD) - 3 . 4 ~  105 1,852 2,264 22,188 -0.4 

(g) exponential (8) 3.4 x lob 1,031 1,493 22,004 0.4 

Also, note the poor agreement (51 %) when using Farrington and Bingham’s corre- 

lation, method (d). This is perhaps due to the short duration of our draws (7 minutes) rela- 

tive to the long duration of Farrington and Bingham’s tests (3 to 4 hours). Only a small 

hction of energy is extracted from the tank over 7 minutes, a “shallow” draw, while in 

contrast in Farrington and Bingham’s tests the tank was nearly completely purged of 

energy over 4 hours, a “deep” draw. Thus, the performance of our system, where the tank 

temperature changes little, is not modeled well using the Farrington and Bingham correla- 

tion. Since our tank temperature changes little, and the heat exchanger outlet coil tempera- 

ture is still many degrees cooler than the tank temperature, it is concluded that a load-side 

heat exchanger of this design appears to be relatively ineffective at extracting energy h m  

the tank over “shallow” draw profiles. Therefore, it probably leads to sub-optimal perfor- 

mance of the system. 
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5.23.4 Curve Fits 

The generalized form of eqn (5.8) is now re-evaluated using the experimental data 

to determine the Nusselt - Raleigh correlations. The correlation is considered for both 

average representative temperature differences: the coil dT (14.7 "C) and the LMTD (9.8 

"C). The logarithm of the average Nusselt number per draw is shown in Fig. 5.5 plotted 

against the logarithm of the average Raleigh number per draw. Each line represents differ- 

ent values for C and m, as given in eqn (5.14), obtained by a least squares fit to the data 

shown in Fig. 5.5. For one case, the coefficient m is forced to be 1/4, for laminar flow, and 

the average C value is then determined. For the second case, a two-parameter curve fit is 

performed, thus both m and C determined. The correlation of Farrington and Bingham is 

also presented, 

(5.14) 

As can be seen in Fig. 5.5, using the LMTD as the representative temperature dif- 

ference results in much greater spread of the data. Hence, the coefficient of determination, 

9, for these fits has a lower value than when using the coil temperature difference. The cal- 

culated slopes, m, for both models are lower than for laminar flow (0.104 using the coil 

temperature and 0.188 using the LMTD). However, given the limited range of the Raleigh 

numbers, the validity of the slopes is questionable. 

The calculated heat transfer rates using these results are shown in Table 5.2. By 

using the coil temperature difference, the final result is within 2% of the measured value, 

regardless of whether m is forced to be 1/4 or not. If the LMTD is used, the difference 
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increases to 8%. Therefore, it is recommended that the coil temperature difference be used 

as the driving force for load-side heat exchangers if “shallow” draws are taken. 

Table 5.2 Heat Exchanger Coefficients 

LMTD mforced 0.25 2.60 3 . 4 ~  1V 2,064 2,442 23,934 -8 

LMTDcurvefit 0.188 5.65 3 . 4 ~  105 2,041 2,425 23,764 -7 

LMTD 0.25 0.9 3 . 4 ~  IV 716 1,113 10,909 +51 
Farr&Bing 
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Figure 5.5 Logma) vs. Log (Nu) 



5.3 TRNSYS Simulation Results 

It is also important to assess the performance of the solar system vis a vis the 

SRCC efforts, which seek to rate system performance using TRNSYS [Klein et al., 19941 

simulations purch et al., 19931. One of the overall goals is to match the model to experi- 

mental data by adjusting the model parameters to represent more accurately the physical 

properties of the system. 

A TRNSYS subprogram for modeling a load-side heat exchanger does not exist in 

version 13.1 (used at the time of this work), so the tank models were "tricked" into simu- 

lating one by including a heat exchanger effectiveness parameter. The TRNSYS tank 

model variables are shown in Fig. 5.6 together with a schematic of the actual system. 

Equation (5.15) is an energy balance for the main and auxiliary tanks of the actual system, 

and q n  (5.16) is an energy balance for the main and auxiliary tanks of the TRNSYS 

model system and includes the effectiveness. 
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By comparing the above two equations, the temperature and mass flow rate vari- 

ables in the TRNSYS model can be equated to the appropriate actual system variables, as 

shown in the figure. The measured average heat exchanger effectiveness of 0.78 is used to 

adjust the load flow out of the solar storage tank, rkw The temperature of the replacement 

fluid into the solar storage tank, TM7 is at mains supply temperature since the flow into the 

main solar storage tank from the “hot source” (collectors), Tm, is not equal to the solar 

storage tank load flow. The flow from the “hot source” (the solar storage tank) into the 

auxiliary storage tank, hmy is zero. The temperature entering the auxiliary storage tank as 

replacement fluid, T u 7  is also adjusted by the effectiveness. The draw flow from the auxil- 

iary tank, hLAY is the experimental value. 

The results for energy are shown in Table 5.3, indicating excellent agreement. 

Here, the FR(za) and FRUL (fist order equation is used) used in the simulation have been 

determined from the experimental data; more detail is given in Chapter 6. An energy bal- 

ance was performed on the system using the measured data and closure was obtained to 

within 2%. An energy balance using TRNSYS predicted values exhibits closure to within 

2.6%. A TRNSYS simulation was used to predict the performance for another set of 

experimental data and the results were equally good, Therefore, this is deemed an accept- 

able model for this system. 

Table 5.3 Measured and TRNSYS Results 
I I I I 1 

I I Quantity I Measuredl TRNSYS %Error I I 
187 
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I T  

(a) Actual System 

disconnect 

(b) TRNSYS Model 

Figure 5.6 TRNSYS Tank Model 

5.4 Conclusions 

Analytical calculations for the effectiveness and convective heat transfer coeffi- 

cients from comIations have been compared against the experimental data. Three models 

for the convective heat transfer coefficients were analyzed and yielded results that under- 
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predict the measured heat transfer from 23% to 72%. TRNSYS simulations were per- 

formed using the average effectiveness (the calculated effectiveness varies from 0.68 to 

0.95); the results compare favorably with experimental results, indicating that a constant 

effectiveness is an adequate model for the system. 

The external flow around the coil is considered to be mostly laminar, natural con- 

vection, with local vortex shedding at the coil, while the inside is turbulent, forced convec- 

tion. The inside heat transfer coefficient contributes little to the overall thermal resistance, 

while the outside resistance is dominant. The best agreement for the outside heat transfer 

coefficient is obtained using the correlation for free convection from a horizontal cylinder, 

with a 23% enhancement most probably due to an increase in the heat transport attributed 

to turbulence generated from flow over the stacked coils of the heat exchanger. An average 

effectiveness of 78% was calculated from experimental data. When used in a TRNSYS 

model, agreement to within 0.5% of collector useful energy is achieved, as well as agree- 

ment to within 10% for the energy delivered, indicating that for “shallow” energy draws, a 

constant effectiveness model yields good agreement with observations. 

“Deep” draws effectively extract more energy from the main solar storage tank as 

opposed to the “shallow” draws of this system. Therefore, a design improvement is to use 

a natural convection heat exchanger that would be able to continuously extract energy 

from the main solar storage tank and deliver it to the auxiliary storage tank for use during 

a draw. 



CHAPTER 6. SOLAR COLLECTOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

6.1 Introduction 

The collector of a solar domestic hot water system is the most important compo- 

nent. Its performance directly affects how much useful energy will result from the incident 

solar radiation. The design process should result in the economically optimum efficiency 

based on the life cycle cost of the systems. In order to optimize analytically, though, mod- 

els for the operation of the collectors must be available. 

Also, since every collector can not be tested for every foreseeable operating condi- 

tion, models are needed which can predict the performance (hence, give a rating) of col- 

lector-based data measurements which can be easily obtained. These ratings are important 

to both the manufacturer and the consumer. So, if the ratings procedure can be verified 

and/or improved, greater confidence in the ratings of solar domestic hot water systems 

may increase the industry’s market. 

The analyses of the two flat-plate collectors tested is presented in this chapter. The 

two flat-plate wllectors tested are analyzed to determine the parameters most important to 

the collector’s performance and to assess the current models used for ratings of flat-plate 

collectors. This analysis begins with the most fundamental performance equation, a first- 

law energy balance on the system; from this the Hottel-Whillier-Bliss (HWB) equation is 

deduced. The analysis then delves into advanced performance equations using additional 
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parameters. The performance under typical operating conditions is assessed and more 

accurate performance models are developed. 

6.1.1 General Collector Equation 

A simplified energy balance, including storage, performed on a flat-plate collector 

results in eqn (6.1). The rate of energy gain by the system is equal to the absorbed radia- 

tion energy, minus the energy collected by the fluid flow through the collector and the con- 

vective, conductive, and radiative losses to the ambient. (MC& is the effective 

capacitance of the collector, S is the absorbed solar flux, Tp is the mean plate temperature, 

and U, is the overall heat loss coefficient of the collector. 

Reference will be made throughout this chapter to the most basic collector model, 

eqn (6.2). Equation (6.2) compares directly to eqn (6.1) except eqn (6.2) dues not include 

a capacitance term, and the average plate temperam, Tp, has been replaced with Tbml. 

To account for the additional losses incurred since Tp is hotter than Tbcob the collector 

heat removal factor, FR, is used. It may be considered equivalent to an effectiveness for a 

heat exchanger, which is the ratio of the actual useful energy to the maximum useN 

energy that may be obtained. The maximum effectiveness occurs when the entire collector 

is at the inlet fluid temperature, thus keeping the heat losses to the ambient to a minimum. 

Note that, through the use of FR, losses may still exist when the collector inlet temperature 

is equal to the ambient temperature. 
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All of the variables in eqn (6.2) except for FRS and FRUL may be easily measured. 

Here, FRS and F,V, may be determined from a least squares fit of the data. Dividing by 

the total incident energy, A c G ~  (collector area times incident radiation on the tilt), results 

in the collector efficiency: 

The models developed in this chapter begin with this basic equation. Improve- 

ments are made to it by extending S and FRUL as described in the following sections. 

6.13 Collector Capacitance 

Note that in eqn (6.2) the heat storage term (from eqn (6.1)) has been dropped. Sie- 

bers [ 19751 indicates that the capacitance of the collector has very little effect on the col- 

lector efficiency and useful energy gain. Klein [ 1931 suggests that including capacitance 

in the collector equation has two effects. The first is called the “storage” effect and is a 

pre-heating of the fluid in the coUector by the low early morning incident radiation. The 

additional energy to “storage” was seen to add between 1% to 5% to the useful energy 

gain. The second effect is termed the transient effect and is defined as the difference in 

energy gain between a zero capacitance collector and a finite capacitance collector. Klein’s 

results show that a transient effect results from fluctuations in the wind speed, but not from 

fluctuations in radiation intensity, and that the overall effect on collector performance is 
I 
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negligible. The work by Wijeysundera [ 19781 shows that a zero capacitance collector 

model predicts collector useful energy to be 2% higher than a capacitance model using 10 

minute averaged weather data, but only 0.5% higher than a capacitance model using 

hourly averaged weather data. The zero capacitance model will overpredict the energy 

when the radiation values have a step change from low to high values, but underpredicts 

the energy when the radiation steps fiom low to high. Therefore, the overall energy predic- 

tion may be acceptable, but the predicted outlet temperature history may be incorrect. 

In order to incxzase confidence of neglecting the collector capacitance, the time 

constant of the collectors is calculated. The time constant is defined as the time required 

for the collector outlet temperature to change to l/e of its final, steady value after a step 

change in incident radiation or inlet fluid temperature. The time constant is found by tak- 

ing the LaPlace transform of eqn (6. l), yielding eqn (6.4). In this case, the mean plate tem- 

perature is taken as the average between the collector inlet and outlet temperatures, 

assuming a linear spatial profile. 

By grouping like temperature terms, the time constant is determined to be: 

The effective capacitances of the two flat-plate collectors are determined using the 

weighting factors recommended by Klein [1973]. A weighting factor of 0.2 is used for the 
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cover. The plate, tube, and headers all have weighting factors of 1.0. And a weighting fac- 

tor of 0.1 is used for the insulation. All of the terms in eqn (6.5) may be computed approx- 

imately by knowing the collector materials and geometry. The properties used for the 

different materials are obtained from the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [ 19893. 

The collector flow rate is that from experimental values. 

The time constant for the natural convection heat exchanger system is less than 3 

minutes, and the time constant for the drain-back system is less than 2 minutes. Both of 

these time constants are less than the averaged data time steps used for the computations. 

According to Klein et al. [ 19741, using meteorological data at time steps greater than the 

time constant of the collector does not permit the full transient effects of performance to 

be evaluated. However, these effects have been shown to be unimportant.. In contrast, the 

time constant for the hot water tanks, (Mc1JuA)w, is on the order of 35 hours. There- 

fore, a steady-state approach for the collectors may justifiably be used in this dissertation. 

6.2 Problem Identification 

A flat-plate collector consists of tubes attached to an absorber plate enclosed in an 

insulated box with a clear cover. Fluid flows through the tubes, increasing in temperature 

through contact with the absorber plate. The cover reduces convective and longwave radi- 

ative losses. 

Presently, the performance of collectors (included in the SRCC ratings program) is 

determined from limited experimental data obtained from testing the flat-plate collectors 

according to ASHRAE Standard 19-1987, which defines very specific procedures. The 

tests for thermal efficiency must be conducted at near-normal incidence angle, under 
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steady state conditions, and within specific ranges of ambient temperature, wind speed, 

collector inlet temperatures, collector flow rates, and incident radiation levels. The perfor- 

mance equation is defined similar to eqn (6.2) except S is replaced by GT(za), (the inci- 

dent radiation on the tilt times a term to account for the optical characteristics of the 

collector). A solar simulator may be used for the tests. The collected data are then used to 

determine the two performance parameters, FR(Ta),  and FRUL. 

In addition, an incidence angle modifier, IAM=&a=(za)/(za),, must be deter- 

mined experimentally for off-normal incidence; the collector is mounted such that the 

incident angles (8) between the collector and the direct solar radiation are at 0,30,45, and 

60 degrees, and data are collected with the inlet temperature equal to the ambient tempera- 

ture so that there is no loss term. (za), is then replaced by IAM,(za),. 

Since it would be impossible to test every collector under every possible operating 

condition, a few collectors of a given brand and type are tested and the performance 

parameters are determined. These parameters are then used for every such system when 

simulations (generally TRNSYS simulations) are performed. 

The ASHRAE testing protocol specifies rigid and limited test conditions which 

may not be realistic to the typical operation of a collector. The parameters determined are 

taken as constant for all weather conditions even though they are determined for very high 

incident radiation levels. In this chapter the ASHRAE specified collector performance 

parameters are determined in-situ, under normal operating and "real" weather conditions. 

The collector model is then rehed to assess the degree to which including more perfor- 

mance parameters yields a better model. The results are also compared to the published 

SRCC [December, 19941 ratings for these same two systems. 
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6.3 Theoretical Formulation 

The solar radiation absorbed by the collector plate is directly related to the optical 

properties of the cover and the absorbing capacity of the plate. This quantity is on the 

order of 70% to 80% of the incident radiation. The collector loss is the compliment of the 

product of the fraction of absorbed energy and the efficiency of the collector. For many 

collectors, the efficiency is on the order of 50%; hence, the collector losses to the environ- 

ment are approximately 20% to 30% of the incident radiation. Therefore, the collector 

optics are the most important property, and the heat loss properties are secondary. The 

work by Arafa [ 19781 corroborates this statement. He found that the collector perfomance 

is dependent on the ambient conditions, which are variable, but that the largest influence 

on the efficiency is the properties of the cover and plate with the dependence of efficiency 

on wind speed being almost minimal. 

Therefore, consideration will be given first to the optics term. As stated in section 

6.2, the absorbed solar radiation, S, is equivalent to G T ( z c ~ ) ~ ~ .  GT is the incident radiation 

on the tilt and (za), encompasses the optics of the collector. Both of these terms, GT and 

(za),, may be extended to include additional components. 

GT is comprised of three components of radiation incident on the tilt, beam (GbT), 

sky diffuse (GWT), and ground reflected (GgndT). GT may be determined by measuring 

the actual incident radiation on the tilt, or it may be calculated from the total horizontal 

radiation, GH, using radiation models. If pyranometers are not available for data measure- 

ment, GH is more readily available than GT for various locations, from data obtained 

through the National Weather Service, such as Typical Meteorological Year 0 data. 
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(za), is a transmittance-absorptance product for the collector. z is the transmit- 

tance of the cover, and a is the absorptance of the collector plate. as GT, may be 

considered to be comprised of three components (za)b, ( ~ a ) ~ k ~ ,  and ( ~ a ) ~ d ,  correspond- 

ing to each of the radiation components. 

Three components for S result from appropriately combining the different radia- 

tion components with the different (za) components. These are provided in section 6.4. l. 

First, the determination of the components of incident radiation is discussed in section 

6.3.1 and a discussion of (m) is presented in section 6.3.2. 

The second tern to be considered is the collector heat loss. The heat loss coeffi- 

cient, FRUL, is a complicated function of the overall heat loss coefficient as well as other 

factors. FRUL is discussed in section 6.3.3. 

6.3.1 Radiation Processor 

The sepaxation of GH into different tilt components by radiation models is per- 

formed in two steps. First, GH is separated into a beam and sky diffuse component on the 

horizontal, GbH and G ~ H ,  respectively, through the use of a horizontal radiation model. 

Second, GbH and GsbH are then projected onto the tilt surface, resulting in G b ~ ,  Gsbp 

and G ~ T  through the use of a tilt radiation model. GT is summarized in eqn (6.6) where 

Rb is the ratio of the beam radiation on the tilt to the beam radiation on the horizontal, Rsky 

is the ratio of the sky diffuse radiation on the tilt to the sky diffuse radiation on the hori- 

zontal, and Rgd is the ratio of the ground reflected radiation on the tilt to the total radia- 

tion on the horizontal. 
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The Type 16 radiation processor in TRNSYS has available for use five horizontal 

radiation models and four tilt radiation models, listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The input to 

the Type 16 radiation processor is the total horizontal radiation measurement. If just a hor- 

izontal radiation model is used, the output is G ~ H  and Gsky~. If both horizontal and tilt 

radiation models are used, the output is GbT and G m  ( G m  is equal to GWT plus GgndT). 

The radiation models in TRNSYS are standard radiation correlations which may be found 

in Duffie and Beckman [ 19911. 

Table 6.1 TRNSY S Horizontal Radiation Models 

Horizontal 
Liu & Jordan (kT) 

I BWS (kT, SC) I 

I Reindl - Reduced (kp s) I 
I Reindl - Full (kT, h, T,, $) I 

Table 6.2 TRNSYS Tilt Radiation Models 

Tilt 
Isotropic Sky 
Hay & Davies 

(circumsolar, 1sotrOplC diffuse) 
Reindl 

(circumsolar, isotropic W s e ,  horizon brightening) I 
Perez 

(&urnsolar, isotropic difise, horizon brightening) 1 
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The horizontal radiation models used are Correlations estimating the diffise frac- 

tion of total horizontal radiation. All use as a correlation variable some function of the 

ratio of total radiation on the horizontal surface to extraterrestrial radiation, kT, also called 

the clearness index, to estimate the beam or diffuse component. The component of radia- 

tion which is not the object of correlation is then found subtractively. The full Reindl cor- 

relation is not used since the relative humidity, 4, for the testing periods is unknown. The 

parameters used in the various models are provided in Table 6.1, where aSa is the solar 

altitude angle, Ta is the ambient temperature and Sc is the solar constant. 

A11 of the tilt radiation models use the same technique for predicting the portion of 

the horizontal beam radiation that is incident on the tilt by the use of the geometric factor 

Rb, given in eqn (6.7). The portion of radiation on a tilted surface that is reflected from the 

ground is determined by assuming that the ground acts as an isotropic reflector. Thus, Rg.d 

is given in eqn (6.8), where (l-cosy) is the view factor from the collector to the ground, y 

being the collector tilt angle. 

The difference between the tilt radiation models comes from how the sky diffuse 

radiation is projected onto the tilt. The isotropic sky model assumes that the diffuse radia- 

tion is uniformly distributed. This model is not considered here since it underpredicts total 

tilt radiation and is not recommended for general use [TRNSYS, 19941. The Hay and 

Davies model accounts for both circumsolar diffuse (an increased intensity of diffuse radi- 
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ation around the sun) and isotropic diffise by defining a portion of the diffuse radiation to 

be circumsolar by the use of an anisotropy index. The Reindl model adds a horizon bright- 

ening diffuse term by adding it to the isotropic diffuse term and controlling the magnitude 

by a modulating factor. The Perez model includes all three terms through empirically 

derived “reduced brightness coefficients.” The diffuse terms considered by each model are 

listed in Table 6.2 beneath the models’ name. 

6.3.2 Tau Alpha Product 

The za product, (za), is now described. The (za) is a transmittance-absorptance 

term for the cover and absorber plate of a ff at-plate collector. z is the transmittance for an 

incident beam through a single layer of glass, and a is the absorptance of the abso rb  

plate. a is assumed to be constant, independent of incidence angle. 

z is a product of two transmittance terms, a reflection term that allows for reff ec- 

tion losses of unpolarized light and an absorption term that allows for absorption losses. 

The reflection term is a function of both the incident angle, 8, and the refracted angle, B; 
both angles are shown in Fig. 6.1. p and 8 are related through Snell’s Law, given in Fig. 

6.1. The absorption term is a function of path length through the glass, Wcosp, and the 

extinction coefficient. These two terms are given in Duffie and Beckman [1991]. 

The transmittance-absorptance product, (za), is not just the product of z and a. 

Whether it be the beam, the diffuse, or the ground reflected component, (%a) is a term that 

accounts for the infinite number of reflections and corresponding absorption by the 

absorber plate of an incident beam of radiation transmitted through a cover. The reflections 

from the absorber plate are assumed to be diffuse and unpolarized. 
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Snell’s Law: 
sin0 n2 
sinp =nl 

Figure 6.1 Beam Refraction 

The (za) is dependent on the angle of incidence; therefore to calculate the total 

radiation transmitted through the cover and absorbed at the absorber plate, the (ax) would 

need to be integrated over all angles. 

The average transmittance absorptance product, (za), is a ratio of the total 

absorbed radiation at the absorber plate to the solar radiation incident on the tilt. This aver- 

age includes all three components, beam, sky diffuse, and ground reflected. On a clear 

sunny day when the beam fraction is high, (za), will be approximately equal to (%ab, 

but on a cloudy day (Za), may actually be closer to (~a)~ky. 

Since portions of sky diffuse and ground reflected incident components of radia- 

tion may be considered isotropic puffie and Beckman, 19911, the total transmitted radia- 

tion for each may be calculated by integrating over all angles. Therefore, ( z a ) s ~  and 

(za)m may be deked for equivalent incidence angles. This may be simplified by assign- 

ing an equivalent beam angle that gives the same transmittance as for the sky diffuse radi- 

ation, and a different equivalent beam angle that gives the same transmittance as for the 

ground reflected radiation. These angles will be dependent upon the view factor and hence 
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the collector slope, y. Average equivalent angles for both (za) @ and (za)sky are given in 

eqn's (6.9) and (6.10), respectively. For a 45' collector tilt, ePd=56.5' and eSb=69.4O. 

= 90 - 0.5788~ + 0.002693~~ 'grid 

= 59.7 - 0.1388~ + 0.001497~~ eskY 

6.33 FRUL 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

The second most important term in the basic efficiency equation, the ,&eat loss fac- 

tor, FRUL, is now examined. The heat loss coefficient is a function of the operating condi- 

tions of the collector, the ambient conditions, and the material properties of the collector. 

There.fore, U, is affected by many continuously varying factors, even possibly the inci- 

dence angle (as the incidence angle increases, the incident solar decreases and the 

absorber plate temperature changes) momas et al., 19821. The collector heat removal fac- 

tor, FR, is given in eqn (6.11) and the overall loss coefficient, U,, is given in eqn (6.12). 

The coUector efficiency factor, F', and the fh efficiency factor, F (which is embedded in 

F') are given in Appendix D for reference. The derivation of all these equations is provided 

in Duffie and Beckman [ 19911. 

(6.1 1) 
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Where: 
k b  = insulation conductivity (W/m°C) 
Li, = insulation thickness (m) 
h, = convective heat transfer coefficient GrlC: to wind ( W / r n 2 O C )  
hr = radiative heat transfer coefficient (W/m2"C) 
h, = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2'C) 
c-a = denotes cover to ambient 
p-c = denotes plate to cover 

The overall heat loss coefficient, UL, is deeply embedded in the collector heat 

removal factor, FR; directly and through the collector efficiency factor, F', and the fin effi- 

ciency factor, E FR is also dependent on the convective heat transfer coefficient for fluid 

flow inside the tubes, hflG& The flow is laminar, and so h,, is calculated using the 

Seider-Tate relation; h,,=165 W/m20C. 

UL is difficult to determine exactly because of its dependence on many variables. 

The edge losses are considered to be negligible. The back losses are kJLb The wind 

convective coefficient, hw is dependent upon the wind speed, the convective coefficient 

between the glass and cover is dependent upon the Raleigh number (depends on the differ- 

ence between the cover and plate temperatures) and the collector slope, and the radiative 

heat transfer coefficients are dependent upon differences of the driving temperatures to the 

fourth power. 

6.4 Approach 

Here, linearized models for collector performance are posited. A linear least 

squares program is used to obtain best-fit values of the parameters. Then these best-fit 

parameters are used back in the model to resimulate performance. The quality of the 
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parameters is assessed on a physical level and a visual level by the fit to the data of the res- 

imulated results. 

The modeling of the collectors is performed systematically; first by successively 

extending the absorbed radiation term through the use of merent components of radiation 

and (za). Second by extending the heat loss coefficient term, and last by combining the 

first two approaches. Each of the models results in at least two parameters to be deter- 

mined from data. These parameters are evaluated by the method of linear least squares. 

6.4.1 Absorbed Radiation 

The absorbed radiation, S, is defined three ways as stated in section 6.4. The first, 

as defined in the HWB equation, combines the total incident radiation on the tilt with 

(za),. This is termed the TT (Total Tit) model and is given as: 

(6.13) 

The second definition utilizes GbT and G m ,  the outputs from the TRNSYS radia- 

tion processor when using both a horizontal radiation model and a tilt model, with (zah 

and (za)= This model is termed the BD (beam and diffuse) model. S is given as: 

(6.14) 

The final definition is comprised of all three radiation components and (za) com- 

ponents. The outputs from the TRNSYS radiation processor, using a horizontal radiation 



model only, GbH and G W ~ ,  are used as input to the tilt radiation model. This model will 

be called BSDG (beam, sky diffuse, and ground reflected), and is given as: 

The model used for Rsky, the Reindl model, is presented in Appendix D. 

6.4.2 Tau Alpha Correlations 

As stated in section 6.3.2, the (za) product is dependent on the incidence angle. 

Therefore, in order to add fidelity to the model, and also to follow the SRCC procedure 

(given in section 6.2), IAM's are defined. 

These correlations for the (za) dependence on the incident direction are given in 

this section; the incident direction is denoted by 0 for ( ~ a ) ~ " ~  and for (Tab, by 0~ for 

(zcx)~ky. and for (zcc)gnd. 

The most frequently used correlation for (za) is from Souka and Safwat [1966]. If 

(za) is plotted against cos 0, (e is the incident angle) a curve such as is shown in Fig. 

6.2(a) is obtained. If instead (za) is plotted against l/cose ( shown in Fig. 6.2(b)), a linear 

relationship of (za) versus 8 holds for values of 8 less than 68". At larger angles the behav- 

ior begins to deviate and the curve actually goes to iniinity at 90". The non-linearity after 

68" is not extremely important, since only a small hction of the overall daily energy is 

incident at angles greater than 68". The systems' pumps may not even turn on at the times 

of day that these incident angles occur, but the energy will pre-heat the stagnant fluid in 

the collector. 
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Figure 6.2 (a) (za) Angle Relationship; (b) (za) l/Angle Relationship 

Since the (za) at normal incidence, (%a&, is known from manufacturers data, the 

curve fit given in eqn (6.16) is a ratio of (za) to (za), which is called the incident angle 

modifier (IAM). 
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(6.16) 

In an attempt for even greater accuracy, the linear relationship for IAM can be 

extended to a second order relationship: 

(6.17) 

Since (%a) is actually a function of both p and 8, the behavior of the IAM with p 
and l/cosp may also be used. This behavior is also plotted in Fig. 6.2(a) and(b). Note that 

the curves appear similar to those using 8. Thus, the above two correlations are used with 

the refracted angle p in place of 8, eqn's (6.18) and (6.19). These two correlations would 

be good only for (za), or but not for ( ~ a ) ~  and ( ~ a ) ~ ~ ;  the equivalent angles 

(37.8') and Pgnd (33.1') are calculated from and €IP& The correlations for 8 are 

good only up to 68' angle of incidence, which corresponds to a maximum 37.5' angle of 

refraction, p. 

IAMB,= [ l - b o ( L  cos p - l)] (6.18) 

(6.19) 

With modern computing capabilities, though, it is not necessary to compromise on 

the accmcy of the equation to fit (za) versus 8. One of the problems with using l/cose is 

that, at large angles, the LAM value tends to negative infinity as 8 goes to 90'. An approach 
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which does not suffer from this unphysical behavior is to fit a polynomial curve to (za) 

versus cos6 or cosp. A fourth order polynomial in cos6, eqn (6.20), is used. 

(6.20) 

The IAM must be equal to 1 at 0 equal to 90". Thus, bO+bl+b+& = 0. 

6.43 Heat Loss Models 

As noted in section 6.2, Klein [1973], asserts that the transient effect is due to fluc- 

tuations in the wind speed, not fluctuations in the radiation intensity. This sentiment is also 

expressed by Gupta et al. [1978], and Bowen [1980]. This may be corroborated by exam- 

ining relative magnitudes in the F,V, term. 

Each of the convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients is estimated for low 

and high typical data values for the natural convection heat exchanger system (see Appen- 

dix D). The wind speed varies between 1 and 10 m/s; h, is calculated from the correlation 

given in Duffie and Beckman [ 19911 and varies from 5 to 18 W/m2"C. h, for cover to 

ambient (the ambient temperature is actually Tsk~, which is assumed to be 10°C less than 

the ambient temperature [Duffie and Beclanan, 19911) varies between 3 and 6 W/m20C, 

and h, for the plate to the cover varies from 3.5 to 8 W/m2"C. & for the plate to the cover 

varies approximately from 3 to 4 W/m20C. All of these terms seem to have equal impor- 

tance in regards to relative values, but as can be inferred the most variable is the convective 

coefficient due to wind speed. Since the wind speed is constantly changing, it wilI indeed 

have the largest impact on the variability of the overall heat loss coefficient. hwind also has 
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an inherent sensitivity to the wind direction and the turbulence in the fluid stream, but 

overall these sensitivities are low [Kind et al., 1983; Green, 19871. The greatest effect is 

due to variations in wind speed from 0 to 1.2 m/s [Green, 19871. 

The extreme complexity of the FRUL term would necessarily lead to non-linear 

least squares. In order to keep the parameters linear, the FRUL term is divided into a linear 

function of wind speed, vmd as given in eqn (6.21). The powers on the wind speed, n, are 

chosen to be 1 and also 0.6, as recommended in the correlation given in Duffie and Beck- 

man [1991]. 

6.4.4 Parametric Equations 

(6.21) 

The above formulations for S may be incorporated into eqn (6.2) or eqn (6.3) to 

yield the collector performance equations. The number of parameters to be determined 

will be dependent on the IAM correlation used, but there will always be at least three: FR, 

Next, S is taken as Sm, no (za) correlations are used, and the formulations for 

FRUL are used to yield the collector performance equations with unknown parameters 

F ~ ( z a ) ~ ~ ,  ‘a’, and ‘b’. 

Finally, the formulations for both S and FRUL are used in eqn (6.2) or eqn (6.3) to 

yield the collector performance equations. 
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The performance equations axe initially developed using the collector efficiency, 

eqn (6.3), for easier comparison to the values used by the SRCC, and to be consistent with 

the ASRHAE testing procedure. 

6.4.4.1 Performance Equations in S 

Using the various formulations for S, which includes (za)’s (equal to IAM*(za),), 

16 performance equations may be developed. Examples for each radiation model, S, are 

given with W e l .  The remaining combinations of radiative models with the IAM correla- 

tions are presented in Table 6.3 along with the parameters to be determined. Using the IT 

radiative model, with no (za), correlations, results in eqn (6.22), with the two parame- 

ters FR(Za)me and FRUL to be determined. 

(6.22) 

This is a convenient equation in that a minimum of test data, three temperature 

measurements, one incident radiation measurement, and one collector flow rate measure- 

ment only are needed to determine the performance parameters, FR(Za)me, and FRUL 

Once the data are obtained, the collector efficiency may be plotted versus (T~m~-TJ/G~, 

and “best-fit” to a straight line. is the intercept, and FRUL is the slope. The linear 

least squares routine described in section 6.4.5 is used to determine these two parameters. 

If (Talm in the TT model is expanded using eqn (6.16) for (za), the result is eqn 

(6.23). The parameters to be determined are FR, FRbo, and FRUL; manufacturer’s data are 
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used to determine (za),, and experimental data are used for qcol, and (Thml-Ta)/GT; 8 is 

computed from the solar angle relations. 

(6.23) 

If the (za) terms in the BD model are expanded using eqn (6.16), eqn (6.24) is the 

result. The model for IAM versus 8 is used for both beam and diffuse, except the known 

equivalent incident angle for sky diffuse, Om, is used in (T~)&E. The unknown parameters 

are FR, FRbo, and F,U,. 

Tin, col - 'a 
-FRuL( GT ) 

The same procedure is used with the BSDG model and eqn (6.16) to develop eqn 

(6.25). The equivalent angles for 8m and are again used in (za)m and (?a)@& The 

unknown parameters are FR, F R ~ ,  and FRUL. Experimental data are used to determine the 

remaining variables in the equation; these are then used in the linear least squares pro- 

gram- 
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Table 6.3 Surnmary of Optics Models 

S n  eqn (6.13) FR F ~ b o  FRUL 

Sn eqn (6.13) FR F R ~ O  F ~ b i  FRUL 

S n  eqn (6.13) FR F ~ b o  FRUL 

IAMel eqn (6.16) 

IAM92 eqn (6.17) 

IAMB, eqn (6.18) 
1 

Sm eqn (6.13) FR F R ~ O  F ~ b i  FRUL 
IAMp eqn (6.19) 

I 1 

Sm eqn (6.13) FR FRbO FRbl FRb2 FRb3 FRuL 
IAM,,, eqn (6.20) 

SBD eqn (6.14) FR F R ~ O  FRUL 
IAMel eqn (6.16) 
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6.4.4.2 Model for FRUL 

The term in the overall heat loss coefficient that has the possibility of being the 

most variable is due to the convective wind losses. Therefore, the F,V, term is formed 

into a linear combination of the wind speed, together with a constant, b, which encom- 

passes natural convective and radiative losses. 

(6.26) 

6.4.4.3 Combined Models 

Finally, the models for efficiency summarized in section 6.3.6 for the optics mod- 

els are used in conjunction with the wind speed models of section 6.3.7 to provide even 

greater physical resolution. The combined models may have up to seven parameters to be 

determined; FR, FRbo, FRbl, F R ~ ,  F R ~ ,  a, and b. 

6.45 Leastsquares 

A linear least squares method is used to determine the parameters in the equations. 

Linear least squares is a means to fit a set of data (xi,yi) to a model which is a linear com- 

bination of any P specified functions of x, X(x), as given in eqn (6.27) [Numerical Reci- 

pes, 19891. 

P 
y ( x )  = aO + alXl + a2x2 + . . . +apxp = ajxj 

j = O  
(6.27) 
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The Xj functions can be any function of x, either simple polynomials or compli- 

cated combinations including sines and cosines; these are called the basis functions. The 

parameters, aj, must be linear. The merit function is defined as the sum of the squares of 

the deviations at each data point i, (yi-cajx,). The derivative of the merit function with 

respect to all P parameters yields P equations, called the normal equations, which effect a 

minimum by being set to zero. 

The recommended technique to be used for the solution of these equations is sin- 

gular value decomposition. This is used because, in many cases, the normal equations are 

very close to singular. This may occur when data do not clearly distinguish between two or 

more basis functions. If any singular value is zero, its reciprocal is also set to zero, rather 

than infinity. This corresponds to adding to the fitted parameters a zero multiple, not some 

large multiple, of any linear combination of basis functions which are degenerate in the fit. 

The program that is used for the least squares fits is based on a program from Numerical 

Recipes [ 19891. 

Also included in the program are statistical analyses of the parametric equations to 

determine the covariance and cross-correlation matrices m p e r  and Smith, 1966; Wad- 

sworth, 19901. The program is constructed specifically for this problem, and is included on 

the disk in the back of the dissertation. 

6.4.6 Quality of Fit Metria 

One criterion for the selection of the models is based on the chi-squared distribu- 

tion. The chi-squared distribution is the distribution that would be followed by squared 
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normal random variables; hence the chi-squared is a measure of “goodness of fit” of the 

variance. The chi-squared is given as: 

(6.28) 

A second criteria used is the 3 which is a measufe of the value of the regression 

equation. It is the percentage of the variability in y attributed to using the fitted parameters 

and X functions to predict y: 

M 

2 - i = l  
M r -  (6.29) 

i =  1 

6.4.6.1 *Radiation Processor 

To determine which horizontal model and which tilt model to use to process the 

experimental data, the TRNSYS radiation processor is run for all 12 possible combina- 

tions of horizontal and tilt models. The runs use a data set containing five days of 5 minute 

averaged total horizontal radiation data. The total tilt radiation output from these runs is 

then compared to the total measured tilt radiation. The combination of horizontal and tilt 

models which best-fit the measured data, based on chi-squared and I? as given above, are 

determined. The best-fit horizontal and tilt models are used thereafter for all the data sets. 

In the process of exercising the models, an error was discovered in one of the horizontal 

models, as is described in the results, section 6.5.1.1. 
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6.4.6.2 Collector Performance Equations 

The best-fit models are chosen based on chi-squared, 3, and also the most analyti- 

cally correct parameters. Once the best models are determined, they are modified in two 

ways. First, fits are also considered using a constant FRUL as detexmined from night time 

operation of the system (this removes FRUL as a parameter during the processing of the 

day time data), as described below. The parameters determined for the best models using 

the collector efficiency equation are then re-determined using the collector useful energy 

equation, eqn (6.2). 

The parameters FR(za),,,, and FRUL, determined experimentally, are then com- 

pared to the parameters used in the SRCC ratings. The efficiencies and useful energies pre- 

dicted using the experimentally determined parameters and the SRCC parameters are 

compared to the measwed efficiencies and useful energies to determine ivwhat additional 

parameters (for the collector optics and heat loss) are needed to the basic model to 

improve the prediction of the collector performance. 

6.4.7 Possible Runs 

The experimental data used to determine the parameters described above are from 

the continuous operation tests. The collector parameters determined from the least squares 

program are detexmined using the day time data, when there is incident radiation, so that 

there is both an optics component and a losses component. The program may also be run 

with any percentage of maximum incident radiation values desird, this essentially centers 
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the data points around solar noon. This is used to calculate FR(z~), and FRUL from clear 

day data. These values may be directly compared to the SRCC dues .  

6.4.8 Night Time Data Analysis 

A constant FRUL is determined from the night time data. If the system is forced to 

operate at night, an energy balance on the system results in eqn (6.31), given as an aver- 

age. Two methods were considered for averaging FRUL, given as eqn (6.30) and eqn 

(6.3 1). 

(6.30) 

(6.3 1) 

Although each method predicts an FRUL of the same order, the second method is 

considered to be more accurate since it averages individual energy calculations, rather 

than averaging measurements and then cdculating the energy. Method 1 would assist in 

removing noise. Therefore, the average FRUL is calculated at each time step, and then the 

average is calculated h m  all measurements: 
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(6.32) 

Note that FR is independent of 8, so this value should not change appreciably dur- 

ing the day, except perhaps due to a higher ambient temperature, or substantially different 

wind speeds. FRUL, though, could change appreciably with ambient conditions. The varia- 

tion of FR and FRUL with plate temperature is shown in Fig. 6.3. The day time curves are 

. - . . . . - . . . . . . . . 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Tpiate 

Figure 6.3 FR and FRUL Variation with Plate Temperature 

for an average ambient temperature of 15°C and an average plate temperature of 55OC 

(determined as the average of the collector inlet plus the collector outlet temperatures) and 

the night time curves are for an average ambient temperature of O°C and an average plate 
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temperature of 2OC. The values for FR and FRUL are calculated as described in Duffie and 

Beckman [1991], page 261, with h*d = 7 W/m20C, $late = 0.95, and a collector slope of 

45’. This variation in FRUL will be addressed in the results. 

The best-fit parameters chosen are then used with another data set to predict the 

efficiencies and useful energies measured during a Merent test. The predicted values for 

the second data set are compared against the actual values. 

6.5 Results 

Presented in this section are the results of using the collector models presented 

above which were “best-fit” to the data. As the most critical input to the collector is the 

solar radiation, an in-depth analysis of the radiation models is presented first. This pro- 

vides insight for estimation of collector parameters, which is presented thereafter. 

6.5.1 Radiation Processor 

The twelve possible combinations of horizontal and tilt models, shown in Table 

6.1, are processed for the data set January 12-17,1996. The results for three of the combi- 

nations are given, the poorest best-fit, the “best-fit”, and the model chosen. The combina- 

tion with the best-fit uses the reduced Reindl horizontal model, but this model is not 

considered further for reasons given below. 

The results for all three model combinations are presented in Table 6.4. The pre- 

dicted beam radiation on the tilt for January 13 (the clear day) is similar for all of the mod- 

els; the difference is greatest in the prediction of the diffuse radiation on the tilt. All of the 
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models underpredict the total radiation on the tilt on this day. On January 14 (the cloudy 

day) the Boes and Hay and Davies models predict higher beam radiation than the other 

two models and higher W s e  than the Erbs and Perez models, and overpredicts the daily 

total radiation on the tilt. This overprediction is consistent with the observations of Fanney 

and Liu [1980]. Included in the table is the 3, the standard error (square root of the chi- 

squared), and the average radiation value for all of the days, for the three radiation models 

discussed here. The 3 of all the models are similar. Basing the goodness of fit on the stan- 

dard error and the average, the Erbs horizontal model with the Perez tilt model is better 

than the Boes horizontal model with the Hay and Davies tilt model. 

Table 6.4 predicted Components of Tilt Radiation 

1 I II I I II I 

0.177 

0.172 

0.173 

The combination of models with the poorest best-fit is the Boes horizontal model 

with the Hay & Davies tilt model. The tilt radiation, both measured and computed in TRN- 

SYS, and the predicted beam and diffuse components on the tilt are shown in Fig. 6.4 for 

January 13 and 14,1996. January 13 was a very clear day, and January 14 was a semi- 
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cloudy day. On the clear day, the tilt radiation is overpredicted in the early morning and 

late evening and underpredicted around noon, the tilt is predicted correctly for one to two 

hours on either side of noon. On the cloudy day the tilt radiation is overpredicted overall, 

but both overpredicted and underpredicted throughout the day. The largest overpredictions 

occur when there are large sharp increases in radiation level (a cloud moves out from in 

front of the sun), and the largest underpredictions occur when there are large rapid 

decreases in radiation level (a cloud moves in front of the sun). 
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Figure 6.4 Bms Horizontal and Hay & Davies Tit Radiation Models 

The Erbs horizontal model with the Perez tilt model are chosen as the models to 

use for all of the data sets. The measured and predicted tilt radiations for January 13 and 
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14 for these models are shown in Fig. 6.5. These models underpredict the tilt radiation on 

the clear day and slightly on the cloudy day. 
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Figure 6.5 Erbs Horizontal and Perez Tilt Radiation Models 

6.5.1.1 Reindl Horizontal Model 

A plot of the measured tilt radiation and beam and diffuse components computed 

in TRNSYS using the Reindl horizontal and Reindl tilt modes is shown in Fig. 6.6 for Jan- 

uary 13 and 14 (representative days). Note the precipitous drop in bedr i se  in diffuse 

around noon. 
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Figure 6.6 Reindl Horizontal and Reindl Tilt Models 

Reasons for the unphysical behavior are now explored. The reduced Reindl hori- 

zontal radiation model uses both kT and the solar altitude angle, asa to predict the diffuse 

component of radiation on the horizontal. The equations used are: 

(6.33) 
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If h/IH is plotted against kT, the curve should appear as shown h Fig. 6.7. As the 

clearness index increases, then the fraction of diffuse should decrease to a minimum. At 

very low values of the clearness index (very cloudy), then most of the incident radiation is 

diffuse; at large values of the clearness index (very clear), then most of the incident radia- 

tion is beam. Figure 6.7 also shows ~ / I H  versus kT for the data collected for January 12- 

17, 1996. Notice the sharp discontinuity in slope at kT = 0.78. Problems arise, especially 

in winter in Colorado (or regions of very sunny winter days), when kT exceeds 0.78 and 

the solar altitude does not get much larger than 30°, as may occur in winter throughout the 

day, but is most noticeable near solar noon. Due to this erroneous behavior, this model is 

not considered further. 
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6.5.1.2 Discussion 

Each of the models produces a large spike, labeled S on figures 6.4-6.6, at the 

beginning of each day. This occurs because very early in the morning, the horizontal 

model underpredicts the sky diffuse on the horizontal. As a result, the beam radiation is 

overpredicted. When this large value of beam radiation is multiplied by the very large 

value of Rb for this time, a gross overprediction of the beam on the tilted surface results. 

This is not a concern when running the least squares program since there is very little inci- 

dent solar flux available at this time of day. These spikes appear only at isolated instances, 

and are independent of calculations at other times. 

Accurately predicting from horizontal data the components of radiation incident 

on a tilted surface is a difficult task. The radiation models need to be general and based on 

values relatively easily measured, therefore it is unreasonable to expect a model to work 

perfectly. The problem of predicting the components of incident radiation is compounded 

in Colorado where it is possible to have “bright” cloudy days and to get higher radiation 

readings than on clear days (due to reflections from the clouds). This is possible even in 

the winter. 

The methods of predicting the diffuse and beam components of incident radiation 

has implications when performing parameter estimation. All optics models, except for the 

one using measured data, use the separate components of radiation as inputs. A greater 

ratio of diffuse radiation to total radiation leads to a higher IAM since this necessarily 

means lower beam radiation which lowers (za>b; ( ~ a ) ~  varies to a lesser degree since it 

is dependent on l/cos6m, which is constant. Conversely, a greater ratio of beam radiation 

to total radiation leads to a lower IAM since is dependent on l/cose, which is vari- 
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able. This may be one problem with using solar simulator tests to determine collector per- 

formance parameters, even though such tests are easier to perform. A solar simulator has 

the lowest ratio of diffuse to total irradiance and should give the lowest IAM curve [Tho- 

mas et al., 19821. 

6.5.2 Parameter Estimation 

The results of the parameter estination are presented in this section. All results are 

obtained using data collected from continuous operation tests. First, all optical parameters 

and the heat loss parameter are determined by perfoming a least squares fit using the day- 

time data. From these results an absorbed radiation model is chosen to be used in the sub- 

sequent parameter estimation. Second, the performance collector equation is given as 

based on either efficiency or useful energy. Third, the results are presented for determining 

a constant F,V, from night-time data. Fourth, the collector optical parameters are deter- 

mined from the day-time data using the constant FRUL determined from the night-time 

data, adjusted to account for increased day-time temperatures. Fifth, the heat loss parame- 

ter, FRUL, is linearized with wind speed. Finally, the predicted parameters are compared 

with the SRCC parameters and the predicted parameters and the SRCC parameters are 

used to predict the collector performance for a second set of data. 

6.5.2.1 Determination of All Parameters 

Parameter estimation is performed as described in earlier sections for the collector 

of the natural convection heat exchanger system. The results are presented in Table 6.5 for 
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Table 6.5 Collector Parameter Estimates 

Sm eqn (6.13) 0.489 0.390 - - - 0.459 1.088 0.64 0.072 199.6 
IAMel eqn (6.16) 
Sm eqn (6.13) 0.490 0.397 -.005 - - 0.460 1.083 0.64 0.072 199.6 

wMe2 eqn (6.17) 
Smeqn (6.13) 0.514- 2.037 - - - 0.572 0.929 0.62 0.075 200.1 

IAMp, eqn (6.18) 
Sm eqn (6.13) 0.479 0.067 8.572 - - 0.463 1.030 0.64 0.073 199.6 

u p 2  eqn (6.19) 

I A M , I y  eqn (6.20) 
Sneqn (6.13) -2.1 -6.18 12.63 -11.79 4.108 0.464 1.086 0.65 0.072 199.7 

S ~ ~ e q n  (6.14) 0.530 0.391 - - - 0.498 0.164 0.76 0.059 204.9 
IAWl eqn (6.16) 

SBD eqn (6.14) 0.533 0.426 -.021 - - 0.498 0.174 0.71 0.059 204.9 
I M 2  eqn (6.17) 

SBD eqn (6.14) 0.562 2.311 - - - 0.486 0.369 0.71 0.065 204.5 
IAMpl eqn (6.18) 

IAMp eqn (6.19) 

IA+ly eqn (6.20) 

S ~ ~ e q n  (6.14) 0.503 -0.91 13.10 - - 0.453 0.200 0.76 0.059 204.7 

SBD eqn (6.14) 0.387 -8.37 28.77 -31.65 11.60 0.502 0.176 0.77 0.059 204.8 

SBSDG eqn (6.15) 0.489 0.452 - - - 0.455 -0.206 0.89 0.062 205.0 
I W ,  eqn (6.16) 
Sgsm eqn (6.15) 0.486 0.424 0.016 - - 0.454 -0.202 0.91 0.062 204.9 

- - 0.45 -0.203 0.91 0.073 204.6 

S~smqn(6 .15 )  0.456 -1.27 16.13 - - 0.397 -0.192 0.91 0.062 204.7 

IAM62 eqn (6.17) 

SBSDG eqn (6.15) 0.537 2.789 - 
IAMp, eqn (6.18) 

IAMp2 eqn (6.19) 

S B ~ N  eqn (6.15) 
IAMpoly eqn (6.20) 

-1.097 -5.25 8.362 -6.764 2.223 0.457 -0.120 0.89 0.062 204.8 
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every combination of collector equation and correlations for (za). The collector perfor- 

mance equation is based on efficiency, eqn (6.3).The first column (“co~elation”) presents 

the model used for S, and the equation number for that model. The second row of the first 

column is the equation number of the (za) correlation used. The “FR(za)” column gives 

FR(TCC>, as calculated with the FR(za), ((za), is 0.864 as given by the manufacturer) and 

bo parameters, at an incidence angle of 30”. The “S.E.” column is the standard error in the 

efficiency (the square root of the chi-squared value). For comparison, Proctor [Part 2, 

19841 states that with current instruments the best obtainable variance (error) is +/- 0.02 in 

absolute efficiency for normal incidence and +/- 0.028 in absolute efficiency for off-nor- 

mal incidence. Most of this error is attributed to the pyranometer. The 44Quse” column is 

the total predicted five day useful energy (MJ), calculated as the sum of the predicted effi- 

ciency (from the estimated parameters) times the collector area times the incident radia- 

tion. Note that the actual measured value is 204.5 MJ. 

One problem, though, is the determination of FRUk For the SBD model, FRUL is 

on the order of 0.2, and for the SB~DG model, FRULis actually even negative. These values 

are much lower than the value of 3 W/m20C, calculated directly from night time data. One 

reason for this is that the correlation between the x functions of the FR and FRUL terms is 

high (0.6 or greater); therefore as FR(z~)  decreases, FRUL also decreases. This is not unex- 

pected; as the incidence angle increases from zero at normal incidence, the incident radia- 

tion is necessarily decreasing. As the incident radiation decreases, the absorber plate 

temperature decreases and hence so does FRUL. 

Thus, these low predicted values of FRUL also suggest that the FR(z~) values are 

also low. This could easily occur if the predicted beam component of radiation is low and 
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the predicted diffuse component of radiation is high. Therefore, if a model were to be cho- 

sen based on the F,V, closest to the experimental value, it would be the Sn. model. Not- 

ing all of this, it becomes difficult to choose a model to use for S. 

For all of the models for S, all the (za) correlations give very similar results. The 

(za) correlation using a fourth-order cosine function, eqn (6.18), is marginally better over- 

all than the other (za) correlations. But the added complexity may not warrant using it; 

especially since there is a very high statistical correlation between the variables, giving 

very large variances for each parameter, and importantly, note that FR(zah is not physi- 

cally correct (negative) for the S n  and SBSW models. 

Given all of the above observations, all models for S (Sn, SBD, and SBSDG) using 

a linear (za) correlation in l/cose, eqn (6.16), are chosen for further study. Figure 6.8 

shows the predicted useful energies (defined as q*&GT) for models Sn; SBD, and SBSDG 

with eqn (6.16), as well as the measured useful energy, for January 13 and 14, 1996. 

Notice on January 13 the noon time draw is clearly shown for the measured useful energy. 

These draws are not discerned by the parameter estimation since there are so many fewer 

data points collected during draws than collected overall. A high weighting factor would 

need to be used during the draw data, to yield parameters which capture the detail of the 

draws. 

653.2 Efficiency and Useful Energy Collector Equation 

Two approaches are used in the determination of the collector performance param- 

eters. First, the parameters are determined using the collector efficiency as the perfor- 

mance equation, eqn (6.3). This is consistent with the ASHRAE procedure; FR(za), and 
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Figure 6.8 Predicted Useful Energy (q*AcG~) Over Time for All Parameters Predicted 

F,U, are determined as the intercept and slope of the collector efficiency versus (Thml- 

TJGT Ultimately, though, the collector useful energy is the quantity of interest. This may 

be calculated as qm&G~. 

Second, the parameters are determined using the collector useful energy as the per- 

formance equation, eqn (6.2). The weighting of the data is now greater at noon and less in 

the early morning and late afternoon, since the x functions no longer include the incident 

radiation in the denominator. This is important since the greatest infiuence on the (%a) 

terms should indeed be at noon. 

If the parameter identification is performed based on useful energy, eqn (6.2), as 

opposed to efficiency, eqn (6.3), an improved prediction is obtained for all models. The 
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improvement is realized because the artificial weighting of the early morning and late 

afternoon data is removed. These results are given in Table 6.6 and in Fig 6.9 for the useful 

energy using model S p  with the (%a) correlation of eqn. 6.16. 
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Figure 6.9 Predicted Useful Energy Using Efficiency and Useful Energy Collector 
Pdormance Equations 

6.5.2.3 Determination of F R U ~  from Night-Time Data 

A constant average F,V, is calculated from the night-time data as described in 

section 6.5.7, eqn (6.32). For the natural convection heat exchanger system, the instanta- 

neuus FRUL’S had to be calculated using only the first one to two hours of night-time data 

Because there is not a large volume of glycol, the glycol temperature quickly cools down 

to the ambient temperature. Once these two temperatures are approximately equal, the 
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Table 6.6 Parameprs for Efficiency and Useful Energy Collector 
Performance EquaQons 

S n  eqn (6.16) 

S ~ ~ e q n  (6.16) 

L , 
.11 0.43 - 1.44 0.10 191.3 

- 2.48 229 208.3 Qu 0.5 
STr 

(=&e 

Qu 0.50 0.36 1.20 146 205.2 
0.53 0.39 0.16 0.06 204.9 

I I 1  I I I 1 

I n 11 0.49 10.391 1.09 I -07 I 199.6 1 

C I 1 1 I I 

0.49 0.46 -0.21 0.06 205.0 
sB(EGqn ' Qu 0.48 0.47 -0.7 156 203.6 

I1 I I I 1 

Qu 11 0.54 10.39 I -0.29 I 152 I 204.4 

"noise" in the data tends to overwhelm the signal, thereby negatively affecting the ability 

to compute FRUL accurately. The data collected from the first night are also not used since 

the test is started with all temperatures equal. The instantaneous FRUL'S, along with col- 

lector inlet and outlet, and ambient temperatures, are shown in Fig 6.10 for January 13 and 

14,1996. Notice how quickly the temperatures approach each other at night.. The very 

sharp decrease in T,,1 during the day occurs when a draw is performe cold water from 

mains supply goes to the bottom of the solar tank, which circulates through the heat 

exchanger, thus cooling the glycol. 

The calculated night-time average FRUL, for the natural convection heat exchanger 

system, is 3 W/m2OC. The FRUL determined analytically (using the method given in sec- 

tion 6.4.8) is 2.7 W/m2"C (for night-time plate and ambient temperatures) to 3.4 W/m2"C 

(for day-time plate and ambient temperatures). The experimentally determined average 
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Figure 6.10 Instantaneous FRUL 

value of 3 W/m20C is higher than the analytical night-time value of 2.7 W/m2”C due to 

increased losses from the collector manifold (equivalent to two small fins). 

The average value of FRUL computed from the night-time data is taken as known, 

and increased by 20% to account for the higher day-time plate and ambient temperatures 

The day-time data are then used to compute an “instantaneous” value of FR(ZCX) at each 

time step: 

(6.34) 



The “instantanmus” FR(zcz)’s, as well as the incident radiation, and (Thcol - TJ/ 

GT, are shown in Fig. 6.1 1. This plot shows the variability in FR(TCC) throughout the day. 

At low efficiencies, the (Tiqml - TJ/GT term in eqn (6.34) is “high,” while at high efficien- 

cies the (Thwl - Ta)/GT term is “low.” Therefore one would expect FR(za) to remain rela- 

tively constant. This does not happen, though, because the overall variability in the 

(Thwl- T,)/GT term is much less than the variability in the efficiency, thus, FR(ZCZ) tends 

to follow the efficiency curve. An average F ~ ( z a )  for the day-time data is 0.47. 
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Figure 6.1 1 Instantaneous Parameter Variation 
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6.5.2.4 Determination of Optical Parameters with Known FRUL 

If the FRUL parameter is forced to be equal to the average value calculated from 

night- time data, the quality of the least squares fit decreases. However, the decrease is not 

especially significant, and the parameters are more realistic. F~(za)  remains between 0.5 

and 0.55 for almost all of the models. Also, there is only a 3% difference in FR(za) 

between using FRUL equal to 3.0 and FRUL equal to 3.6. These results are summarized in 

Table 6.7. Figures 6.12 (FRUL'3) and 6.13 (F~u~=3.6) show the energy, using the collec- 

tor performance equation based on useful energy, for models S n  and SBD with eqn (6.16). 

6.5.2.5 FRUL as a Linear Function of Wind Speed 

The correlations for FRUL with wind speed, Table 6.8, give results that are approx- 

imately equivalent to the results using the Srr model with no (za) correlations. This is 

because the 5-minute averaged wind speed does not vary much over the data set, as appar- 

ent in Fig. 6.14. The average wind speed is 1.7 m/s, which when used with the parameters 

a and b, yields an FRUL of about 1.5 W/m2"C. Kind et al. [ 19831 state that a linear rela- 

tionship for h- with wind speed does not account for changes in the Reynolds number 

nor for the turbulence in natural wind. This needs to be investigated further. Similar mod- 

els have been proposed by Proctor [Part 2,19841 and Gillett [ 19801 except that they 

include a radiation term. In order to keep the model linear, the sky temperature is needed 

Since the sky temperature was not measured here, this should be studied in future work. 
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Table 6.7 Parameters for FRUL=~ and 3.6 

Correlation FR(Tcx) a b FRUL 
(vd.7 m/s) 

- measured J/m2"C w/ W/m2"C 
m2Oc 

0.432 -0.560 2.486 1.534 

0.432 -1.275 3.278 1.525 

FRUL 
av+b 

FRUL 
avo*6+b 

I.2 S.E. Quse 

- - 204.5 

0.314 0.100 191.8 

0.314 0.100 191.7 

MJ 
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Figure 6.14 Wind Speed Variation 

6.53 Comparison of Predictions 

Since all of the models predict very similar results, it is recommended that the sim- 

plest model be used. The results presented in this section are based on the Sm model, lin- 

ear in l/cose (eqn (6.16)). The collector perfomance is based on the useful energy (eqn 

(6.3)) instead of efficiency. The constant F,U, is the night-time average increased by 

20%, (3.6 W/m2"C). 

First, the results are compared to the SRCC predicted performance. Second, the 

predicted pedormance parameters are used to predict the performance for a second data 

set. 
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6.53.1 Comparison to SRCC 

The useful energies predicted using parameters estimated from in-situ testing are 

compared against the useful energies predicted using the collector parameters determined 

through the SRCC [Solar Rating & Certification Corporation, 19941 ratings program. The 

SRCC testing follows the ASHRAE [American Society for Heating, Refrigerating, and Air 

Conditioning Engineers, 19883 protocol. 

The AS- test procedure requires that the incident radiation be greater than 

750 W/m2, with difhse radiation accounting for less than 20%. The ambient must be 

between 15 and 3OoC, but not varying more than 1SoC for the duration of the test. Four 

data points are required at each of the four values of (Thcol - TJ specifi&, specifically, 

Thwl is to be 0,30,60, and 90% of the manufacturers allowed maximum fluid tempera- 

ture (200OC for the natural convection heat exchanger system). Two of the four data points 

must be taken before, but near, solar noon, and the other two are required at the symmetric 

point after solar noon. The points are integrated over 5 minutes. This gives a total of 16 

data points spanning 80 minutes. The collector parameters determined for the natural con- 

vection heat exchanger system as given by the SRCC [Solar Rating & Certification Corpo- 

ration, 19943 are: F~(~~&=0.637, F ~ u ~ 4 . 5 4  W/m2"C, and bo = 0.1559. 

This test with high incident radiation and low diffuse radiation simulates data 

taken around solar noon on clear days. This equation works reasonably well when the 

objective is predicting the annual useful energy gained by the collectors since the largest 

amount of energy gained will indeed be around solar noon on clear days. But if one were 

interested in predicting the performance of the collector at other times of the day, under 
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different solar conditions, or even in predicting the temperature rise across the collector, 

this relation would not prove as useful. 

An attempt was made to obtain 16 data points from the test data that best corre- 

sponds to the ASHRAE requirements. Around solar noon, it would be necessary to obtain 

- T,) equal to OOC, 55"C, 11 l°C, and 166.5OC for the natural convection heat 

exchanger system. From the data it was possible to obtain a range of only 10 to 25°C. This 

is reasonable since neither nor Ta are controlled. Using the 16 points over this range, 

a linear fit resulted in FR(T~), equal to 0.56 and FRUL equal to 5.2 W/m2"C with an 3 of 

0.41. If the slope of the line is changed to FRUL = 5.2 W/m2"C, a 30% change, then 

FR(TCC)n becomes 0.53, a change of only 5%, with an 3 of 0.35. Both of these lines fit the 

data almost equally well. FR(Tcc), predicted by all of the methods are within 10% of each 

other giving confidence in the value, yet this variability in FR(TCX~ can lead to as much as 

40% variability in FRUL 

Under continuous operation test conditions, Fig. 6.15 shows FR(z~), predicted for 

various percentages of the available data. The horizontal axis is the percentage of the data 

used to calculate FR(za),, centered around solar noon. For example, 10% is 5% of the data 

on either side of solar noon. 100% uses all of the day time data. The SRCC value is also 

shown. The minimum percentage that yields a good statistical fit for FR(TCZ~ is 10%. 10% 

of the day time data for the duration of a 5 day test is about 6 hours of 5 minute averaged 

data points. This is many more data points than required by the ASHRAE test procedm. 

Notice how all methods converge to F~(za),, equal to 0.53 to 0.55 if only "sunny" 

solar data are used. This is possible if 10% to 35% of the data is used. At larger cumulative 

percentages of data, the diffuse nature of the incident radiation comes more into play, as 
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does the off-normal incidence angle modifier. As more diffuse data are added, the spread 

in FR(zcY,), becomes larger. This is due to the high correlation between FR(zcx),, FRUL, and 

bo. This is also shown by the large variability in FR(ZCX)n when both FR(ZCt)n and FRUL are 

predicted through parameter estimation (SrEff-Var).The SRCC predicted value of 

FR(ZCZ), equal to 0.637 is also shown. This is much larger than the value of 0.55 predicted 

using experimental data and parameter estimation. Once cause for this difference may be 

the weatherization of the collectors. The collectors used in this test have been operated 

under normal operating conditions for about a year and are more than likely dirtier than 

the collectors used in the SRCC testing program. The SRCC value for FRUL is 4.54 W/ 

m20C. This is also much higher than the value of 3.6 predicted from the night time data. 

The SRCC incidence angle modifier term, bo, is 0.156 and is lower than the estimated 

parameter, using the data, of 0.25. 

Figure 6.16 shows the useful energy predicted using the SRCC parameters, the 

useful energy predicted using the Sm model, FRU~=3.6 W/m2"C, and based on the useful 

energy perfomance equation. The useful energy calculated from measured data is also 

shown. The SRCC model consistently overpredicts the useful energy. This is as expected 

since the SRCC predicted optics parameter (the dominant term during this period of days 

with high incident radiation), F~(za),, is 15% larger than the experimentally determined 

parameter while the less influential loss parameter, FRUL, is only 20% larger. As stated 

previously, a 30% change in FRUL required only a 5% change in FR(ZCZ), to maintain 

essentially the same curve fit for noon time data. 
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Figure 6.15 FR(za), vs. Percentage of Incident Radiation 

653.2 Comparison to Second Data Set 

The data collected during another continuous operation test, November 14-17, 

1996, are input into the parameter estimation program. The new parameters, for the S n  

model, using eqn (6.16) and based on useful energy for the performance equation, are 

given in Table 6.9, along with the parameters determined previously using the January 12- 

17,1996 data set. The Quseful column is the total predicted useful energy for November 

14-17 using the given parameters. The average F R V ,  calculated for the November 14-17 
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Figure 6.16 Predicted Useful Energy using SRCC Parameters 

night-time data is 3.1 W/m2"C, which is within 3% of the average F,V, determined using 

the January 12-17 data. This is as expected and gives confidence in the estimated value. 

Table 6.9 Predicted Useful Energy for November 14 - 17,1996 
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The predicted useful energy for the November test, using the parameters deter- 

mined from the January test is presented in Fig.6.17. The predicted useful energy using the 

SRCC parameters is also shown. The performance parameters determined from the Janu- 

ary test data successfully predict the useful energy for both data sets; the January useful 

energy is underpredicted by 1%, and the November data is overpredicted by 4%. The 

SRCC parameters overpredict the January useful energy by 17% and underpredict the 

November useful energy by 12%. 
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Figure 6.17 Predicted Useful Energy, November 14-17,1996 

The incident radiation for the November data set includes two clear days and one 

extremely cloudy day. The daytime hours are longer than for the January data set, and the 
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clear days are less cloudy in the early morning and late evening than for the January data 

set. The peak incident radiation is about the same for both data sets. The collector inlet 

temperature is higher for the November data set, and the ambient temperature is about the 

same, or slightly lower for the November data set. Therefore, the temperature difference in 

the collector loss term, - TJ, increases by 10 to 15°C. This increases the signifi- 

cance of the loss term, thus explaining the behavior using the SRCC parameters (a large 

FRUL parameter). This also suggests that FRUL deterrnined from the data and parameter 

estimation may be slightly low. 

6.6 Summary 

The performance of a flat-plate collector may be modeled as having two terms: an 

optics term, FR(Tcx)~, which accounts for the absorption of incident radiation, and a loss 

term, FRUL, which accounts for the heat transfer between the collector and the environ- 

ment. The optics term of the collector is the most important, accounting for as much as 

80% of the energy gain. 

The optics term of the collector was analyzed in-depth through separation of (%a) 

into beam, diffuse, and sky reflected components. The added complexity in the model does 

not contribute significant statistical improvement in the fit; especially if the ‘goodness’ of 

the models used to determine the beam, diffuse, and sky reflected components of the inci- 

dent radiation are considered. 

Initially, the optics and collector loss parameters were both determined using a 

parameter estimation program. This yielded unphysical parameters because of the high 

correlations between the parameters. Thus, it is suggested that the collector loss parameter 
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be determined from night time test data. This night-time F,V, should then be increased to 

account for the increased day-time operating temperatures. The optics parameters, 

FR(TCXX, (for direct incident radiation), and bo (the incident angle modifier), may then be 

determined using parameter estimation techniques. It was detemined that at least 6 hours 

of 5 minute averaged data are needed to yield a good statistical fit to predict FR(TCX), under 

actual operating conditions. 

The parameters estimated from the data in this manner predict the collector energy 

to within 1% for the data set used to obtain the parameters. These same parameters, when 

used with a Merent data set, predict the useful energy to within 4%. Therefore, this is 

judged to be an acceptable method for determining the parameters to predict the perfor- 

mance of a flat-plate collector. 

The parameters given by the SRCC for this collector overpredicts the useful energy 

by 17% on data set 1, and undqredicts the useful energy by 12% on data set 2. Thus, an 

overall annual average is acceptable, but better prediction results from parameter estima- 

tion in the method outlined in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the major conclusions of the work, and concludes with rec- 

ommendations for future work. 

7.2 Conclusions 

The conclusions that result from this work may be categorized as either general, 

therefore applicable to all systems, or system specific. Some relate to the design of sys- 

tems, and some to the impact on the SRCC ratings procedure. 

7.2.1 General 

To determine the parameters of a solar domestic hot water system, data should be 

collected under realistic conditions. Thus, the instrumentation of the systems has been 

implemented with great care and detail. The resulting energy balances on the systems are 

good to within lo%, thus giving confidence in the data. 

The tank heat losses in systems may be as high as 10 to 15% of the useful energy, 

therefore, calculating them correctly is important. The calculated UA of a hot water tank 

under the SRCC program is determined by filling a stand-alone tank with hot water and 

measuring the temperature decay over time. If the test is performed with the tank plumbed 
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into the system, the losses increase by as much as 25% over the stand-alone tank UA value 

because of the significant heat loss from the piping. Installing heat traps into the inlet and 

outlet lines of the tank can decrease the losses by 10 to 15%. 

Analysis of in-situ data for the flat-plate collectors shows that the optics term of 

the collector is the most important, accounting for as much as 80% of the energy. Though 

this may be the case, it was determined that using a more complicated model (such as 

using more parameters by separating the optics term, (za),, into different components 

corresponding to the different components of incident radiation) is not worthwhile. This is 

due to the high correlation between the parameters and also to the inexactness of the radi- 

ation processors. 

The estimation of the collector loss coefficient and the optical parameters together 

leads to a high statistical correlation between parameters, thus yielding, at times, unphysi- 

cal parameters. This may be removed as an issue if the loss coefficient is determined sepa- 

rately from the experimental data. If the system is operated over night, then there will be 

no gains at the collector and the losses may be calculated. However, the loss coefficient 

needs to be increased (by about 20%) to account for the difference in ambient and collec- 

tor plate temperatures between the night time operation and day time operation. 

The parameter estimation program used in this dissertation provided parameters 

capable of estimating the collector useful energy within 1% on the data set used to obtain 

the parameters, and to within 4% for a different data set. The ‘correct’ FR(za), was deter- 

mined with a minimum of 8 hours of high incident radiation (‘noon’) data. 

The parameters recommended by the SRCC ratings program overpredict the useful 

energy gain on one data set by 17% and underpredict on the second data set by 12%, thus 
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overall, the annual prediction may be reasonable. The FR(ZOI), is 14% greater than that 

estimated from data, and FRUL is 21 % greater. The SRCC parmeters are determined from 

16 data points for a total of 80 minutes. The difference between the estimated parameters 

and the SRCC estimated parameters may be attributed, in part, to the fact that these tests 

were performed with seasoned collectors, not new collectors. 

7.2.2 System Specific 

There is significant heat loss, as much as 30%, due to backflow through the ther- 

mosyphon loop of the natural convection heat exchanger system. The backflow may occur 

whenever the pump is not operating and the glycol in the heat exchanger is cooler than the 

storage tank’s hot water. In order to improve the performance, a very low pressure check 

valve could be installed in the thermosyphon loop to prevent this backflow. 

The analysis of the load side heat exchanger in the drain-back system resulted in a 

more complete understanding of the system’s operation. It was determined that the outside 

convective coefficient of the heat exchanger is the dominant resistance and that the perfor- 

mance of the heat exchanger is best predicted using a horizontal cylinder correlation with 

a 20 to 25% enhancement due to local turbulence generated from flow over the closely 

stacked coils. As a conclusion of this analysis, an improvement to increase the system’s 

performance may be suggested. The present design circulates supply water, at a high flow 

rate, through the main solar storage tank’s heat exchanger, thus extracting the collected 

solar energy only during a draw. If a continuous flow of fluid is allowed to circulate 

through the coil heat exchanger and into the auxiliary tank, a greater percentage of the 
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energy stored in the main solar storage tank may be removed. A design to accomplish this 

has been implemented and tested [Arent, 19961. 

The modeling of the load-side heat exchanger aids the SRCC efforts at rating such 

systems. The proposed model, which uses an average heat exchanger effectiveness to 

model the heat exchanger, is deemed acceptable for systems which perform “shallow” 

energy draws. TFWSYS simulations were performed to correspond to the experimental 

test dates. TRNSYS predicted the useful energy to within 1% and the draw energy to 

within 10%. 

The ICs system was not discussed in detail, but TRNSYS simulations were per- 

formed and reported by Smith et al. [ 19951. The simulations yielded differences from the 

actual measured data by about 25%, leading to the conclusion that the TRNSYS Type 46 

model needs to be improved. The possible problems include determination of the IAM’s 

and the UA of the “collectors.” Since back plane reflectance becomes important with the 

ICs system, the collector parameters need to be determined with dependence on more 

variables, such as back plane reflectance and tube spacing. The UA of the collectors may 

be different when water is flowing through the tubes than that when it is not because of 

interaction (heat exchange) between the flow streams. The UA values used in the TRN- 

SYS model were determined for no flow in the tubes. Also, the collector modules should 

be plumbed in parallel, not series; in series 2/3 of the total useful energy gained was in the 

first module [Smith et al., 19951. 
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7.3 Recommendations 

The conclusions generated from this research lead directly to recommendations 

that can be made to improve the performance of the systems, changes to ratings testing 

procedure, and future work that should be perfomed. 

The storage tanks of hot water systems should be tested with all plumbing installed 

when determining the tank loss coefficients to obtain a more realistic value. To improve 

the UA value, heat traps should be installed in the plumbing lines enteringfleaving the 

tanks. A low pressure check valve should be installed in natural convection heat exchanger 

systems to decrease the heat losses due to backflow. The flow circulation patterns that 

result in the piping entering and leaving the tanks should be explored further to achieve 

greater understanding of the methods of heat loss from the tanks. This can be extended to 

include studying the tank losses with and without flow in the systems. 

The perfomance of the drain-back system with the load-side heat exchanger can 

be improved by redesigning the system so that there is continual natural convection flow 

between the auxiliary tank and the main solar storage tank. In this manner more of the col- 

lected solar energy will be extracted. The TRNSYS model for the load-side heat 

exchanger using a constant effectiveness yields satisfactory results, but the model could be 

improved still further. This has been accomplished, but the specific model has not been 

verified in this dissertation. 

The testing and modeling of the collectors resulted in many observations relevant 

to the SRCC ratings program. The determination of the collector parameters F~(za),, bo, 

and FRUL from the experimental data exhibited a high statistical correlation. Thus, it is 

necessary to determine one of the parameters in another manner. This is accomplished by 
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calculating FRUL by operating the system at night while measuring the inlet and outlet 

temperatures of the fluid flowing through the collector, as well as the flow rate through the 

collector. To be more accurate, the night sky radiation should also be measured. Another 

method would be to install in-line heaters in the collector loop. To obtain a statistically 

significant value of FR(TCX)~ at least 8 hours of 5 minute averaged data are required. The 

model should be modified to allow parameters resulting from allowing the absorptance 

term to vary with incidence angle. This is especially important for collectors with selective 

surfaces. 

The reason for the significant difference between the experimentally determined 

collector parameters and the collector parameters determined using the SRCC ratings pro- 

cedure should be investigated. Two possible reasons for these differences are because this 

work uses seasoned collectors and that this work averages both clear and cloudy weather 

data, not just clear sky data. 

TRNSYS runs should be performed for the collectors using both the SRCC param- 

eters and the experimental parameters. First, though, the radiation models provided in 

TRNSYS should be further analyzed. To do this, both the beam and diffuse components of 

radiation should be measured for these tests. They should also be performed at during each 

Season of the year. Once the radiation models are improved it may be possible to improve 

the collector optical parameter, FR(za),, by including dependence on the different radia- 

tion components (beam, diffuse, and sky diffuse). 
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APPENDIX A 

Instrumentation List 

Py ranome ten  
Epplev PSP 
Temperature dependence: +/- 1% over ambient range -20 to 40 "C 
Linearity: +/- 0.5% from 0-2800 W/m2 
Response time: 1 second 
Cosine: +/- 1% from normalization 0 - 70" zentith angle 
(1) S / N  16726F3, Tilt 
(2) S / N  16696F3, Horiz. 

Wind SpeedDirection 
Climatron' ICs WM-rn 
P/N lo0108 
6.4 V +/- 0.25 mV supply (6 mA) 
DimKev - Power -One Intemau 'onal Series DC Powe r SUD -&! 
Model HAD 154.4-A 
Regulation: +/- 0.05% 
Burr-Brown &que ncv to Vo ltzge co  nverter 
VFC 320 
Linearity: +/- 0.005% @ FS 

. .  

Watt Hour Meters 
GE Watt-hour meter 60 Hz 

Cat No. 72Ox72G115 
T~pe IW-70-5 

(1) S / N  67 666 716 Accuracy: +/- 0.4% 
(2) S / N  67 666 713 Accuracy: +/- 0.55% 
(3) S/N 67 666 739 ACCU~~CY: +/- 0.5% 
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Watt Transducers 
Qhio Semitrom 'cs (for Auxiliary Heaters) 
(1) PC-5-5ocX5 (2) PC5-29 (3) PC5-59 
200-280Vy 0-50 A 240V, 50A 240V, lOOA 
1 phase, 2 wire 
current ratio 50:5,2 turns 
S/N 21691 S/N 3024 s/N 3451 
Accuracy: +/- 0.5% at Rated +/- 0.5% at Rated 

1 phase, 2 wire 
current transducer, 2 turns 

1 phase, 2 wire 
current transf., 1 turn 

+/- 0.5% at Rated 
ICs Nat. Cow. HX 

E W. Bell Inc, (for pumps) 

lOA/20A, 120V,60Hz lOA/20A, 120V,60Hz 
S / N  107492 S / N  101500 

(1) PX-2202B (2) PX-2202B 

Accuracy: +/- 0.5% ACCU~~CY: +/- 0.5% 
ICs Drain-back 

Drain-back 

(3) PX-2204B 
1A/2A, 120V,60Hz 
S / N  124724 

Nat. Cow. HX 
ACCWCY: +/- 0.5% 

Flow Meters 
n-, 
FT0-4Nl YW-LHC- 1 FT-12NExs-LAD-2 
Normal Flow Range: 0.07-0.7 gpm 
Extended Flow Range: 0.02-1.3 gpm 
Accuracy: +/- 0.05% Accuracy: 0.05% 
c 10 psid at normal 101 max flow rate 
(1) Drain-back S / N  F088083075 
(2) Nat. Conv. HX (collside) S/N F088083074 

Normal Flow Range: 2 - 20 gpm 
Extended How Range: 0.4 - 25 gpm 

c 10 psid at normal 1O:l max flow rate 
(1) Supply S/N 1203908 

Cox Flow Meters 
Series 21 1/2 - 15 
Normal How Range: 1.5 - 15 gpm 

9.5 psid @ mac flow rate 
(1) ICs S/N 25943 
(2) Drain S/N 44157 

Accuracy: +/- 0.5% 

Jvlicromotl 'on T-ype UL -D-Is 
DS0655239SU S/N 165552 
N m a l  Flow Range: 0 - 10 lb/min 

(1) Nat. Conv. HX (Tank side) 
A c c u ~ ~ c ~ :  +/- 0.05% 

Flow Meter Boxes 
a, LN51-1-C-1OOO-6,0-10wIz, 0-5V DC Output, 115V AC input 

US With FTO-4 
S / N  LN5188080180 S / N  LN5188080179 
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m, RC5 1- 1 -C-IOOo-6 S / N  RC5189030109,0-5V Out, (FT-12) 
lOOO-P, ASS'Y NO. 107-051 

S/N 5-0096M-23546 S / N  5-0093M-23554 
Range Cap = 233 pf 
1200 Hz = 35.2 gpm @ 1.174V, 11SVAC 1200Hz=34.3 bpm @ 1.142V7 115VAC 

Range Cap = 222 pf 

~ RFT97121PNUR, S / N  49354 

Pressure Transducers 
Elexon Power Svstems Power S m  1 Supply OLV15-12, 12 V, 1.5 A 

ega Rnglneena 
PX26-015 DV 
Range: 0-15 psid 
Accuracy: +/- 1% Full Scale 
(1) Drain-back 
(2)ICS 

HW5000 PC Data Acquisition System 10 

gc V o l w  3v 
30 V 

SOCOS 386 Computer 

T - Type Thermocouples 
8 for each Tank = 40 
ICs = 4  
1 outdoor ambient 

Accuracy: 
Thermacouples 

Resolution 

61e-6 V 
7.6e-6V 

PX26-030 DV 
Range: 0-30 psid 
Accuracy: +/- 1% Full Scale 
Nat. Conv. HX 

2 for each collector = 6 
Nat. Conv. HX = 5 
1 supply 

Absolute = +/- 0.1 O C  

Accuracy: 0.5 4 

TOTAL = 63 
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Svstem Accuracy 

0.015%+le-3 V 
0.01 %+5&-6 V 

--back = 4 
1 indoor ambient 
ldrain ' 

Differential = +/- 0.05 "C 



APPENDIX B 

Error Analysis 

A detailed error analysis follows. Independent errors have been combined in 

quadrature, as recommended by J. P. Holman in “Mechanical Measurement and Instru- 

mentation,’’ McGraw Hill, 1988. The instrument errors are listed in Appendix A. 

The data presented in Table B.1 are used as representative of the three domestic hot 

water solar systems on a typical day. Known values are used where possible. In the follow- 

ing derivations, the errors in specific heat and density associated with the temperature 

changes are considered negligible. 

B.l Determining the Error in Qwd, FR(zc~) and FRU, 

An energy balance across the collector results in the folIowing equation 

temperatures from Table B. I, the useful energy is given as: 

Qusefur = (6.32~10- 5m3 -)( 1000kg>(4180~c)( 10°C) = 2642 W 
S m3 

The error in Q W  is given as 
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Variable Collector System 
Drain-Back 

Collector Inlet Temp. ("C) ICs 
Nat. Conv. HX 

Drain-Back 
Collector Outlet Temp. ("C) 

Nat. Conv. HX 

Value 
40 

40/22 
40 

Drain-Back 
Nat. Cow. HX 

Drain-Back 3.6 
Nat. Conv. HX 4.0 

0.48 
0.55 

Specific Heat (J/kg"C) 

Density (kdm3) 

Outdoor Ambient Temp. ("C) 

Pressure Head (kPa) 

Water 4180 
Glycol 38 19 
Water lo00 
Glycol 1007 

- 30/15 
I Indoor Ambient Temp. ("C) I - I 24/19 I 

Awriliary Heater Rating (W) 

Supply Temp. ("C) I 

- 3000 

I Draw Temp. ("C) I - 
Global Irradiance (W/m'"C) - 

55 I 
870/1025 
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E Qmer, (0.0005)2+ rg>3"2 - = 13.3W = OSpercent (B.4) 

The same percentage applies to the ICs system when the pump is operating. If a 

draw is being performed, the temperature difference increases since supply water, instead 

of the auxiliary tank water, enters the collector. The e m  percentage in Qusdul during a 

draw for the ICs system is 13.7 W = 0.2%. The error percentage in QWem for the natural 

convection heat exchanger system is 4.5 W = 0.1%. 

The error in FR(ZCX) and FRUL is determined using the collector performance equa- 

The maximum error possible in F R ( z ~ )  is if the error in FRUL is assumec, to E 

zero; and the maximum error in FRUL occurs if the error in FR(zc~) is assumed to be zero. 

Therefore, for the drain-back system in the summer, the error in FR(z~) is less than 0.013, 

or 2.8%, and the error in FRUL is less than 1W/m20C, or 25%. (Drain-back system in win- 

ter: FR(TCX) e 0.01 1=2.2%, FRUL e 0.44 W/m2"C=11%; natural convection heat exchanger 

system: summer, FR(z~) e 0.013=2.3%, FRUL e 1 W/m20C=27%, winter, FR(ZOI) 

0.01=1.8%, FRUL e 0.41 W/m2"C=11%). 
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B.2 Determining the Errors in Heat Exchanger Analysis 

The heat exchanger effectiveness for the drain-back system is defined as in eqn 

(3.6). Typical values for the needed temperatures are: Tm,out = 38"C, T m  in = 16OC, and 

TT- = 44°C. Let x equal the maximum tank temperature minus the heat exchanger 

inlet temperature, which is 28OC, and let y equal the heat exchanger outlet temperature 

minus the heat exchanger inlet temperature, 22OC. The effectiveness is then 0.78. 

The error associated with the effectiveness equation is 

Which is about 0.6%. 

The inside convective coefficient is given as: 

0.8 
h = 0 . 0 2 3 - - ( 7 )  k 4pPrV D-i.8- - BV0.8D-i.8 = 2650 W/rn2'C 

03.7) 

03.8) 

The error is thus, 

']"' = 207, or8% (B.9) 

The overall loss coefficient is given as eqn (B. 10). 

The error is given as eqn (€3.11). 
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2 112 
E, = [E.) + ((VpCp)ET) 2 1 4 3 2  (-) (p ) + 2y2 + (:Uy] = 20, or 2.5% (B.11) 

The energy obtained from the heat exchanger is the amount of heat that has been 

transferred to the draw water and is given as: 

The outside convective coefficient for the coil is calculated as eqn (B.14). 

1 1 -l ho = [(I-d = 1146 W/mz0C 

The associated error is then calculated as eqn (B. 15). 

(B.13) 

(B. 14) 

(B.15) 

B.3 -Determining Error in the UA Loss Coefficient for the Tanks 

The heat loss coefficients for the hot water storage tanks is calculated from experi- 

emtal data. The errof in the time is given as 7 seconds, the error in the temperature differ- 

ence is 0.14OC, and the error in the mass is 0.2 kg. The auxiliary tank temperature is 

constant at 55”C, and the ambient temperature is 2OoC. The equation used to determine the 

loss coefficient is given as eqn (B.16). The experimental value for the auxiliary tanks is 

about 2 W/”C. The value is about 3 WPC for the main solar storage tank of the drain-back 
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system, and 5 W/"C for the main solar storage tank of the natural convection heat 

exchanger system. 

The error associated with this calculation is given as eqn (B. 17) and is 0.003 WPC 

for the auxiliary tanks, or about 0.12%. The error is 0.003 WPC for the drain-back system 

main tank, which is about 0.1%, and the error is 0.004 W/OC for the natural convection 

heat exchanger system, or 0.07%. 

(B.17) E 2 E r 2  EAT 
E, = UA[($) +(--) +dTInAT)Tln  = 0.003, or0.12% 

B.4 Determining the Error in Parasitic Losses 

The losses from the pump can be determined using Bernoulli's equation, the final 

form of the equation is shown in eqn (B.18). The rise in temperature across the pump can 

be considered negligible. 

The elevation head is about 4.5 m. The work for each system is approximately 5.77 

W for the drain-back system, 3.93 W for the natural convection heat exchanger system, 

and 6.86 W for the ICs system. The error can be calculated as 
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(B.19) 

The mors associated with each system are 6.83e-3 (0.12%) for the drain-back sys- 

tem, 2.83e-3 (0.07%) for the n a d  convection heat exchanger system, and 0.0128 

(0.19%) €or the ICs system. 
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APPENDIX C 

Program Listings 

PRo=awImmmY 
C 
C This program will read the notebook data files 
C and strip out all of the "infinite" n-rs 
C 

C 

C 

30 

10 
21 
22 

REAL var(87) 
CHARACPER filel*12,Time*l5 
CHARACTER Junkl*13, Junk2*49, Junk3*834, Junk4*667 
CHARAC'l!ER*80 Junkl, Junk2, Junk3, Junk4 
DATA var/87*0.0/ 

PRINT *, 'Input the file name to read' 
READ *, file1 
OPEN (unit=ll, file-filel, er~700, status='old') 
OPEN (unit-12, file-' syst .prn', er-700, .status='new' ) 

DO 10 i-3,1401 
IF (i . eq. -3) THEN 

READ(11, *,END==lOlO) Junkl 
WRITE (12,21) Junkl 

READ(11, *,END=lOlO) Junk2 
WRITE (12,22) Junk2 

READ(ll,*,END-lOlO) Junk3 
WRITE (12,23) Junk3 

READ(11, *,END=lOlO) Junk4 
WRITE (12,24) Junk4 

READ(ll,*,END=lOlO) (var(j), j=1,87), Time DO 30 j=l,87 
IF (var (j) .gt.lOOO.O) THEN 

ELSEIF (var ( j ) . It. -1000.0) THEN 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(12,25) (var(j) , j-1,87) , T h  

ELSEIF (i .eq.-2) THEN 

ELSEIF (i . eq. -1) THEN 

ELsEIF(i.eq.O)THEN, 

ELSE 

var (j) -0.0 

var (j) -0.0 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT ('I' ' ,All, ' " I ) 
FORMAT ( ' I' ' , A47, ' " ' ) 



23 FORMAT (A834) 
24 FoRMAT(A667) 
25 FORMAT (87 (F10.6,lX) ,A15) 

GOT0 1010 
700 PRINT*, 'ERROR when opening a file' 
1010 STOP 

END -- 
C 
C This program is used to analyze the data from the DHW project. 
C Each file contains 6 hours worth of data for 83 notebook channels. 
C 
C Variable Types 

REAL var (13,8) , sumvar (13,8) , avevar (13,8,3) , Resis, rltiml, rltirn 
REAL varl(l3,8,3) , dt, cdrw, rltim2 
DATA var/l04*0.0/, sumvar/104*0.0/,avevar/312*0.0/,var1/312*0.0/ 
INTEGER i, j,ihr,ichk, k,ihrl,isum, jsum,icnt, jcnt, jt,iavetirn, jtirn 
INTEGER imin, isec, ihour, tcnt, tcntl, jt2, itim 

INTFGER iflwASN,iflwNEG,iflw!TH,iwrite,iunitl,iunit2 C 
CHARACTER*12 File1 (0: 99) 
CHARACTER Nul*l, Nu2*2, Junk*80,Time*15 
CHARACTER datel*13,date2*30,csyst*13 

PRINT*,'Have you checked your file names? If they are' 
PRINT*, 'correct, enter 1, If they are not, enter 2' 
READ*, ichk 
IF(ichk.eq.2)THEN 

ENDIF 

C Variables for extracting draw data 

C Process for Opening and Reading all of the data files. 

GOT0 1000 . 

C Open the output files 
C Output files for averaged data 

OPEN (unit=16, f ile='heading. dat , err700, status=' new') 
OPEN(unit=l7, file'nonsyst .date, err==7O0,status='newg ) 
OPEN (unit-18, file' asn.dat I, err700, status=='new' ) 
OPEN (unit-19, file-'neg. dat I, err700, status-' new ' ) 
OPEN (unit-20, filr'thermo .dat ' , er~-700, status-'new ' ) 

C Output files for the draws, raw data 
OPEN(unit=2l,file-'nsystdrw.dat',er~700,status='new') 
OPEN(unit-22,file'asndrw.dat ,erz=700, status='new') 
OPEN(unit=23,file='negdrw.dat',er~700,status=='new') 
OPEN(unit-24,file~'thnndrw.dat',er~700,status='new') 

OPEN(unit-51,file-'asnengy.dat~,er~700,status-'new') 
OPEN (unit-53, file=' negenk. dat , er~700, status=' new ' ) 
OPEN(unit-56,file='threngy.dat',err=700,status='new') 

OPEN(unit-52,fil~'aengydw.dat',err=700,status-'new') 
OPEN(unit-54, file-'nengydw-dat I, err-700, status=='new') 
OPEN (unita57, file='tengydw. dat I ,  e-700, status='new ' ) 

C Output files for calculated energy data, no draw (averaged) 

C Ouput files for calculated energy data, with draws (raw) 

C 
C Read in the averaging time 
C 5 minute averaging, the data acquisition interval is 15 seconds. 

PRINT*,'Enter the # of minutes (integer) you wish to average over' 
READ*, jtim 
iavetim=INT(jtim*60.0/15.0) 
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C 
C Input the number of sets of data files to be read. 
C For six hours, there will be 1440 lines of data. There m y  be less 
C if the file is not six full hours. 

PRINT*,'Enter the number on the first set of data files' 
PRINT*, 'to run' 
READ*,ihr 

PRINT*, 'to run' 
READ*.ihrl 

WRITE(16,*) '#File Set, Date and Time heading' 
WRITE (16, *) ' ' 

5 PEtINT*,'Enter the number on the last set of data files' 

C Putting the headings on the ouptut files: 

C 
DO 15 i-17,24 

IF( (i.eq.17) .OR. (i.eq.21))THEN 
WRITE (i, *) 

+ 'Non-system Specific data, Tempspdeg C, Flows-mn3/s, Pyran-W/mA2' 
WRITE (i, *) 

+ 'WdSpd=ds,WdDirDeg(44E, 134S,224W, 314N) ,nb time,avetime,clktime' 
WRITE (i, *) * 
WRITE (i, 1) 

ENDIF 
1 FORMAT ( 'IndrA&', T9, ' , SupplyT' ,T17, ' , DrainT' , T25, ' , OutAnb', T33, 
' ,MxDuT' ,T41, ' ,SupFlw',T54, ',DrnFlw' ,T67, ' ,PyHor' ,T80, 
' , PyTlt , T93, ' ,WdSpd', T106, ' , WdDir' , T119, ' ,Time' ) C 
IF((i.eq.18) .OR. (i.eq.22))THEN 

+ 
+ 

WRITE (i, *) 'ASN System' 
WRITE (i, *) 
' Temps-Deg C, Flows=mA3/s,Pressure=N/mn2, PoweHatts' 
WRITE (i, *) + 

WRITE (i, 2) 

+ 

ENDIF 
2 FORMAT ( ' InAux' , T9, ' , InPmp' , T17, ' , BkPmp' , T25, ' , Bkcol ' , T33, 
+' , O/SBkCl', T41, ' ,O/SToCl ' , T49, ' ,MainBot ' , T57, ' ,Main7 ' , T65, 
+' ,Main6' ,T73, ' ,MainS',T81, ' ,Main4' ,T89, ' ,Main3 ' ,T97, ',Main2', 
+T105, ',MainTop',T113, ',AuxBot',T121, ',Aux7',T129, ',Aux6',T137, 
+' ,Aux5' ,T145, ' ,Aux4' ,T153, ' ,Aux3' ,T161, ' ,Aux2' ,T169, ' ,AuxTop' , 
+T177, ',Flow',T190, ',delP',T203, ',PmpX',T216, ',TnkX',T229, 
+' , DwFlwS ' , T242, I, Time' ) 

C 
IF((i.eq.l9).0R. (i.eq.23))THEN 

WRITE (i, *) 'NEG System' 
WRITE (i, *) 

WRITE (i, *) ' 
WRITE (i,3) 

+ 'Tenps5Deg C,Flows==mn3/s,Pressure=N/mn2, PoweMatts' 

ENDIF 
3 F-T ( ' InTnk' , T9, ' ,BkTnk ' , T17, ' , InPmp' , T25, ' , BkPnp' , T33, 
+I , O/SToCl', T41, ', O/SBkCl', T49, I ,  TankBot ' , T57, ' , Tank7 I ,  T65, 
+',Tank6',T73, ' ,Tank5',T81, +,Tankrl',T89, ' ,Tank3',T97, ' ,Tank2', 
+T105, ' ,TankTop',T113, ',Flow' ,T126, ',de=' ,T139, ' ,PnpX' ,T152, 
+ ' , Tnw(' , T165, ' ,DwFlwS' , T178, ' , Time') 

. 

C 
IF((i.eq.20) .OR. (i.eq.24))THEN 

WRITE (i, *) 'Themdynamics System' 
WRITE (i, *) 

WRITE (i, *) ' 
+ ' Temps-Deg C,FTIFlW4n^3/s,MicFl~kg/s, Pres=N/mn2, Ewr=Watts' 



WRITE (i,4) 
ENDIF 

4 FORMAT ('ToCol',T9, ' ,BkCol',T17, I, IMnk' ,T25, ,-nk' ,T33, 
+' , InATnk I, T41, ' , O/SToCl' ,T49, I ,  O/SBkCl ' ,T57, I ,  MainBot I ,  T65, +' ,Main7 @ , T73, 
+ ' ,Main6' ,T81, ,Main5', T89, ' ,Main4' ,T97, ,Main3' ,T105, I ,  Main2' , 
+Tl13, , MainTop ' , T121, ' , AwrBot ' , T129, ' , Aux7 ' , T137, ' ,Aux6' , T145, 
+' ,Aux5',T153, ',Aux4',T161, ,Aux3',T169, ' ,Aux2',T177, ' ,AuxTop' , 
+T185, I ,FlwFT.I',T198, ',FlwMic' ,T211, ',delP' ,T224, ',-X', 
+T237, ' , Tnkx' , T250, ' , FlwDir e , T263, ' , DwFlwS ' , T276, ' ,Time' ) 
15 CONTINCE 

C Headings for the calculated energy files 
WRITE(51,*) 'ASN System, Energy Calcs, no draws' wRITE(51,*) I '  

h'RITE(51,31) 
31 FORMAT ( '  SolTnk' ,T14, I ,  SolCole, T28, ,PmpPow' ,T42, ' ,VlMTkT' ,T56, 

+' ,VlATkT' ,T70, ' ,MTkLoss' , T84, ,ATkLoss I ,  T98, ,MTk55', T112, 
+I, ATk55 ,T126, ' ,BlkCapM' , T140, I ,  NdlCafl '  , T154, ,BlkCapA' ,T168, 
+' ,NdlCapA' ,T182, * ,Coll-dT' ,T196, ,Coll-Eff' ,T2lO, ,FrUl' ,T224, 
+ ' , FrTa , T238, e ,Time ' ) 
WRITE (52, *) 'Am System, Energy Calcs, with draws ' WRITE (52, *) ' ' 
WRITE (52,32) 

32 FORMAT ( ' SolTnk I ,  T14, I ,  SolCol ' , T28, ,PmpPow', T42, ' ,VlMTkT' , T56, 
+' , VlATkT' , T70, '  loss', T84, * , ATkLoss ' , T98, ,MTk55', T112, 
+',ATk55' ,T126, ',BlkCapM' ,T140, ,NdlCapM' ,T154, ' ,BlkCapA' ,T168, 
+' ,NdlCapA' ,T182, ',SolAux',T196, ',DrwAux' ,T210, ',SolDrw' ,T224, 
+' , Drw55' ,T238, ' , SSFThr' ,T252, ' , SSFTRN' ,T266, ',MaxT', T280, ,EffAve' 
+,T294, ,EffMax' ,T308, e ,EffTop' ,T322, ,IEITDAve' ,T336, ,LMTDMax', 
+T350, I ,  LMl'DTop' ,T364, * , -11-dt I ,  T378, ' ,Coll-Eff', T392, ,FrUl ' , 
+T406, ' , FrTa' , T420, * , Time ' ) 

C 
WRITE (53, *) 'NEG System, Energy Calcs, no draws' WRITE (53, *) ' 
WRITE (53,331 

33 FORMAT ( ' SolTnk ' ,T14, ,.SolColq, T28, , m o w  ,Tu, ,VlATkT' , T56, ' .AT 
+kLoss ' , T70, ,Am55 ' , T84, ' , BlkCapA' , T98, I ,  NdlCapA' , T112, 
+ ' , -11-dt ' , T126, ' , Coll-Eff * , T140, ' , FrUl * , T154, +' , FrTa , T168, ,Time ' ) 
WRITE(54,*)'NEG System, Energy Calcs, with draws' wRITE(54,*) I '  

WRITE (54,34) 
34 FORMAT ( ' SolTnk' , T14, ' , SolCol ' , T28, I ,  -Pow ' , T42, ' ,VlATkT' , T56, 
+',ATkLoss',T70, ',ATk55',T84, ',BlkCapA',T98, ',NdlCapA',T112, 
+' ,DrwCol',T126, I ,DrwAux' ,T140, I ,  SolDrw' , T154, * , Drw55', T168, 
+' ,DrwTnk',T182, ',SsFThr' ,T196, ',SSFTRN',T212, I ,  
+',Coll-&',T226, ',Coll-Eff1,T240, ',FrUl',T256, +',FrTa',T270, ',Time') 

C 
WRITE (56, *) 'Them Dynamics System, Energy Calcs, no draws' WRITE (56, *) ' ' 
WRITE (56,36) 

36 FORMAT ( SolTnk' , T14, I ,  SolCol ' , T28, ,-Pow ' , T42, I, SolGly ' , T56, 
+ ' ,VlMPkT I ,  T70, ' ,VlATkT ' , T84, ' ,MTkLoss I ,  T98, ,ATkLoss ' , T112, 
+' , MT.k55' ,T126, ' ,ATk55', T140, ' ,BlkCapM' , T154, * , NdlCapM' , T168, I ,  BlkC 
+apA',T182,',N~Ca~',T196,',EffGly',T210,',Effwat',T224, 
+',Coll-dt',T238, ',Coll-Eff8,T252,',FrU1',T266, +',FrTa',T280, ',Time') 
WRITE (57, *) 'Them Dynamics System, Energy Calcs, with draws' WRITE (57, *) ' 
WRITE (57,37) 

37 FORMAT ( ' SolTnk' , T14, ' , SolCol ' , T28, ' ,.FmpPow', T42, I ,  SolGly ' , T56, 
+' ,VlMPkT ' , T70, ' ,VlATkT ' , T84, ' ,MTkLoss I ,  T98, ' ,ATkLoss I, T112, 
+ ' , mk55 ' , T126, ' ,ATk55 ' , T140, ' ,BlkCapM' , T154, ' , NdlCapM' , T168, 
+ ' , BlkCapA' , T182, ' , NdlCapA ' , T19 6, ' , Ef fGly ' , T2 10, ' , Ef fwat ' , T224, 
+' ,SolAux' ,T238, ' ,DrwAux' ,T252, ,SolDm' ,T266, ,Drw55' ,T280, 
+ ' , SSFThr', T294, * , SSFTRN' , T308, 
+',Coll-dt',T322, ',Coll-Effq,T336,',FrU1',T350, +',FrTa',T364, ',Time') 

C These are counters used to perform the averaging. 
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icnt-0 
jcnt-0 

C counters for extracting draw data 

C 
c This 

c This 
C line 

if lwASN=O 
if IWNEG-0 
if 1wTX-I-0 
iwrite-0 
tcnt=O 
tcntl=O 
itimO 
for each "Notebook" file 
DO 10 i-ihr.ihrl 

section opens all of the input files 
IF (i. le. 9) THEN 

WIUTE(Nu1,' (11) ')i 
Filel (i ) = I norm ' //nul// * . prn 

WRITE(nu2,' (12) ')i 
Filel (i)=lnormt//nu2//* .pm' 

ELSE 

ENDIF 
OPEN(unit=ll,file=filel (i) ,err=700, status='old' ) 

loop reads in the necessary information, one data 
from each file at a time 

DO 20 j-3,2880 
C 
C Reads in the heading for date and time. These will 
C be printed to Heading.pm output file for  reference. 

IF (j. le. 0) THEN 
IF (j .eq.-2) THEN 

READ (11,22) datel, ihour, imin, isec, date2 
WRITE (16,SS) i, datel, ihour, imin, isec, date2 ELSE 
READ(11,21) Junk 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

C Detelmining clock tine 
it iwitimtl 
rltiml-REAL(ihour) +REAL(imin) /60.O+REAL(isec) /3600.0 
IF(i.eq.ihr)THEN 

ENDIF 
rltinrrltim2+itim*15.0/3600.0 

rltimZ=REAL (ihour) +REAL (imin) /60.0+REAL (isec) /3600.0 

C 
C Reading the data lines: 

READ (11,23, END-30, ERF+700) var (3,l) , var (1,l) , var (1,2) , 
+ var(l,3),var(l0,l),var(lO,2),var(lO,3),var(lO,4) ,var(lO,5), 
+ var (7,l) ,var (7,2) ,var (7,3) ,var (7,4) ,var (3,2) ,var (3,3) , 
+ var(3,4) ,var(l,4) ,var(lO,6) ,var(l0,7), 
+ var (7,5) ,var (7,6) ,var (3,5) ,var (3,6) ,var (8,l) ,var (8,2) , 
+ var(8,3) ,var(8,4) ,var(8,5) ,var (8,6) ,var (8,7) ,var(8,8) ,nr(1,5) I 
+ var (11,l) , var (11,2) , var (11,3) , 
+ var (11,4) , var (11,s) , var (11,6) , var (11,7) ,var (11,s) ,v= (12,U , 
+ var (12,2) ,var (12,3) , var (12,4) , var (12,5) ,var (12,6) , var (12,7) , 
+ var(l2,8) ,var(4,l),var(4,2) ,var(4,3), 
+ var (4,4) ,var (4,5) ,var (4,6) ,var (4,7) ,var (4,8) ,var (5,l) , 
+ var (5,2) ,var (5,3) ,var (5,4) ,var (5 ,s )  ,var (5,6) ,var (5,7), 
+ var (5,8) , var (13,l) , var (13,2) , var (9,l) , 
+ var(6,l) ,var(2,l),var(2,2),var(13,3),var(9,2) ,var(6,2), 
+ var (13,4) ,var (9,3) ,var (6,3) ,var (13,5) ,var(9,4) ,var (6,4), 
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+ 
+ var (9,5) , var (13,7 , Time 

var (13,6) ,var (2,3), var (2,4)  ,var (2,5) ,var (2,6) ,var (6,5) , 

C 
C This section calls the subroutines that are used t o  convert the 
C voltage readings into the appropriate output (SI units) .  

CALL CNVRT2(var) 
CALL CNVRTC(var) 
CALL CNVRT9(var) 
CALL CNVRT13 (var, i, i h r , R e s i s ,  j )  
icnt=icntt l  

C This section s t r i p s  out the data fromthe d r a w  and puts them 
C i n  appropriate files; no averaging. 
C Sets a l l  required variab1es:NEG 

C :Them 

IF (var (9,5) .gt. 10.0) THEN 
iflwNEG=iflwNEG+l 
csyst='NEG System' 
iwri t -23 
IF ( i f  1wNEG. eq. 1) THEN 

ENDIF 
cdrw=rltim 

ELSEIF (var (13,7) .gt .lo. 0) THEN 
i f  IwTH-if 1wTH+1 

iwrite=24 
csyst-'Thenm system' 

C :ASN 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

ELSEIF (var (6,5) . g t .  10.0) THEN 
i f  lwASN-iflwAsN+l 
csyst='ASN System' 
iwrit-22 

ENDIF 

IF(  ( i f lwNEG.eq .1)  .OR. (if lwTH.eq.1) .OR. (iflwASN.eq.1))THEN 
Writes out f i le headings 

WRITE (21, *) ' ' 
WRITE (21, *) Date2, filel (i) , j 
WRITE(Zl,*)'The t i m e  is  ' ,cdrw 
WRITE (21, *) ' ' , csyst 
WRITE ( i w r i t e ,  *) I ' 
WRITE ( i w r i t e ,  *) Date2, f i l e l  (i) , j 
WRITE ( i w r i t e ,  *) 'The t i m e  i s  ' , cdrw 

ENDIF 
Writes data t o  appropriate files 
Non-system specific data 

Time counter set up fo r  Energy Subroutine 
IF( (ifIwNEG.gt.0) .OR. (iflwTH.gt.0) .OR. (iflwASN.gt.O))TH!ZN 

tcnt=tcnt+l 
IF (tat .gt.3) THEN 

ENDIF 

DO 41 jt=1,13 

tcnt-1 

Loops to set d r a w  variables t o  read i n  variables 

DO 42 jt2=1,8 
v a r l ( j t ,  j t 2 , t c n t ) w a r ( j t ,  j t2) 

42 CONTINUE 
4 1  CONTINUE 

WRITE(21,Sl) (varl(1, j t , t c n t ) ,  jt=l,S), 
(varl(2, jt, t cn t )  , jt-l,6) ,Time, icnt*8, r l t im 

C NEG system data 
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IF(iflwNEG.gt.O)THEN 
WFUTE(23,53) (varl(7, jt,tcnt) , jt=1,6) , 

+ (varl(8, jt,tcnt), jt==1,8), 
+ (varl(9, jt,tcnt), jt-1.5) ,rltim 

C Calls the NEG energy subroutine and sets delta t h  
dt-15.0 
iunit 1-53 
iunit2-54 
cAI;L ENERGYN(varl,tcnt,dt,iunitl,iunit2,rltim,iflwNEG) 

C Therm Dynamics system data 
ELSEIF (if lwTH . gt -0) THEN 

WRITE (24,54) (varl(10, jt, tcnt) , jt-1, 7), 
+ 
+ 
+ 

(varl(11, jt,tcnt) , jt=l, 8 ) ,  
(varl(12, jt,tcnt) , jt=l, 8 ) ,  
(varl(l3, jt, tcnt) , jt=l, 7), rltim 

C Calls the Them energy subroutine and sets delta time 
dt-15.0 
iunit 1-5 6 
iunit2=57 
CALL ENERGYT (varl, tcnt, dt, iunitl, iunit2, rltim, iflwTH) 

c ASN system data 
ELSEIF(iflwASN.gt.O)THEN 

WRITE (22,52) (varl(3, jt, tcnt) , jt=l, 61, 
+ (varl(4, jt,tcnt), jt=l,8), 
+ (varl(5, jt,tcnt), jt==1,8), 
+ 

C Calls the ASN energy subroutine and s e t s  delta time 
(varl(6, jt, tat) , jt=l, 5) , rltim 

dt-15.0 
iunitl=51 
iunit2-52 
CALL ENERGYA (varl, tcnt, dt, iunitl, iunit2, rltim, iflwASN) 

FNDIF 
ENDIF 

IF( (var(9,S) .lt.10.0) .AND. (iflwNEG.gt.O))THEN 
C Resets necessary variables 

iflwNEG=O 
tcnt==O 

iflwTH-0 
tcnt=0 

if lwASN=O 
tcnt=0 

ELsEIF( (var(l3,7) .It .10.0) .AND. (iflwTH.gt.0) )THEN 

ELSEIF( (var(6,S) .lt.10.0) .AM). (iflwASN.gt.0))THEN 

ENDIF 
C 
C These loops perform the summing operation for all the variables 
C The absolute value function is used on the voltage readings to 
C ensure they were positive 
C 

DO 70 isum=1,13 
DO 80 jsulrpl,8 

sunwar (ism, jsum) =sumvar (isum, jsum) tvar (isum, jsm) 
80 CONTINtlE 
70 CONTINUE 

C 
C The averaging is accamplished 

C Time counter set up for Energy Subroutine 
IF (icnt .eq. iavetim-or. jcnt .eq. icnt) THEN 

tcntl-tcntl+l 
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IF (tcntl .gt.3) THEN 

ENDIF 
tcntl=l 

C 

100 
90 

C 

DO 90 isuml,13 
DO 100 jsurrp1,8 

COrnINUE 
avevar (ism, jsum, tcntl) =sumvar (ism, jsum) /REAL (icnt) 

CONTINUE 

C Writing the averaged values to the output files. The averaging 
C time interval is also written. 
C 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+- 
+ 
+ 

WRITE(17,51) (avevar(l,jt,tcntl), jt=1,5), 

WRITE(18,52) (avevar(3,jt,tcntl), jt-1,6), 
(avevar(2, jt,tcntl), jt=1,6) ,Time,icnt*8,rltim 

(avevar (4, jt,tcntl) , jt=l, 8), 
(avevar (5, jt,tcntl) , jt==l, 8), 
(avevar(6, jt,tcntl), jt=1,5) ,rltim 

wRITE(19,53) (avevar(7, jt,tcntl), jt=1,6), 
(avevar(8,jt,tcntl), jt-l,8), 
(avevar(9, jt,tcntl), jt=1,5) ,rltim 

WRITE(20,54) (avevar(lO,jt,tcntl) ,Jt=4,7), 
(avevar(11, jt,tcntl), jt=l,8), 
(avevar(12, jt,tcntl), jt=l,8), 

+ (avevar (13, jt, tcntl) , jt=l, 7), rltim 
C Calls the energy subroutines sequentially (ASN, NEG, T h e m )  
C and sets the delta time to 5 minutes 

dt-5.0* 60.0 
iunitl=51 
iunit2=52 
cAI;L ENERGYA(avevar, tcntl,dt,iunitl,iunit2,rltirn,iflwASN) 
iunitl-53 
iunit2-54 
cAI;L ENERGYN(avevar, tcntl,dt,iunitl,iunit2,rltim,iflwNEG) 
iunitl=56 
iunit 2=5 7 
CALL ENERGXT(avevar,tcntl,dt,iunitl,iuniti!,rlth, iflwTH) 

C 
C Reinitializes added variables to zero once the averaging 
C has been acconplished 

icnt-0 
DO 40 isurrp.l,13 

DO 50 jsm1,8 
sumvar (ism, jsum) =O. 0 

50 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

20 CONTINUE 
C 
C Line 30 is for when the end of file has been reached. If it is 
C the last data file, then averaging and writing of those last 
C data points needs to be accomplished, otherwise, just go to "10 
C continue" and read the next data file. 

C Time counter set up for Energy Subroutine 
tcntl=tcntl+l 
IF (tcntl . gt -3) THEN 

30 IF( (i.eq.ihr1) .AND. (icnt.lt.iavetim))THEN 
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tcntl-1 
ENDIF 

C 
DO 110 isurrp1,13 

DO 120 jsurrp1,8 
DO 130 jt=1,3 

avevar (ism, jsum, jt)=sumvar (ism, jsum) DF&(icnt) 
130 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 

C Writing the averaged values to the output files. The averaging 
C time interval is also written. 
C 

WRITE (17,51) (avevar (1, jt, tcntl) , jt-1,5) , 
+ (avevar(2, jt,tcntl), jt=1,6) ,Time,icnt*8,rltim 

WTE(18,52) (avevar(3, jt,tcntl) , jt=1,6), 
+ (avevar(4, jt,tcntl) ,jt=1,8), 
+ (avevar (5, jt, tcntl) , jt=l,8), 
+ (avevar(6, jt,tcntl), jt=1,5) ,rltim 

+ (avevar(8,jt,tcntl) ,jt=1,8), 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

WRITE (19,53) (avevar (7, jt, tcntl) , jt=l, 6), 

(avevar(9, jt,tcntl), jt=l, 5) ,rltim 
WRITE (20,54) (avevar (10, jt, tcntl) , jt=l, 7), 

(avevar (11, jt,tcntl) , jt=1,8) , 
(avevar (12, jt,tcntl) , jt=l, 8 ) ,  
(avevar (13, jt, tcntl) , jt=l, 7), rltim 

C Calls the energy subroutines sequentially (ASN, NEZ, Thenno) 
C and sets the delta time to 5 minutes 

dt-5.0*60.0 
iunit 1-5 1 
iunit2-52 
CALL ENERGYA(avevar, tcntl,dt,iunitl,iunit2,rltim,iflwASN) 
iunitl-53 
iunit2=54 
CALL ENERC;YN(avevar,tcntl,dt, iunitl,iunit2,rltim,iflwNEG) 
iunit 1-56 
iunit2-57 
CALL ENERGYT(avevar,tcntl,dt,iunitl,iunit2,rltim,iflwTH) 

C 
ENDIF 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C Format Statements 

21 FORMAT(A80) 
22 FORMAT (Al3,12, lX, 12, lX, I2,A30) 
23 FORMAT (87 (F10.6,lX) ,Al5) 
51 FO~T(5(F7.3,1X,','),6(E12.6,1X,','),A15,2X,',',I5,2X, 

52 FORMAT (22 (F7.3, lX, I, ') ,5 (E12.6, lX, ' , ') ,F7.3) 
53 F'ORMAT(14(F7.3,lX,', '),5(E12.6,1X,','),F7.3) 
54 EQRMAT(23(F7.3,1X,','),7(El2.CI1X,','),F7.3) 
55 KlRMAT(I3,2X,Al3,12,':',12,':',12,A30) 

+', ',F7.3) 

GOT0 1010 
700 PRINT*, 'Error occurred reading file i-' , i, 'line j-' , j 
1000 PRINT*,'Please fix your files and try again' 1010 STOP 

END 
C 
C 
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-= aJvRn(vu2) 
C This subroutine does the conversions of the supply and drain 
C flows voltages, and the weather station voltages to the C required SI units used in 
calculations. C 

C Converts voltages to zero if they are too small 
REAL var2 (13,8) 

DO 10 i=3,4 
IF (var2 (2,i) .It -0.0) THEN 

ENDIF 

C Calculations/Conversions 

var2 (2, i) 4.0 

10 CONTINUE 

var2 (2,l) (var2 (2,l) +0.355) /l. 173 
var2 (2,l) war2 (2,l) *0.0037854/60.0 
var2(2,2)-(var2 (2,2)-0.025) /0.070 
var2 (2,2)war2(2,2)*0.0037854/60.0 
var2 (2,3) = (var2 (2,3) +O. 00004) /l. 0638133-05 
var2(2,4)=(var2(2,4)+0.00003)/9.9637263-06 
var2 (2,s) -O.89448+0.053519* (1.028* (var2 (2,s) ) **3+ 

1.506* (var2 (2,s) ) **2+10.803*var2 (2,s) +lo. 648) 
var2(2,6)=-1.117*var2 (2,6) **2+64.735*var2(2,6)+0.414 

IF (var2 (2,l) .le. 1.OE-04) THEN 

ENDIF 
IF (var2 (2,2) .le. 1.5E-05) THEN 

ENDIF 
DO 20 i-3.4 

+ 

C This converts the flows to zero if they are negative 

var2 (2,l) -0.0 

var2 (2,2) -0.0 

IF (var2 (2, i) .It .5.0) THEN 

ENDIF 
var2 (2, i) 4.0 

20 CONTINUE 
R E m  
END 

C 
C 

C This subroutine converts voltages from ASN flow meters, 
C Pressure transducers, and Watt transducers to SI units. 

REAL var2 (13,8) 
C Converts voltages to zero if they are too small 

IF (var2 (6,2) .le. 0.0008) THEN 

ENDIF 
IF (var2 (6,3) .le.O. 0002) THEN 

ENDIF 
IF (ABS (var2 (6,4) ) .le. 0.00003) THEN 

END= 

var2 ( 6,l) = (var2 (6,l) -0.503) /2.068 
var2 (6,l)=var2 (6,l) *0.0037854/60.0 
var2(6,2)=(15.0/0.1)*var2(6,2) 
var2 (6,2) war2 (6,2) *6894.8 
var2 (6,3) -(20000.0/1.154) *var2 (6,3) 
var2(6,4)=(400000.0) *ABS(var2(6,4)) 

CNVM!6(var2) 

var2(6,2)63.0 

var2 (6,3) 4.0 

var2 (6,4) 4.0 

C Calculations/Conversions 

C This converts the flows to zero if they are negative 
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IF (var2 (6,l) .le.l. 753-05) THEN 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

var2 (6,l) 4 . 0  

C 
C 

C This subroutine converts voltages from NEG f l o w  meters, 
C Pressure transducers, and W a t t  transducers t o  SI units .  

REAL var2 (13,8) 
C Converts voltages t o  zero i f  they are too sm11 

IF (var2 (9,2) .le.O.O029)THEN 

ENDIF 
IF  (var2 (9,3) .le. 0.00015) THEN 

ENDIF 
IF (ABS (var2 (9,4) ) .le. 0.0050) THEN 

ENDIF 

var2 (9 , l )  =(var2 ( 9 , l )  -0.053) /O. 063 
var2(9,1)=var2(9,1)*0.0037854/60.0 
var2 ( 9,2) = ( 15.0/0 -1 ) *var2 ( 9,2 ) 
var2 (9,2) ==var2 (9,2) *6894.8 
var2 (9,3)=(20000.0/1.177)*var2 (9,3) 
var2 (9,4)-(400000.0/200.355)*ABS(var2 (9,411 

IF (var2 (9,l) . le. 5.OE-06) THEN 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

SmmUTIm oN#p9(osr2) 

var2 (9,2) 4 . 0  

var2(9,3)4.0 

var2 (9,4) -0.0 

C Calculations/Conversions 

C This converts t h e  flows t o  zero i f  they are negative 

var2 (9, l )  4.0 

C 
C 

C This subroutine converts voltages from Thermdynamics flow meters, 
C Pressure transducers, and W a t t  transducers t o  SI units .  

REAI, var2 (13,8) , R e s i s  
INTEGER i,ihr, j 

QNRT13(var2,i,ibr,Reaiu, j) 

C 
C Read i n  t h e  Resistance of t h e  Micromotion Flowmeter' 

IF( (i.eq.ihr) .AND. (j.le.1))- 
PFlINT*,'Enter t he  Micromotion Flowmeter res is tance '  
PRIHp*, * (ohms), f o r  your data fi les i f  you want t o  use' 
PRR?l'*, ' the  default  (477), enter  1.0 (one). This value' 
PRINT*, 'is used f o r  a l l  t h e  f i le  sets. ' 
READ*, R e s i s  
IF (Resis .eq. 1.O)THEN 

ENDIF 

R e s i s - R e s i s  

Resis-477.0 

ELSE 

mIF 
C Converts voltages t o  zero i f  they are too  sm11 

IF (var2 (13,l) . ge. 3.0) THEN 

ENDIF 
var2 (13,l) -0.0 
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IF(var2 (13,3) .le. 0.0) THEN 

ENDIF 
IF(var2 (13,4) .le.O.O)THEN 

ENDIF 
IF (ABS (var2 (13,s) ) .le. 0.00015) THEN 

ENDIF 

var2 (13,1)-(var2(13,1)+0.013) /3.862 
var2 (13,1)=var2 (13,l) * O .  0037854/60.0 

C Micro Motion Flow meter is in lb/min, not gal/min! 
var2 (13,2)-( (vad (13,2) /Regis) -0.0041) * (10.0/0.016) 

var2 (13,2) ~ a r 2  (13,2) * (0.45359/60.0) 
var2 (13,3)-(30.0/0.1) +ar2 (13,3) 
var2 (13,3) war2 (13,3) *6894.8 
var2 (13,4)-(20000.0/0.65)* (var2(13,4)+0.0002) 
var2 (13, 5)= (400000.0/2.101) *ABS (var2 (13,s) ) 

IF(var2 (13,l) .le.3.OE-O6)THEN 

ENDIF 
IF(var2 (13,2) .le.O.O)THEN 

ENDI?? 
IF(var2 (13,4) .le.6.5)!l'HEN 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

var2 (13,3)-0.0 

var2 (13,4)4.0 

var2 (13,s) 10.0 

C Calculations/Conversions 

C This converts the flows to zero if they are negative 

var2 (13,l) -0.0 

var2 (13,2) 4.0 

var2 ( 13,4) 30.0 

C 
C 
C Subroutine to do energy calculations for ASN system 

C 
m ( v a r 3 ,  tcnt, dt, i u n i t l ,  iuni t2,  rltim,iflwAs#) 

REAL var3(13,8,3) ,dt,rltim 
REAL ttop (2,3), t7 (2,3), t6 (2,3) , t5 (2,3) 
REAL t4 (2,3) , t3 (2,3) ,t2 (2,3) ,tbot (2,3) 
REAL vlmtkt (3) ,vlatkt (3) , m i l t  (3) ,outa&(3) 
REAL pmpflw(3) ,intnk,bktnk,incol(3) ,bkcol(3) ,delp,inaux 
REAL volmbot, volmtop, uam, uaa, volabot, volatop 
REAL volumem,volumea,inamb,drwflw,drwt,supt,t 
REAL soltnk,pmppow,mtkloss, atkloss,mtk55 
REAL atk55, blkcapn, ndlcapm, blkcapa,ndlcapa, solaux 
REAL drwaux, soldrw, drW55, ssfthr, ssftm, mxt, effave 
REAL effmax, efftop, Imtdave, l m t d m x ,  lmtdtop 
REAL acnet,qu(3),coleff (3) ,coldt(3),frul,frta 
INTEGER it, itpl, itml, tcnt, i, j, k, kl, k2, k3, iunitl, iunit2, if lwASN 

it=tcnt 
itpl-tcnt+l 
itml=tcnt-1 
IF (itpl . eq. 4) THEN 
ENDIF 
IF (itml .eq. 0) THEN 

ENDIF 

C Sets t-1, t, and t+l from min program 

itpl-1 

itml-3 



C Sets the system variables 
c ASN system 

intnkvar3 (3.4, it) 
bktnkvar3 (3,2, it) 
delpvar3 (6,2, it) 
inaux=var3(3,1,it) 
volmbot=0.04503 
volmtopO.031 
i-4 
j-5 
Uam-2.93 
uaaa2.04 
acnet-5.52 

C The next two do loops initialize the tank 
C temperatures and the variables used to calculate 
C the collector efficiency: at (kl-1) t-1, (kl=Q)t, (k1=3)t+l. 
C The outside loop &tennines (k3-i) Main tank C and (k3=j) Auxiliary tank. 

DO 10 kl==1,3 
IF (kl.eq.l)THEN 

k2==itpl 
ELSEIF (kl .eq. 2) THEN 

k2-itml 
ELSE 

k2==it 
ENDIF 
pmpflw(kl)~ar3(6,1,k2) 
pytilt (kl)-var3 (2,4,k2) 
outamb(kl)=var3(1,4,k2) 
incol (kl)-var3 (3,6, k2) 
bkcol (kl) war3 (3,5, k2) 
Do 20 k-1,2 

IF (k.eq.l)THEN 
k3-1 

ELSE 
k3-j 

ENDIF 
ttop (k, kl) =war3 (k3,8, k2) 
t7 (k, kl)=~ar3 (k3,7, k2) 
t6 (k, kl) =var3 (k3,6, k2) 
t5 (k, kl) =war3 (k3,5, k2) 
t4 (k,kl)=var3(k3,4,k2) 
t3(k,kl)-var3(k3,3,k2) 
t2 (k, kl) war3 (k3,2, k2) 
tbot (k,kl)=var3 (k3,l,k2) 

20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINm 

C Non-system specific variables 
volabot-O.01858 
volatop=O.O09292 

volumea-volabot *7+volatop 
ina&=var3 (1,1, it) 
drwflw=var3 (2,2,it) 
drwtvar3 (1,3,it) 
suptpvar3 (1,2,it) 

volumenF=vo~t*7+volnrtop 

C Starting Calculations 
C Solar into Storage Tank 

t== (intnk+bktnk) /2.0 
CALL RhocpW (t, cp, den) 
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soltnkqxpflw (3) *cp*den* (intnk-bktnk) 

pmppw=pmpflw (3) *delp 
C Pumping Power 

C Volume Average Tank Temperatures & collector 
C Efficiency stuff at t-1, t, t+l 

DO 30 k=1,3 
vlmtkt (k) =( (tbot (1,k) +t2 (1, k)+t3 (1, k)+t4 (1, k)+ 

+ 
+ 
+ t5(2,k) tt6(2,k)+t7 (2,k)) *volabat+ 
+ 

t5 (1, k) +t6 (1, k) +t7 (1, k) ) *volmbot+ 
ttop (1, k) *volmtop) /volumem 

vlatkt (k)-( (tbot (2, k)+t2 (2, k)+t3 (2,k)+t4 (2, k)+ 

ttop (2, k) *volatop) /volumes 
C Solar across Collectors 

t= (incol (k) +bkcol (k) ) /2.0 
CALL RhocpW (t , cp, den) 

coleff (k) -qu (k) / (acnet*pytilt (k) ) 
coldt (k) = (incol (k) -0utamb (k) ) /pytilt (k) 

qu (k) W f l w  (k) *-*den* (bkcol (k) -inc01 (k) ) 

30 CONTINUE 
C Collector Efficiency slope (FrU1) and intercept (FrTa) 

frul-l* ((coleff (3)-coleff (2))/ (coldt (3)-coldt (2))) 
frta=coleff (3) +frul*coldt (3) 

mtkloss=uam* (vlmtkt (3) -inarnb) 
atkloss=uaa* (vlatkt (3) -in&) 

atk55=uaa* (55-inamb) 

C Tank Losses at time t 

m t k 5 5 ~ a m *  (55-inamb) 

C Tank Capacitance a)by Bulk Volume, 
C b) by nodes (Mcp dT/dt, integration) 

CALL RhocpW (vlmtkt (2) , cp, den) 
blkcapmolumem*cp*den* (vlmtkt (3) -vlmtkt (1) ) / (2.0*dt) 
ndlcapm=cp*den* ( (  (tbot (1,3)-tbot (1,l) )+  (t2 (1,3)-t2 (1,l) )+ 

+ (t3(1,3)-t3(l,l))+(t4 (1,3)-t4 (1,l) )+(t5(1,3)-t5 (l,l))+ 
+ (t6 (1,3) -t6 (1,l) ) + (t7 (1,3) -t7 (1,l) ) ) *~olmbOt+ (ttop (1,3) - 
+ ttop (I, 1) ) *volmtop) / ( Z . O * d t )  
CALL Rho+ (vlatkt (2), cp, den) 
blkcapa=volumea*cp*den* (vlatkt (3) -vlatkt (1) ) / (2.0*dt) 
ndlcapa=cp*den*(( (tbot(2,3)-tbot(2,l))+(t2 (2,3)-t2 (2,1))+ 

+ 

+ ttop (2,l) ) *volatop) / (2.0*dt) 

(t3 (2,3)-t3 (2,l) )+(t4 (2,3)-t4 (2,l) )+(t5 (2,3)-t5 (2,l) )+ 
+ (t6 (2,3)-t6 (2,l) ) + (t7 (2,3)-t7 (2,l) ) ) *volabot+ (tt0p(2,3) - 

C 
C Calculations to be performed during draws only 

IF (dt-eq. 15.0) THEN 
C Draw energy into auxiliary tank 

t= (inaux+supt) /2.0 
CALI, RhocpW (t , cp, den) 
solauxpdrwflw*den*cp* (inaux-supt) 

C Draw energy out of auxiliary tank 
t= (dtwt+inaux) /2.0 

dmaux=&wflw*den*cp* (drwt-inaux) 
fiO+(t,CP,d~) 

C Total draw energy 
t= (drwt+supt) /2.0 
CALL RhocpW(t,cp,den) 
soldrw.=drwflw*d~*cp* (drwt-supt) 

C Additional Draw energy if tank were kept at 55C 
t= (SS+drwt) /2 * 0 
CALL =O+(t, cp, den) 
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drw55drWflw*den*cp* (55-drwt) 
C Solar Savings Fraction - Thermal 
C Solar Savings Fraction - TRNSYS 

C Find the Maxim min tank temperature 

ssfthr==soldrw/ (soldrw+drw55+atk55-atkloss) 

ssftm=solaux/(solaux+dm55+atk55kloss) 

-0.0 
IF (ttop (1,3) . gt . maxT) maxT=ttop (1,3) 
IF(t7(1,3) .gt.maxT) maxT=t7(1,3) 
IF(t6(1,3) .gt.maxT) maxT-t6(1,3) 
IF (t5 (1,3) .gt.maxT) maxT=t5 (1,3) 
IF(t4 (1,3) .gt.maxT) maxT=t4 (1,3) 
IF (t3 (1,3) .gt .e) maxTe3 (1,3) 
IF(t2(1,3) .gt.maxT) maxT-t2(1,3) 
IF(tbot (1,3) .gt.maxT) maxT-tbOt (1,3) 

C Heat Exchanger Calculations 
C Effectiveness using average tank temperature 

effave=(inaux-supt) / (vlmtkt (3) -supt) 
C Effectiveness using maximum tank temperature 

effmax= (inaux-supt) / (maxT-supt) 
C Effectivenss using top tank temp. 

ef f top- (inaux-supt ) / (ttop (1,3) -apt)  
C LMlB using average tank temperature 

lmtdave= ( (tbot (1,3) -supt) - (vlmtkt (3) -inam) ) / (log ( ( 
tbot (1,3) -supt) / (vlmtkt (3) -inaux) ) ) 

lmtdlmx= ( (tbot (1,3) -supt) - (niaxt-inam) ) /(log ( ( 
tbot (1,3) -supt) / (maxt-inaw) ) ) 

lmtdtop( (tbot (1,3)-supt)-(ttop(l,3)-inaux))/(log( ( 
tbot (1,3) -supt ) / (ttop (1,3) -inaux) ) ) 

+ 
C LMPD using maxirrmm tank temperature 

+ 
C I&VD using top tank temperature 

+ 
ENDIJ? 

IF (dt .eq. 15.0) THEN 
C Write the output to the appropriate files 

IF (if IwASN. eq. 1) THEN 
WRITE (iunit2, *) ' ' 

ENDIF 
WRITE(iunit2,42)soltnk,qu(3) ,pmppow,vlmtkt(3) ,vlatkt(3) ,mtkloss, 

+ 
+ drwaux,soldrw,drw55, ssfthr, ssftrn,maxt,effave,effmax, 
+ 
+ 

atkloss,mtk55, atk55, blkcapm,ndlcapn, blkcapa, ndlcapa, solaux, 

efftop,Imt&ve, lmtdmax, lrntdtop, coldt (3), colefe (31, 
f rul, f rta, rltim 

ELSE 
WRITE(iunitl,4l)soltnk,qu(3) ,pmppow,vlmtkt (3) ,vlatkt(3) ,mtkloss, 

+ atkloss,mtk55,atk55,blkcapm,ndlcapn,blkcapa,ndlcapa, 
+ coldt (3), coleff (31, frul, frta, rltim 
ENDIF 

41 FORMAT (17 (E13.6, lX, ' , ')  ,F7.3) 
42 FORMAT (30 (E13.6, lX, ' , ' ) ,F7.3) 

R E m  
END 

C 
C 
C Subroutine to do energy calculations for NEG system 

C 
ENERGW (-3, tcnt, t i t ,  irnritl,iunit2,rlth, iflww&o) 

REAL var3 (13,8,3), dt, rltim 
REAL ttop (3), t7 (3), t6 (3), t5 (3) 
REAL t4 (31, t3 (31, t2 (3), tbot (3), coldt (3) 



REAL vlatkt (3), m i l t  (3)). outamb (3), qu (3), coleff (3) 
REAL pmpflw(3) ,intnk,bktnk,incol(3),bkcol(3) ,delp,inaux 
REAL uaa, volabot,volatop, frul, frta, acnet 
REAL volumea, harnb, drwf lw, drwt , supt , t 
REAL soltnk,pnppw,atkloss 
REAL atk55,blkcapa,ndlcapa,drwcol,drwaux 
REAL soldrw, -55, drwtnk, ssfthr, ssftrn 
INTEGER it, itpl, itml, tcnt, j,k, kl, k2, iunitl, iunit2, iflwNEG 

itntcnt 
itplotcnttl 
itmlotcnt-1 
IF (itpl . eq. 4) THEN 
ENDIF 
IF (itml .eq. 0) THEN 

ENDIF 

C Sets t-1, t, and ttl from main program 

itpl-1 

itml-3 

C Sets the system variables 
c NEG system 

intnk-var3 (7,1, it) 
bktnkwar3 (7,3, it) 
delpar3 (9,2, it) 
inaux=var3(7,1,it) 
1-8 
uaa4.59 
acnet-1 -82 

C The next two do loops initialize the tank 
C temperatures and the collector efficiency 
C variables at (kl=l)t-l, (kl=2)t, (kl-3) t+l. 

DO 10 kl-1.3 
IF (kl . eq. 1) THEN 

k2-itpl 
ELSEIF (kl .eq.Z)THEN 

k24tml 
ELSE 

k2-it 
ENDIF 
pmpflw (kl)=var3 (9,1, k2) 
pytilt (kl) war3 (2,4, k2) 
out& (kl) qar3 (1,4, k2) 
incol (kl)Pvar3(7,5,k2) 
bkcol (kl) war3 (7,6, k2) 
ttop (kl) yar3 (8,8, k2) 
t7 (kl) 1var3 (8,7, k2) 
t6 (kl)=var3(8,6,k2) 
t5 (kl)=var3 (8,5,k2) 
t4 (kl)-var3(8,4,k2) 
t3 (kl) =war3 (8,3, k2) 
t2(kl)=var3(8,2,k2) 
tbot (kl)-~r3 (8,l,k2) 

C Non-system specific variables 
volabot-0.01858 
volatopO.009292 
volumea~olabot *?tvolatop 
i n e a r 3  (1,1, it) 
drwflwpvar3 (2,2, it) 
drwt-var3 (1,3, it) 

10 CONTINUE 
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suptvar3 (1,2, it) 
C Starting Calculations 
C Solar into Storage Tank 

t= (intnk+bktnk) /2.0 - RhocpW(t,cprden) 
soltnk=pmpflw (3) *cp*den* (intnk-bktnk) 

pmppw=pmpflw (3) *delp 

DO 30 k=1,3 

C Pumping Power 

C Volume Average Tank Temperatures h collector C efficiency stuff at t-1, t, tfl 

vlatkt (k) =( (tbot (k) +t2 (k) +t3 (k) +t4 (k) +t5 (k) + 
t6 (k) +t7 (k) ) *volabot+ttop (k) *volatop) /volumes 

t= (incol (k) tbkcol (k) ) /2.0 

gu (k) =ptpflw (k) *-*den* (bkcol (k) -incol (k) ) 
coleff (k) -qu (k) / (acnet*pytilt (k) ) 
cole (k) - (incol (k) -out& (k) ) /pytilt (k) 

+ 
C Solar across Collectors - RhocpW(t,cp,den) 

30 CONTINUE 
C Collector Efficiency slope (FrU1) and intercept (Ffla) 

frul=-l* ( (coleff (3) -coleff (2) ) / (coldt (3) -coldt (2) ) ) 
frta-oleff (3) +frul*coldt (3) 

atkloss-uaa* (vlatkt (3)-inamb) 
atk551wa* (55-inamb) 

C Tank Capacitance a)by Bulk Volume, 
C b) by nodes (Mcp dT/dt, integration) 

CALL RhocpW(v1atkt (2) , cp, den) 
blkcapa=volumea*cp*den* (vlatkt (3) -vlatkt (1) ) / (2.0*dt) 
ndlcapa-cp*den*(( (tbot(3)-tbot (l))+(t2(3)-t2(1))+ 

C Tank Losses at time t 

t (t3 (3) -t3 (I) ) +(t4 (3)-t4 (1) ) + (t5 (3) -t5 (1) ) + (t6 (3) -t6 (1) ) + 
+ (t7 (3) -t7 (1) ) ) *volabot+ (ttop (3) -ttop (1) ) "volatop) / (2.0*&) 

C 
C Calculations to be performed during draws only 

C Draw energy across the collector 
IF (dt.eq.15.O)THEN 

t= (bkcol(3) +inCOl(3) ) /2.0 
RhocpW(t,q,den) 

drwcol..drwflw*den*cp* (bkcol(3) -incol(3) ) 

t== (drwt+inaux) /2.0 
CALL RhocpW(t,cp,den) 
drwaux=xkwflw*den*cp* (drwt-inaux) 

C Draw energy out of auxiliary tank 

C Total draw energy 
t= (drwt+supt) /2 f 0 
CALL RhOcpW(trcp,den) 
soldn+d.rwflw*den*cp* (drwt-supt) 

t= (55+drwt) /2.0 

drw55=drwflw*den*cp* (55-drwt) 

C Additional Draw energy if tank were kept at 55C 

*ocpW(t,CP,den) 

C Used for SSF-TRNSYS, Energy across tank 
t= (intnk+bktdc) /2.0 

dnrtnk..drwflw*den*cp* (intnk-bktnk) 

ssfWsoldrw/ (soldrw+dm55+atk55-atkloss) 

ssftrn=drwtnk/(drwtnk+drw55+atk55-atkloss) 

CALL RhOcpW(t,T,den) 

C Solar Savings Fraction - Thermal 

C Solar Savings Fraction - TRNSYS 
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ENDIF 

IF (dt.eq. 15.0) THEN 
C Write the output to the appropriate files 

IF ( i f 1 w N E G . q .  1)THEN 
WRITE (iunit2, *) ' ' 

ENDIF 
WRITE(iunit2,44)soltnk,qu (3) ,pppw,vlatkt (3) ,atkloss, 

+ atk55,blkcapa,ndlcapa,drwcol,drwaux,soldrw,drw55, 
+ drwtnk,ssfthr,ssftrn,coldt (3) ,coleff (3) ,frul,frta,rltim 
ELSE 

WRITE(iunitl,43)solt~k,qu (3),pmppow,vlatkt (3) ,atkloss, 
+ atkSS,blkcapa,ndlcapa,coldt (3), coleff (3), frul, frta, rltim 
ENDIF 

43 FORMAT (12 (E13.6, lX, ' , ' ) ,F7.3) 
44 FORM?iT(19(E13.6,1X, ', '),F7.3) 

C 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C Subroutine to do energy calculations for T h e m  system 

C 
~(var3 , tcnt ,dt , iuni t l , iuni t2 ,r l t im, i f lwTB)  

C Sets 

C Sets 

REAL var3 (13,8,3), dt, rltim 
REAL ttop(2,3) ,t7 (2,3) ,t6 (2,3), t5 (2,3) ,outamb(3) 
REAL t4 (2,3) ,t3 (2,3) ,t2 (2,3) ,tbot (2,3) , m i l t  (3) 
REAL vlmtkt(3) ,vlatkt(3) ,coleff (3),qu(3),coldt(3) 
REAL pmprlw(3),intnk,bktnk,incol(3) ,bkcol(3) ,delp,inaux 
REAL wintnk,wbktnk,convflw,frul,frta,acnet 
REAL volmbot,volmtop,uam,uaa,volabot,volatop 
REAL volumem, volumea, inaxnb, drwflw,drwt, apt, t 
REAL soltnk,pmppow, solgly, mtkloss, atkloss, mtk55 
REAL atk55, blkcapm, ndlcapm, blkcapa, ndlcapa, solaux 
REAL drwaux, soldrw,drw55, ssfthr, ssftrn 
REAL effgly,effwat 
INTEGER it,itpl,itml,tcnt,i,j,k,kl,k2,k3,iunitl,iunit2,iflwTH 
t-1, t, and t+l from main program 
it-tcnt 
itpl-tcnt+l 
itml..tcnt-l 
IF (itpl . eq. 4) THEN 
ENDIF 
IF(itml.eq.O)THEN 

ENDIF 
the system variables 

itpl=l 

itml-3 

C Them System 
intnkwar3 (10,2,it) 
bktnk-var3 (lO,l,it) 
delplrar3 (13,3, it) 
inaux=-var3 ( l O , S , i t )  
wintnkovar3 (10,3,it) 
wbktnkovar3 (l0,4, it) 
convflwar3 (13,2,it) 
volmbot-0.0265 
volmtop-0.0281 
i-11 
j-12 
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uarrp5.36 
uaa=2.06 
acnet-5.67 

C The next two do loops initialize the tank 
C temperatures h the collector efficiency 
C variables at (kl-1)t-1, (kl=2)t, (kl=3)t+l. 
C The outside loop determines (k3-i) Main tank 
C and (k35j) Auxiliary tank. 

DO 10 kl-1,3 
IF (kl .eq. 1) THEN 

k2=itpl 
ELSEIF (kl . eq. 2) THEN 

ka-itml 
ELSE 

k2-it 
ENDIF 
pmpflw (kl)wr3 (13,l,k2) 
pytilt (kl)=var3(2,4,k2) 
outamb(kl)=var3 (1,4,k2) 
incol (kl)=var3 (10,6, k2) 
bkcol (kl)=var3(10,7,k2) 
DO 20 k-1,2 

IF (k.eq.l)THEN 
k3-1 

ELSE 
k3-j 

mI?? 
ttop(k,kl)-var3(k3,8,k2) 
t7 (k, kl)=var3 (k3,7,k2) 
t6 (k, kl) war3 (k3,6, k2) 
t5 (k, kl)rvar3 (k3,5, k2) 
t4 (k,kl)=var3(k3,4,k2) 
t3 (k, kl) war3 (k3,3, k2) 
t2 (k,kl)==var3(k3,2,k2) 
tbot(k,kl)war3 (k3,l,k2) 

20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

C Non-system specific variables 
volabot=O. 01858 
volatopO.009292 

volumea=volabot*7tvolatop 
inambvar3(1,1,it) 
drwflwvar3 (2,l,it) 
drwt-yar3 (1,3, it) 
suptqar3 (1,2, it) 

volumerrpvolmbot*7+volmtop 

C Starting Calculations 
C Solar into Storage Tank (Them: Water across HX) 

t= (wintnk+wbktnk) /2.0 

soltnk=convflw*cp* (wintnk-wbktnk) 
CALL RhocpW (ti CP, den) 

C Pumping Power 

C T h e m  Only: Glycol across Heat Exchanger 
pmppowPplpflw (3) *delp 

t= (intnktbktnk) /2.0 

solglpptpflw (3) *-*den* (int&-bktnk) 

DO 30 k=1,3 

CALL RhOcpG(t,q,da) 

C Volume Average Tank Temperatures at t-1, t, t+l 
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vlmtkt (k) =( (tbot (1, k) +t2 (1, k) +t3 (1, k) +t4 (1,k) + 
t5 (1, k) +t 6 (1, k) +t7 (1, k) ) *volmbot+ 
ttop (1, k) *volmtop) /volumem 
vlatkt (k)=( (tbot (2, k)+t2 (2,k)+t3 (2,k)+t4 (2,k)+ 

ttop (2, k) *volatop) /volumes 

t= (incol (k) +bkcol (k) ) /2.0 
CALL (t, cpr den) 
gu (k) =ppflw (k) *-*den* (bkcol (k) -incol (k) ) 

+ 
+ 

+ t5 (2,k)+t6(2,k)+t7 (2,k))*volabot+ 
+ 

C Solar across Collectors 

coleff (k) =qu (k) / (acnet*pytilt (k) ) 
coldt (k) = (incol (k) -out& (k) ) /pytilt (k) 

30 CONTINUE 
C Collector Efficiency slope (FrU1) and intercept (FrTa) 

frul=-l* ((coleff (3)-coleff (2) ) /  (coldt (3)-coldt(2))) 
frta-oleff (3) +frul*coldt (3) 

mtkloss==uam* (vlmtkt (3) -in&) 
atkloss==uaa* (vlatkt (3) -in&) 
mtk55=uam* (55-inamb) 
atk55=uaa* (55-inamb) 

C Tank Losses at time t 

C Tank Capacitance a)by Bulk Volume, 
C b) by nodes (Mcp dT/dt, integration) 

CALL RhocpW(vlmtkt (2) ,cp,den) 
blkcaplrPvolm*cp*den* (vlmtkt (3) -vlmtkt (1) ) / (2.0*dt) 
ndlcaprrPcp*den*(((tbot (1,3)-tbot (l,l)}+(t2(1,3)-t2(1,1))+ 

+ 
+ (t6 (1,3)-t6 (1,l) ) + (t7 (1,3) -t7 (1,l) ) ) *volmbott (ttop(l,3) - 

(t3 (1,3)-t3 (1,l) )+ (t4 (1,3) -t4 (1,l) ) + (t5 (1,3)-t5 (1,l) ) + 

+ ttop(1,l)) *volmtop)/(2.0*dt) 
CALL RhocpW(v1atkt (2) ,cp,den) 
blkcapa=volumea*cp*den* (vlatkt (3) -vlatkt (1) ) / (2.0*dt) 
ndlcapa=cp*den*(( (tbot(2,3)-tbot (2,l))+(t2(2,3)-t2(2,1))+ 

+ (t3 (2,3)-t3 (2,l) )+ (t4 (2,3)-t4 (2,l) )+  (t5 (2,3)-t5 (2,l) )+ 
+ (t6(2,3)-t6(2,l))+(t7 (2,3)-t7 (2,1)))*volabot+(ttop(2,3)- 
+ ttop (2,l) ) *volatop) / (2.0*dt) 

C Calculations for Heat Exchanger performance 
C Effectivenss using glycol flow for Q 

t= (wintnk+wbktnk) /2.0 
CALL RhocpW(t,cp,den) 
ef f gly=solgly/ (convf lw*cp* (intnk-wbktnk) ) 

effwat- (wintnk-wbktnk) / (intnk-wbktnk) 
C Effectiveness using water flow for Q 

C 
C Calculations to be performed during draws only 

IF (dt . eq. 15.0) THEN 
C Draw energy into auxiliary tank 

t= (inaux+supt) /2.0 

solauxdrwf lw*den*cp* (inaux-supt) 

t= (dzwt+inaux) /2.0 
GAIL RhocpW (t , CP, den) 
drwaux=drwflw*den*cp* (drwt-inaux) 

CALL RhocpW(t, CP, den) 

C Draw energy out of auxiliary tank 

C Total draw energy 
t= (dzwt+supt) /2.0 
CALL RhocpW(t,cp,den) 
sol-lw*den*cp" (drwt-mpt) 

C Additional Draw energy if tank were kept at 55C 
t= (55+drwt) /2.0 
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CALL Rho* (t, cp, den) 
dLw55=drwflw*den*cp* (55-dnut) 

C Solar Savings Fraction - Thermal 
C Solar Savings Fraction - TFWSYS 

ssfthr=soldrw/ (soldm+drw55+atk55-atkloss) 

ssftrn-solaux/(solaux+dm55+atk55-atkloss) 
ENDIJ? 

IF (dt .eq. 15.0) THEN 
C Write the output to the appropriate files 

IF(if1wTH.eq.l)THF.N 

ENDIF 
WRITE (iunit2,47) soltnk, qu (3) ,pmppar, solgly,vlmtkt (3), vlatkt (3), 

+ mtkloss,atkloss,mtk55,atk55,blkcapn,ndlcapm,blkcapa,ndlcapa, 
+ effgly,effwat, solaux,drwaux, soldrw, -55, ssfthr, ssftrn, 
+ coldt (3), coleff (3), frul, frta, rltirn 

WRITE (iunit2, *) ' 

ELSE 
WRITE (iunitl, 46) soltnk,qu (3) , p m p p ~ ~ ,  solgly,vlmtkt (3) .vlatkt (31, 

+ mtkloss,atkloss,mtk55,atk55,blkcapn,ndlcapm,blkcapa,ndlcapa, 
+ effgly,effwat,coldt (3) ,coleff (3) ,frul,frta,rltim 

46 
47 

C 
C 

C Used 

ENDIF 
FORMAT (20 (E13.6, lX, ', ' )  ,F7.3) 
FORMAT (2 6 (E13.6, lX, ' , ' ) , F7.3) 
RETURN 
END - Rbacpw(t,cP,-) 
to determine water properties 

C Cp-J/kg-K, Den=Kg/rnA3 
REALt, c p r  den 
~pl-5.9028e-5*t**3+0.025149*t**2-1.8865*t+4215.7 
den=-O.0030357*t**2-0.11905*t+1003.3 
RETURN 
END 

C 
C 

C Used 
- RhaopC(t,cpr-d 
to determine glycol properties 

~~ 

C Cp-J/kg-K, Den=Kg/mA3 
REALtr CP, den 
~p=-8.9729e-5*t**3+0.027076*t**2-0.99634*t+3681.6 
d~~0.0015693*t**2-0.52002*t+1044.6 
RETURN 
END 

-==m 
To solve a set of a fit to data using linear regression. 

PARAMETER (NDA~~l=1350, NPARl-1 0, SI-1.0, TOL-1. E-5) 
REZL EFF, TI,TA,EXTRA, ZEN,HORZ,BEAMH, DIFFH, THET, CTHET,RHOG,PI 
REAL CHIED, CHIEG, CHI, TAUA,DTR, SSG,CHISQ,TOL,TIME, SE 
REAzl AFUNC(NDATA1,NPARl) ,Y (NDATAl) ,A(NPARl) ,V(NPARl,NPARl) 
REAL U(NDATAl,NPARl) ,W(NPARl) ,CVM(NPARl,NPARl) ,B(NDATAl) 
REAL PRED (NDATA1) ,RES (NDATAl) ,TILT,ERUL,AVEPRE,AVEY,SUMPRE,SW 
REAL XI, BMTLT, DIFTLT, TOUT, WOT, WNDSPD, C T E T l  ,RAB (NPARl, NPAR1) 
REAL SUMRP, SUMRA, SUMR2, TLTM,TLTMl (NDATA1) , QPRE (NDATAl) 

C 
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REAL TI1 (NDATAl) ,"A1 (NDATA1) ,SUMQl?RE,QSRCC(NDATAl) ,QSRCCl,C 
INTEGER NDATA, WAR, MP, NP, I, J, K, I-, IT, NDATAl , INUM, IBETA, NPARl 
INTEGER NUMPAR 
CHARACER JUNK*80, INAME*14, ITHET*5, I W * 5  

C 
C Opening the input and output data files 

OPEN (UNIT-1, FILE+ 'RAD. OUT ' , ERR-700, STATUS- ' OLD' ) 
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE..'RAD2.OUT',ERR=700,STATUS='OfD') 
OPEN (UNIT-2, FILE..'PAR.DAT' , ERR=700, STATUSI'NEW' ) 

*OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE='OUT.DAT',ERR=700,STATUSI'NEW') 
c 

PI-3.1415926536 
DTR+I/180. 

*TAUA=l .01*0.9 (Tau) *O. 95 (alpha) 
TAUA=O .8 64 
RHW-0.5 

C 
c This 
C data 

C 

portion of the program reads in the data from TRNSY h EXP. 
and calculates the 'X' portions of the parameter equation 
PRINT*,'Input the number of the correlation you would like.' 
PRINT*, '-1, a=2, IbId(tlt)=3, Reindl=4, ' 
PRINT*, 'FrU1 (aV+b) -5 , FrhFrUl (av+b) -6 
READ*, INUM 
IF(INUM.EQ.1) INAME='HWB' 
IF(INUM.EQ.2) INAME='MEAs. ' 
IF (INUM.EQ.3) INAME=='IbId(tlt) ' 
IF(INUM.EQ.4) INAME='ReindL' 
IF (INUM.EQ.5) INAMES'FrUl (av+b) ' 
IF (INUM-EQ. 6) INAME-'Fr&FrUl (av+b) ' 
PRINT* , ' Input whether to use theta or beta in (taualpha) ave. * 
PRINT*,'Theta=l, Beta=2 cos4=3' 
READ*, IBETA 
IF (IBETA.EQ.1) ITHET-'Theta' 
IF(IBETA.EQ.2)ITHET-'Beta' 
IF (IEETA . EQ -3) ITHET- ' Cos4 ' 
PRINT", 'Input the number of parameters, -2, 3, 4' 
PRINT*, ' cos4~6, FrU1=3, Fr&FrUl==4' 
READ*,NuMPAR 
PRINT*, 'Input the percentage of radiation data to use, ' 
PRINT*,\ ' 80%=790.0, 90%-395.0, 100%=0.0 * 
READ*, RADLIM 
IF (RADLIM .EQ -7 90.0) IRAD- ' 80% ' 
IF (RADLIM.EQ. 395.0) I-' 90% ' 
IF(RADLIM.EQ.O.O)IRAD='lOO%' 
PRINT*,'Input FrUl from data if using, enter 1.0 if not' 
READ*,mUL 

IT=O 
WAR-0 
READ (1,105) Junk 
READ (3,105) Junk 
DO 10 IcNT-1,hDATAl 

READ (l,l00,END=1,ERR=700)TIME,EXTRA, =,TILT, HORZ,DIFFH, 

READ (3,101, END-15, ERRs~OO) TIME, AZI, BKCLT, DIFTLT, TOUT, VOUT, 
+ 
1 
+ WNDSPD 

THET, TI, TA, EFF, TLTM 

C 
C Only including the top 80% of Radiation data: + 790 kJ/hr m"2 
C Top 90%: Radiation data >=. 790/2 kJ/hr m"2, A l l  >I 0 kJ/hr m"2 
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IF ( (TILT.QZ.RADLIM) .AND. (EFF.GT. 0.0) )THEN 
IT-IT+l 
TLTMl (IT) =TLTM 
TI1 (IT) =TI 
TAl (IT) =TA 
C-COS (THET*DTR) 
QSRCCl=5.9* (TILT/3.6) * O .  6367* (1 .-0.1559471* ( (1. /C) -1. ) ) 
QSRCC(IT)-QSRCC1-5.9*4.536* (TI-TA) 

* WRITE(4,*)ICNT,IT,TLTM,TLTMl(IT) 
C 
C fIwB Correlation, Linear, 2 parameters,FrTa & FrUl (W/mA2 C) 

IF (INUM.EQ. 1) THEN 
IF (FRUL.GT. 1.O)THEN 

NPAEt-1 
Al?UNC(IT, 1)=5.9* (TILTj3.6) 

NPAR=2 
AFUNC(IT,1)-5.9* (TILT/3.6) 
AE'UNC (IT, 2) =-5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE 

ENDIF 
C 
C Just separating 
C Using Tilt data 

(TAUALP)ave into 3 Conponents 
only, 3 & 4 parameters: linear theta, Fr, FrbO, 

C 

C 

IF( (IBETA.EQ.1) .OR. (IBETA.EQ.3))- 
CTHETECOS (THET*DTR) 

ELsEIF(IBETA.EQ.2)THEN 
CTHET=COS(ASIN( (1./1.526) *SIN(THET*DTR) ) )  

ENDIF 
IF (IBETA.EQ.3) THEN 

CHI==CTHET 
CHIED-COS (69.4"DTR) 
C H I E W O S  (56.5*DTR) 

ELSE 
CHI= (1. /CIXET) -1. 
CHIED- (1. /COS (69.4 *DTR) ) -1. 
CHIEG (1. /COS (56.5*DTR) ) -1. 

ENDIF 

IF( (INUM.EQ.2) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.3))THEN 
IF (FRUL. GT. 1.0) THEN 

WAR-2 
AE'UNC(IT,1)==5.9* (TILT/3.6)*TAUA 
WUNC (IT, 2) -5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI 

WAR-3 
AFUNC (IT, 1) ==5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9" (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*MI 
AFUNC (IT, 3) -5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

IF (FRUL-GT. 1.0) THEN 
ELSEIF( (INUM.EQ.2) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.4))THEN 

NPAR-3 
AFUNC(IT,1)==5.9*(TILT/3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =-5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI 
AFUNC (IT, 3) -5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**2 

ELSE 
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WAR-4 
AFUNC (IT, 1) =5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI 
AFUNC(IT,3)=-5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**2 
AFUNC (IT, 4) -5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ENDIF 

IF (FRUL-GT. 1.0) THEN 
ELsEIF((INUM.EQ.2) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.6))THEN 

NPm-5 
i#?UNC(IT, 1)-5.9*(TILT/3.6) *TAVA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI 
AFUNC(IT,3)=5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**2 
AFUNC(IT,4)=5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAuA*CHI**3 
AFUNC(IT,5)=5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**4 

WAR==C 
AFUNC(IT,1)=5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAm 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI 
AFUNC(IT,3)=5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**2 
AFUNC (IT, 4) =5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**3 
AFUNC(IT,5)=5.9* (TILT/3.6) *TAUA*CHI**4 
AFUNC (IT, 6) -5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE 

ENDIF 
C 
C Using TRNSYS outputs fo r  Ibeam(ti1t) and Idiff(ti1t) 
C 3 parameters: Fr, FrbO, FrUl (W/mA2 C) , 4: add Frbl 

-IF( (INUM.EQ.3) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.3))THEN 
IF (FRUL. GT. 1.0) THEN 

NPm=2 
AFUNC (IT, 1) -5.9* ( (EM"LT+DIFTLT) /3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9*TAUA* (BMPLT*CHI+DIFTLT*CHIED) /3.6 

NPAR-3 
NUNC (IT, 1) =5.9* ( (BMTLT+DIFTLT) /3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9*TAUA* (BMl?LT*CHI+DIFTLT*CHIED) /3.6 
AFUNC(IT,3)=5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

IF (F'RUL-GT. 1.0) THEN 
ELSEIF( (INUM.EQ.3) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.4))THEN 

WAR-3 
AFUNC (IT, 1) =5.9* ( (BMPLT+DIFTLT) /3.6) *TAU4 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =-1*TAUA* (EMTLT*CHI+DIFTLT*CHIED) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 3) =-1*TAUA* (EMFIIT*CHI**~+DIFTLT*CHIED**~) /3.6 

NPAR==4 
AFUNC (IT, 1) 4.9* ( (BMPLT+DIFTLT) /3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =--5.9*TAUA* (BMPLT*CHI+DIFTLT*CHIED) /3.6 
NUNC (IT, 3) -5.9*TAUA* (EXCLT*CHI**2+DIFTLT*CHIED**2) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 4) =4.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

IF (FRUL. GT. 1.0) THEN 
ELSEIF((INUM.EQ.3) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.6))THEX 

NPAR=5 
AFUNC(IT,1)=5.9* ((BMIZTtDIFPLT) /3.6)*TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) ==5.9*TAUA* (BMTLT*CHI+DIFTLT*CIED) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 3) -5.9*TAUA* (BMTLT*CHI**2+DIE'TLT*CHIED**2) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 4) =5.9*TAUA* ~T*CHI**3+DIFTLT*CHIED**3) /3.6 
AE'UNC (IT, 5) ==5- 9*TAoA* (EM"LT*CHI**4+DIFTLT*CHIED**4) /3.6 

ELSE 
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NPAR-6 
AFUNC (IT, 1) -5.9* ( (WLT+DIFTLT) /3.6) *TAUA 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =5.9*TAUA* (BMTLT*CHI+DIFTLT*CHIED) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 3) =5.9*TAUA* (BMl?LT*CHI**2+DI*CHID**2) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 4) -5.9*TAUA* (EMT,T*CHI**3+DIFTLT*CHIED**3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 5) -5.9*TAUA* (BMTLT*CHI**4+DIFTLT*CHIm**4) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 6) =-5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ENDIF 
C 
C Reindl Correlation, linear theta, 3 parameters,Fr,FrbO, 
C FrUl (W/m"2 C) , quadratic theta, 4 parameters, add Frbl 

ELSEIF (INUM. GT. 3) THEN 
CTHETl=COS (THET*DTR) 
BETAa45. *DTR 
EEAMH=HORZ-DIFFH 
A I = B E A M H / m  
F= (BEAMWHORZ) **0 .5 
Fl=(BEAMH+DIFFH*AI) *CTHETl/ (COS (ZEX*DTR) ) 
F2==DIFFH* (l.-AI)*((l.+cOS(BETA)) /2.)* (l.+F* (SIN(EETA/2.)) **3) 
F3=HORZ*RHOG* ( (1. -COS (BETA) ) /2. ) 
IF((INUM.FQ.4) .AND. (NoMpAR.EQ.3))THEN 

IF (FRUL-GT. 1.0) THEN 
NPAR=2 
AFUNC (IT, 1) -5.9*TAUA* (Fl+F2+F3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CHI+F2*CHIED+F3*CHIEG) /3.6) 

N!?AR=-3 
AFUNC (IT, 1) -5.9*TAUA* (Fl+F2+F3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =-5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CHI+F2*CHIED+F3*CHIEG) /3.6) 
AFUNC (IT, 3) -5- 9*FRuL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE 

EM)IF 

IF (FRUL-GT. 1.0) THEN 
ELSEIF( (INUM.EQ.4) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.4))THEN 

NPAR=3 
AE'UNC (IT, 1) -5.9*TAUA* (Fl+F2+F3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9" (TAUA* (Fl*CHI+F2*CHIED+F3*CHIEG) /3.6) 

AFUNC (IT, 3) -5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CH1**2+F2*CHIED**2+F3*CHIEG**2) /3.6) 
ELSE 

NPAR=4 
AFUNC (IT, 1) =5.9*TAUA* (Fl+F2+F3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CHI+F2*CHIED+F3*CHIEG) /3.6) 

AFUNC (IT, 3) -5.9* (TAUA* (F~*CHI**~+F~*CHIED**~+F~*CHIEG**~) /3.6) 
AFUNC (IT, 4) -5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ENDIF 

IF (FRUL.GT. 1.0) THEN 
ELsEIF((INUM.EQ.4) .AND. (NUMPAR.EQ.6))THEN 

NPAR=5 
AFUNC (IT, 1) =5.9*TAUA* (Fl+F2+F3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 2) -5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CHI+F2*CHIED+F3*CHIEG) /3.6) 

AFUNC(IT,3)=5.9* (TAUA*(Fl*CH1**2+F2*CHIED**2+F3*CHIEG**2) /3.6) 
AFUNC (IT, 4) -5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CH1**3+F2*CHIED**3+F3*CHIEG**3) /3.6) 
AF"C(IT,5)=5.9*(TAUA* (Fl*CH1**4+F2*CHIED**4+F3*CHIEG**4) /3.6) 

ELSE 
NPAR=6 
AFUNC (IT, 1) =5.9*TAUA* (Fl+F2+F3) /3.6 
AFUNC (IT, 2) =5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CHI+F2*CHIEWF3*CHIEG) /3.6) 

AE'UNC (IT, 3) -5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CHI**2+F2*CHIED**2+F3*CHIEG**2) /3.6) 
AFUNC (IT, 4) -5.9* (TAUA* (F~*CHI**~+F~*CHIED**~+F~*CHIEG**~) /3.6) 
AFUNC (IT,5)==5.9* (TAUA* (Fl*CH1**4+F2*CHIED**4+F3*CHIEG**4) /3.6) 
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AE'UNC (IT, 6) -5.9*FRuL* (TI-TA) 
ENDIF 

ENI)IF 
ENDIF 

C 
C Breaking down FrUl into a*wndspd+b 

ELSEIF (INUM.EQ.5)THEN 
N P m 3  
AFUNC(IT,1)=5.9*TILT/3.6 
AE'UNC (IT, 2 )  =-5.9*WNDSPD* (TI-TA) 
AFUNC (IT, 3) =-5.9* (TI-TA) 

WAR-4 
AFUNC(IT,1)=5.9*TILT/3.6 
AEWNC(IT,2)-5.9* (TILT/3.6) *WNDSPD 
AFDNC (IT, 3) -5.9*WNDSPD* (TI-TA) 
AFUNC (IT, 4) =-5.9* (TI-TA) 

ELSEIF (1NUM.EQ. 6) THEN 

ENDIF 
C 
C Y values equal the efficiency 

IF(E'RUL.OP.1.O)THEN * Y (IT) =VOUT*1006*3870* (TOUT-TI) +5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 
Y (IT) =EFF*5.9* (TILT/3.6) +5.9*FRUL* (TI-TA) 

ELSE * Y (IT) =VOUT*1006*3870* (TOUT-TI) 
Y (IT) =EFF*5. 9* (TILT/3.6) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C This portion calculates the parameters using Numerical Recipies 
c Programs 

15 CONTINUE 
MP-NDATAl 
NDAlX-IT 
NP-EJpAR1 
m=NPzm 
DO 17 I==l,NDATA 

DO 20 J-l,MA 
U (I, J) =AFUNC (I, 3) * (1. /SIG) 

20 CONTINUE 

17 CONTINUE 
CALL SVDCMP (U,NDATA,MA,MP,NP,W,V) 
WMAX-0 * 0 
DO 30 J-l,MA 

B (I) =Y (I) * (1. /SIG) 

IF(W(J) .GT.WMAX)THEN 

ENDIF 
WMAX-W (J) 

30 CONTINUE 
TImEsIi*OL*WMAX 
DO 40 J-1,MA 

IF (W( J) . LT.THRESH) THEN 
ENDIF 

W (J) =O. 0 

40 CONTINUE 
CALL mBKsB(U,W,V,NDATA,MA,MP,NP,B,A) 
C H I ~ O .  0 
SUMPRE-0.0 
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sum-0 f 0 
suMRP=o. 0 
SUMRA-0.0 
SuMR2=0.0 
SUMQPRE-0.0 
DO 50 I-1,NDATA 

sm=o.o 
Do 60 J==l,MA 

SUM==SWA (J) *AFuNC (I, J) 
60 CONTINUE 

PRED (I ) =SUM 
RES(I)=Y(I)-SuM 
IF (E'RUL.GT.1.0) THEN 

QPRE (I) 4 B E D  (I) -5.9*E'RUL* (TI1 (I) -TA1 (I) ) 
suIK?PRE-s-RE+QpRE (I) 

ENDIF 
CHIsQ=cHISQt ( (Y (I) -SUM) /SIG) **2 
SuMpRE-SUMeRE+PRED (I) 
SUMY=SUMY+Y (I) 

50 CONTINUE 
AVEPRE=SUMPRE/NDATA 
AVEY=SUMY/NDATA 
W 61 I=l,NDATA 

SuMRe4uMRe+ (PPED (I) -Amy) **2 
SUMRA=SuMRA+ (Y (I) - A m )  **2 

61 CONTINUE 
suMR2=suMRP/suMRA 

CALL SVDm (v,mAR, NP,w, cvM,NP) 

DO 65 I=l,NpAR 

SE- (CHISQ/NDATA) **0.5 

C Calculate t he  correlation matrix: 

DO 70 J-1,NPAR 
=(I, J)pc17M(I,J) / (  (CVM(I,I)**0.5)* (CVM(J, J) **0.5) ) 

70 CONTINUE 
65 CONTINUE 

C W r i t e  t he  output t o  a f i l e  
C W r i t e  The Parameters: 

WRITE(2,*)'A l ea s t  squares f i t  is performed on the measured effici 
* ency and col lector  i n l e t  and ambient temperatures. The radiat ion 
* 
* t t i m e  data is included i n  the f i t . '  

data is  output from TRNSYS using measured horizontal  data. No nigh 

WRITE(2,*) 'I 
WRITE (2, *) 'Since Sigma is unknown and assumed t o  be 1, the chi-squ 

* 
* 
* 

a r e  means nothing. The standard e r ror  i n  estimated y is sqr t (ch isq  
uare/#points). The standard e r ro r  i n  each parameter is the sqrt  of 
each parameter number i n  the  diagonal of the  covariance matrix' 

WRITE (2, *) ' ' 
wRITE(2,*) ' C o n :  ',I-, * Using ',NUMPAR, Parameters, ',ITHET, 

WRITE! (2, *) ' ' 
WRITE (2, *) 'Parameters: ' 
DO 80 I=l,NPAR 

* ' and ' , I W ,  * of t h e  data; FrUl-',FRUL, (if 1, its a parameter) ' 

WRITE (2,110) I ,A (I) , CVM (I, I) **O. 5 
80 CONTINUE 

WRITE (2, *) ' 
WRITE (2,112) (A(1) ,I-l,NPAEt) 
WRITE (2, *) ' ' 
WRITE (2, *) 'Chi-sqaured =',CHISQ 
WRITE(2, *) 'Standard e r ro r  =',SE 
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WRITE(2,*)'r-squared -',SUMR2 
WRITE(2,*) 'Average measued Y =',AVEY 
WRITE (2, *) 'Average predicted Y -' ,AVEPRE 
WRITE(2,*) 'Total measured Y: Quse =',SUMY*300. 
WRITE(2,") 'Total predicted Y: Quse =',SUMPRE*300. 
IF (FRUL.GT. 1.0) THEN 

ENDIF 

WRITE (2, *) ' ' 
WRITE (2, *) 'The Covariance Matrix: ' 
WRITE (2,130) (I, I-1,NPAR) 
DO 135 I=l,NPAE7 

WRITE (2, *) Total predicted Y2: Quse =' , SO&Q.PRE*300. 

C W r i t e  the covariance matrix: 

WRITE(2,140)1, (CVM(1,J) ,J-l,NPAR) 
135 CONTINUE 

C W r i t e  t h e  correlat ion matrix: 
WRITE (2, *) ' ' 
WRITE (2, *) 'The Correlation Matrix: ' 
WRITE (2,130) (I, 1-1,NPAEU 
DO 136 I=l,NPAR 

WFUTE(2,140)1, (-(I, J),J=l,NPAR) 
136 CONTINDE 

C W r i t e  t he  predicted y's and residuals: 
WRITE (2, *) ' ' 
WRITE(2,*) 'The Predicted Y Values and Residuals:' WRITE(2,115) 
DO 120 i-1,NDATA 

IF (FRuL.GT. 1.0) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

WRITE (2,125) TLTMl (I) *5.9/3.6, I,Y (I) ,PRED (I) ,RES (I), QPRE (I) 

WRITE(2,125)TLTMl (I) *5.9/3.6, I,Y (I) ,PRED(I) ,RES (I) ,QSRCC(I) 

120 CONTINDE 
C Formatting output 

100 FORMAT (F10.4,2X, 10 (E10.3,2X) ) 
101 FORMAT (F10.4, 2X, 6 (E10.3,ZX) ) 
105 FORMAT (A80) 
110 FORMAT('A(',Il, ' )  = ',F10.5, ' +/- ',F10.5) 
112 FORMAT('Y = ',F10.5, '+',F10.5,'*F(xl)+',F10.5, '*F(x2)+', 

115 FORMAT ( ' AcGT ' T17, ' I ' , T27, ' Y (I) I , T40, ' PRED ' , T54, ' RES ' ) 
125 FORMAT (F12.5,3Xt IS, 3X, 4 (F12.5,3X) ) 
130 FORMAT ( 'PAR. ' , T14,11, T26,11, T38,11, T50,11, T62,11, T74 11) 
140 FORMAT (T2,11, T9,F14.4 T23,F14.4, T35,F14.4, T47 ,F14.4, T59, F14.4, 

*F10.5, ' *F (x3) +',F10.5, ' *F (x4) +' , F10.5, ' *F (x5) ' ) 

*T71, F14.4) 
GOT0 200 

END 
700 PRINT*,'Error occurred reading input file'  200 STOP 

~ f A , % # r W , ~ t W , V )  
C Given matrix A, logical dimension MxN and physical dimensions MpxMP. This gives its 
C singular  value decompositon, A-UWV (transpose) 

PARAMETER (NMAX-10) 
DIMENSION A(MP,NP) ,W(W) ,V(NP,NP) ,RVl (NM?X) 
IF(M.LT.N)PAUSE 'You mst augment A with extra zero rows.' 

G-0.0 
scAm=o. 0 
ANoRM=o. 0 

C Householder reduction t o  bidiagonal form. 
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W 10 I-l ,N 

20 

30 

50 

60 
40  

70 

80 

90 

100 

*I+1 
Rv1 ( I }  =SCAIJ?.*G 
e o . 0  

scaIE=o.o 
IF(1.LE.M) TEIEN 

W 20 K4,M 

CONTINm 
IF (SCAUZ.NE. 0.0) THEN 

s=o. 0 

Sm-scALE+ABs (A (K, I) ) 

DO 30 K=I,M 
A (K, I) =A (K, I )  /SCALE 
S=S+A (K, I) *A (K, I) 

CONTINUE 
F=A(I,I) 
*SIGN (SQRT (S) ,F) 
H=F*G-S 
A (I, I) -F-G 
IF (I .NE .N) THEN 

DO 40 J=L,N 
s-0.0 
DO 50 K==I,M 

CONTINUE 
F=S/H 
DO 60 K=I,M 

CONTINUE 

S=S+A (K, I) *A (K, J) 

A (K, J) =A (K, J) +F*A (K, I) 

CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
Do 70 K=I,M 

CONTINUE 
A (K, I) =scAtE*A (K, I) 

ENDIF 
mIF 
W ( I )  ==SCALE*G 
G-0.0 
s-0.0 
s m = o .  0 
IF( (1.LE.M) .AND. (1.NE.N))THEN 

DO 80 K 4 , N  

CONTINm 
IF (SCALE. NE. 0.0) THEN 

SCALE=SCALE+ABS (A (I, K) ) 

DO 90 K=L,N 
A (I, K) =A (I, K) /SCALE 
S=S+A (I, K) *A (I, K) 

CONTINUE 
F*A(I,L) 
G==-SIGN(SQRT(S) ,F) 
IIPF*GS 
A ( I ,  L) IF-G 
W 100 K=L,N 

C O ~ I N U E  
IF (I .NE. M) THEN 

RVl(K)=A(I,K)/H 

W 110 J=L,M 
s-0 . 0 



DO 120 K=L,N 
SS+A (J, K) *A (I, K) 

120 CONTINUE 
DO 130 K=L,N 

A (J, K) -A (J, K) +S*RVl (K) 
130 CONTINUE 
110 CO€?rINUE 

EM)= 
DO 140 K-L,N 

A (I, K) =SCALE*A (I, K) 
140 CONTINUE 

ENI)IF 
ENDIF 
ANo-(ANoRM, (ABs(w(I))+ABs(RVl(I)))) 

10 CONTINUE 
C Accumlation of right hand transformations. 

W 150 I=N, 1, -1 
IF(I.LT.N)THEN 

IF (G.NE. 0.0) THE% 
DO 160 J=L,N 

V (J, I) = (A (I, J) /A (I, L) ) /G 
160 CONTINUE 

DO 170 J-L,N 
sto.0 
DO 180 X==L,N 

S=S+A(I,K) *V (K, J) 
180 CONTINUE 

DO 190 K=L,N 
V (K, J) ==V (K, J) +S*V (K, I) 

190 CONTINOE 
170 CONTIMJE 

ENDIF 
DO 200 J=L,N 

V(1,J)sO.O 
V(J, I) -0.0 

200 CONPINUE 
ENDIF 
V(1, I) -1.0 
G=RVl (I) 
L=I 

150 CONTINUE 
C Accumulation of left-hand transformations. 

DO 210 I-N,1,-1 
t I+1  
o=w(I) 
IF (I. LT. N) THEN 

DO 220 J=L,N 
A(1, J)=O.O 

220 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
IF (G.NE. 0 -0) THEN 

Ol.O/G 
IF (I .NE.N) THEN 

DO 230 J=L,N 
spo.0 
DO 240 K-L,M 

CONTINUE 
F=(S/A(I,I))*G 

SIS+A (K, I) *A (K, J) 
240 
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250 
230 

300 
1 

32 0 
310 
2 

330 

DO 250 K 4 , M  

CONTINUE 
A (I(, J) =A (K, J) +F*A (K, I )  

CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
DO 2 6 0  J=I,M 

A ( J ,  I )  =A(J, I )  *G 
2 60 CONTINUE 

ELSE 
DO 270 J-I,M 

A (3, I )  10.0 
270 COrPTINUE 

ENDIF 
A ( 1 ,  I )  -A(I ,  I )  +1 .O 

210 CONTINUE 
C Diagonalization of the bidiagonal form. Loop over singular values. Icop over allowed 
C iterations. T e s t  for splitting: N o t e  that RVl is  always zero. 

DO 280 KIN, 1,-1 
DO 290 ITS=l,lOOO 

DO 300 GK,1,-1 
NI+L-l 
IF ( (ABS (RVl (L) ) +ANOW) .EQ.ANORM) THEN 

ENDIF 
IF ( (ABS (W (NM) ) +ANOW) . EQ . ANORM) THEN 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
c-0 . 0 
s-1 . 0 
DO 310 I=L,K 

G O T 0 2  

G O T 0 1  

F==S*RVl (I) 
RVl (I) =C*RVl ( I )  
IF ( (ABS (F) +ANORM) .EQ.ANON) THEN 

ENDIF 
G=w(I) 
H-SQRT (F*Fffi*G) 
W(I)=H 
H-1 . O/H 
C= (G*H) 
S- (F*H) 
DO 320 J=l,M 

Y-A (J, NM) 
Z-A ( J ,  I )  
A (J, NM) = (Y*C) + (Z*S) 
A(J.1)-(Y*S)+(Z*C) 

GOT02 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
Z-W (K) 
IF (L.EQ.K)THEN 

IF (Z . LT . 0 -0) THEN 
W (K) -Z 
DO 330 J - l , N  

CO~INLl?Z 
V (J, K) -V (J, K) 

ENDIF 
GOT0 3 

ENDIF 
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350 

360 
340 

IF (ITS.EQ.1000)PAUSE 'No convergence i n  1000 i t e ra t ions '  X=W(L) 
NM=K-l 
y* (NM) 
+RVl (NM) 
H-RVl (K) 
F= ( (Y-Z) * (Y+Z) + (GH) * (GtH) ) / (2.O*H*Y) 
*SORT (F*F+l. 0) 
F- ( (X-Z) * (X+Z) +H* ( (Y/ (F+SIGN (G, F) ) ) -H) ) /X C Next QR transformation: 
c-1 . 0 
sI1.0 
DO 340 J=L,NM 

IJ+1 
G=M (1) 
Y=w (1) 
H=S*G 
G=C*G 
Z==SQRT (F*F+H*H) 
RV1 (J) -Z 
C=F/Z 
S=H/Z 
F= (X*C) + (G*S) 
G- (X*S) + (G*C) 
H=Y*S 
Y=Y*C 
DO 350 JJ-1,N 

X-V (JJ, J) 
Z=V (JJ, I ) 
V ( J J ,  J) = (X*C) + (Z*S)  
V(JJ,I)-(X*S)+(Z*C) 

COWl!INUE 
2-SQRT (F*F+H*H) 
W(J)-Z 
IF (Z. NE. 0.0) THEN 

z=1. o/z 
C=F*Z 
S=H*Z 

mil? 
F= (C*G) + (S*Y) 
X- (S*G) + (C*Y) 
DO 360 J J = l , M  

Y-A ( J J ,  J) 
Z==A(JJ, I) 
A(JJ, J)= Cy*C)+(Z*S) 
A (JJ, I) - Cy*S) + (Z*C) 

CONPINm 
CONTINUE 
RV1 (L) =O . 0 
RV1 (K) =F 
W (K) 5X 

2 90 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 

280 CONTINDE 
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RETURN 
END 

SvERsB @,W,V, WY,m,m,B,X) 
C Solves AX=B for a vector X, A is specified by arrays U,W,V as  retuned by SWCMP 

PARAMETER (NM?iX=lO) 
DIMENSION U(M?,NP) ,W(Np)  ,V(NP,NP) ,B(M?) , X ( N P )  ,"I@ (NMAX) 
DO 10 J=l,N 

SI0 -0 
IF(W(J) .NE.O.O)THEN 

DO 20 I=l,M 
%S+U (I, J) *B (I) 

20 CONTINUE 
*S/W (J) 

ENDIF 
TMP (J)=S 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 30 J=-l,N 

s-0 -0 
DO 40 JJ-l,N 

S=S+V(J, JJ) *TMP (JJ) 
40 CONTINUE 

X (J) =S 
30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END - -(v,=,m,w,cMI,#cvH) 

PARAMETER (MMAx-10) 
C To evaluate the covariance m a t r i x  for parameters obtained by SVDFIT 

DIMENSION V(NP,NP) ,W(NP)  ,CVM(NCVM,NCVM) ,WTI (MMAX) 
DO 10 I==l,MA 

WTI(I)..O.O 
IF (W(1) .NE. 0.0) THEN 

ENDIF 

Do 20 I=l,MA 

WTI (I)=l. / W(I) *w (1) 1 

10 CONTINUE 

DO 30 J-1,1 
suM=o.o 
Do 40 K=l,MA 

SUM==SUM+V (I, K) *V (J, K) *WTI (K) 
4 0  CONTINUE 

CVM(1, J)==SUM 
CVM (J, I) -SUM 

30 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 



APPENDIX D 

F&JL Calculation 

The collector heat removal factor, FR, for a flat-plate collector is given as eqn 

0.1). The derivation of FR is presented in Duffie and Beckman [ 19911. FR is a function of 

the collector fluid flow rate& , the collector specific heat, Cp, the collector area, A,, the 

collector overall loss coefficient, UL, and the collector efficiency factor, F’. 

The collector efficiency factor is given as eqn (D.2) and is a function of the collec- 

tor overall loss coefficient, UL, the distance between the collector tubes, W, the collector 

tube diameter, D, the inside convective coefficient of the fluid in the collector tubes, hf, 

and the fin efficiency factor, F. 

F =  

The fin efficiency factor, F, is given as eqn (D.3). Where kp is the plate conductivity 

and 6p is the plate thickness. 
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tanh[rn(W-D)/2] 
r n ( W - D ) / 2  ' F =  

The overall loss coefficient, U,, is shown in eqn 0.4) and is a function of the top, 

back and edge losses. The edge losses are negligible and the back loss coefficient is the 

conductivity of the insulation, kb, divided by the insulation thickness, bm. 

0.4) 
' ins 

uL = uTop + UBack + uEdge uTop UBack = uTop + L,, 

The top loss coefficient is the most complicated term and includes all of the con- 

vective and radiative losses from the plate to the cover and the cover to the ambient air, as 

given in eqn (D.5) 

I-l 03.5) 1 
h + 1 

uTop = 
[h,ind + hradcm-d convpl,,tr-cov + hradphn-cm 

First, the inside convective coefficient for the glycol flowing in the collector tubes 

is calcualted. The following values were used: 

vgly = 0.18 m / ~  
D = O.OO95 m 
A=7.1x10-5m2 
kglY = 0.42 W/m°C 
Cp,gly = 3819 J/k C 

Bdy = 14.6 
f0 

Pgly = 1007 W m  

k 3 l Y  = 1.6 x 10-3 NS/m2 
Lgly = 30.5 m 

The resulting Reynolds number of 1077 indicates laminar flow. Therefore, the 

Seider-Tate relation may be used to determine hf. 



Next, the convective loss coefficient due to the wind blowing across the collector 

face is determined. The wind speed varies between 1 and 5 d s ,  and the representative L is 

5 m, resulting in hwind between 5 and 18 W/m2"C. 

hwind = max[,, 

P.7) 
V = speed,m/s 

1 /3 L = (structure volume) , m 

The remaining loss coefficients from the collector cover to the ambient, and from 

the collector plate to the cover, are strong functions of the plate, cover, and ambient tem- 

peratures. The maximum and minimum plate temperatures, cover temperatures and ambi- 

ent temperatures used in the following equations are: Tplatesnax = 100°C, Tpla- = 10°C; 

Tcov,max = 50°C, Tcov,min = 0°C; and Tamb,max = 10°C, Tamb,min = -1OOC. The cover 

emissivity is 0.88 and the plate emissivity is 0.95. 

The radiative loss coefficient for the cover to ambient is given in eqn (D.8) and var- 

ies between 3 to 6 W/rn2"C. 

The convective loss coefficient for the plate to cover is given in eqn (D.9) and var- 

ies between 4 to 3 w/rn2"C (the cofiector slope, p, is 450). 
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The radiative loss coefficient for the plate to cover is given in eqn 0.10) and varies 

between 3.5 to 8 W/m2"C. 

Ushg the above determined values for the Merent variables results in U, varying 

from 4 to 8 W/m2"C and FR varying between 0.66 and 0.49. Therefore, FRUL varies 

between 2.6 and 3.9 W/m20C. This range encompasses the experimentally determined 

value of 3 W/m2"C (night time temperatures). This range also encompasses the values for 

FRUL determined in section 6.4.8 (Duffie and Beckman [1991], page 261) using the aver- 

age day time and night time plate and ambient temperatures. 

Reindl Sky Radiation Model 

The Reindl model for sky radiation is used to predict the overall incident radaition 

on the horizontal given that the incident radiation is comprised of three components: 

beam, diffuse, and s l q  diffuse. The collector optics, (za), may then also be separated into 

the same three components, as shown in eqn @. 1 1). This model is used in the parameter 

estimation program when determining F~(za)beam, FR(zcx)~~~~ ,  and F R ( T C X ) ~  The remain- 

ing variables in eqn's @. 1 1) and @. 12) are output from the TRNSY S radiation processor. 
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cos 6 - 
Rbeam - x, 9 

IbeamH 

Ai=I,’ 
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